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CERTIFICATE OF INTERESTED PERSONS (“CIP”) 

AND CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

 

Pursuant to Eleventh Circuit Rule 26.1-1 and Federal Rule of Appellate 

Procedure 26.1, Appellants hereby furnish a complete list of the following persons 

who have an interest in the outcome of this case. 

 

 US District Judge; 

Marra, Kenneth A. 

 

US Magistrate Judge; 

Matthewman, William 

 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”);  

Brenowitz, Stephanie C. 

Baez, Tianna Elise  

Chin, Shirley T. 

Cohen, Adam Harris 

Demille-Wagman, Lawrence 

Desai, Atur Ravi 

Healey, Jean Marie 

Kelly, Erin Mary 

Nodler, Gregory Ryan 

Posner, Michael 
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Roberson, Amanda Christine 

Savage, James Joseph 

Singelmann, Jan Edwards 

Wilson, Jack Douglas 

 

Office of the Attorney General  &  

Office of Financial Regulation; 

Fransen, Scott Ray 

Granai, Sasha Funk 

Pinder, Jennifer Hayes 

Winship, Blaine H. 

 

Intervenor Plaintiff; 

Burke, Joanna 

Burke, John 

Fauley, Robynne (TERMINATED) 

Subramaniam, Denise (TERMINATED) 

 

Ocwen Financial Corporation & 

Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC & 

Ocwen Mortgage Servicing, Inc.; 

Azuero, Catalina E. 

Berry, Bridget Ann 

Craven, Laura S. 

Hefferon, Thomas M. 

Previn, Matthew P. 
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Protess, Amanda B.  

Riffee, Matthew L. 

Rose-Smith, Sabrina M. 

Sheldon, Matthew S. 

Smith, Tierney E. 

Stoll, Laura 

Tayman, W. Kyle 

Wein, Andrew Stuart 

Law Firms; 

Buckley, LLP (“Buckley”) 

Greenberg Traurig (“GTLaw”) 

Goodwin Proctor, LLP (“Goodwin”) 

Dated; 26th January, 2020; 

  /s/ Joanna Burke 

Joanna Burke, Pro Se  

46 Kingwood Greens Dr, 

Kingwood, TX,77339 

Telephone:  

(281) 812-9591

Facsimile:

(866) 705-0576

Email: kajongwe@gmail.com

mailto:alsation123@gmail.com
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  /s/ John Burke 

John Burke, Pro Se  

46 Kingwood Greens Dr, 

Kingwood, TX,77339 

Telephone:  

(281) 812-9591

Facsimile:

(866) 705-0576

Email: alsation123@gmail.com

mailto:alsation123@gmail.com
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John Bm ke and Jonnna Burke

46 Kingwood Greens Dr

Kingwood, Texas 77339

Te1: 281 812 9591

FILED BY cnn D.C.

AtJ6 22 2218

ANGELA E. NOBLE
CLERK U S DISK CI
s.o. oF F'lA.-w.RB.

IN TI'1E UM TED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN  DISTRICT OF FLORIDA,

W EST PM M  BEA CH DIW SION

Civil Action No. 9:17-CV-80495 (17-80495-CIW M AkRA)

CONSUW R FW M CX
PROTECTION BUREAU,

M PLICANTS (INTERW NORS)
NO TICE OF M PEAL

Plaintiffs,

VS.

OCW EN FW ANCIAL

CORPORATION ,

a Florida corporation,

OCW EN  M ORTGA GE

SERW CW G, m C.,

a U. S. Virgin Islands cop oration,

and

OCW EN LOAN SERW CW G,

LLC,
a Delaware limited liability

com pany,

D efendants.

APPLICANTS qNTERVENORS) NOTICE OF APPEAL

Case 9:17-cv-80495-KAM   Document 414   Entered on FLSD Docket 08/02/2019   Page 1 of 6
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Joarma Burke and Jolm Burke, Senior

Citizens in the above-entitled case and hereby appeals to the United States Court of

Appeals for the Eleventh District 9om the Order denying Intervention (Doc. 41 1),

entered in this action on 3rd day of July, 2019 by United States Judge Kenneth M anu.

RESPECTFULLY subm itted this 30th day of July
, 2019.

Joanna Bm'ke / Harris County

State of Texas, Pro Se

Jobn e / Harris County

State of Texas, Pro Se

46 Kingwood Greens Dr
K ingw ood, Texas 77339

Phone Number: (281) 812-9591
Fax: (866) 705-0576
Email: kajongwe@gmail.com
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CERTIH CATE OF SERW CE

W e, Joanna Burke and John Bm ke hereby certify that on July 30, 2019, we posted

the attached document via USPS Priority M ail yo the US District Court;

Clerk of Court

United States District Court

Southem  D istrict of Florida

W est Palm  Beach Division
Paul G. Rogers Federal Building and U.S. Courthouse

701 Clematis Street, Room 202

W est Palm Beach, FL 33401

And also served copies to the following parties, by USPS Priority M ail:

CFPB œ laintiFs)

Anthony Alexis,

Enforcement Director

Cara Petersen,

Deputy Enforcement Director for Litigation

Gabriel O'M a11ey,
A ssistant Litigation D eputy

Jean Healey

Senior Litigation Cotm sel

Jan Singelm ann

A tur Dçsai

Tianna Elise Baez

Stephanie C. Brenowitz

Lawrence D eM ille-W agm an

Elin M ary K elly

Gregory Ryan Nodler

M ichael Posner

Jack Douglas W ilson

James Joseph Savage

Am snda Christine Roberson

3
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M alllng A ddress:

Consum er Financial Protection Bureau

1700 G Street N W

W ashington, DC 20552

Attorneysfor Pllfn/7.'f/'
Consum er Financial Protection Bureau

O ffce of Attornev G eneral &

Oflke of Financial Reculation tplaintiffsl

Jennifer Hayes Pinder

Sasha Funk Granai

M alllng A ddress:

Om ce of Atty. Gen., State of F1a.,

Dept. of Legal Affairs

3507 East Frontage Road

Suite 325

Tampa, FL 33607

O CW EN œ efendants)

Bridget Ann Beny

A ndrew Stuart W ein

M ailing Addre#s:

Greenberg Traurig

Phillips Point - East Tower

777 S Flagler Drive

Suite 300E
W est Palm  Beach, FL 33401

4
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Thomas M . Hefferon (pro hac vice)
Sablina M. Rose-smith (pro hac vice)
Catalina Azuero

M ichelle Treadw ell Briggs

M olly M adden

M ailing A ddress:

G OOD W IN PROCTER LLP

901 N ew York Ave., N W

W ashington, D C 20001

M atthew Previn

M aillng A ddress:

BU CC EY SAN DLER, LLP

1133 Ave. of the Americas, Sttite 3100

N ew York, N Y 10036

Attorneysfor Defendants Ocwca Financial Colp.,
Ocwen M ortgage Servicing, Inc, and Ocaven Loan Servicing, LLC

5
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John Burke and Joanna Btlrke

46 Kingwood Greens Dr

Kingwood, Texas 77339

Te1: 281 812 9591

FILED BY cme D
.C.

JAy 2 2 2218

ANGEL/ E. NOBLE
CLERK U s Dlsm cl
s.D. oF flA, -w.Ra.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT CQURT
SOUTHEFN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA,
W EST PM M  BEA CH D IW SION

Civil Action No. 9:17-6+ -80495

CONSUM ER VINANCIAL
PROTECTION BY A U ,

Plaintiffs,

VS.

M OTION TO m TERV EN E

OCW EN FINAN CIAL

CORPOM TION ,

a Flodda corporation,

OCW EN M ORTGA GE

SERW CW G, lN C.,

a U . S. Virgin lslands corporation,

ansd
OCW EN LOAN  SERW CW G ,

LLC,

a Delaware limited liability

Com palm

Defendants.

1
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Mon oN To INTERW NE

TO TllE HONOM BLE JUDGE OF SM D COURT:

Joarma Burke and Jolm Burke (tWpplicants'), hereby moves (the ''Motion'')

pursuant to Fed. R! Civ. P.24 to intervene in this action so it m ay be heard in

connection with the law suit, filed by Plaintiff Consum rr Financial Protection

Bureau (the ''CFPB'').

'l'he Applicu ts are retired residents of Kingwood, Texas. As homeowners and

. 
'

US citizens they have a vested and material interest in the outcome of tbis case.

The Applicants seçk to intervene in this case to protect their interests in their

homestead at 46 Kingwood Greens Dr., KingWood, Texas, 77339, USA

Cihomestead'') and that of similar homeowners nationwide.

THE APPLICANTS ARE U OW N BY THE PARTIES

The Applicants homestead is currently under wrongful order of foreclosm e

where Ocwcn Loan Servicing, LLC, is the alleged mortgage servicer for the Bank in

the Applicants case, nam ely D eutsche Bank N ational Trust Com pany.l

l DEUTSCHE VANK NAT'L TRUST CO., as Trustee of the Residential Asset Securitization
Trust 2007-A8, M ortgage Pass-rfhrough Certiicates, Seties 2007-H under the Pooling and
Servicing Agreement dated June 1, 2007 v. JOANNA BURKE et al, Civil Action: 4:1 1-cv-01658,

and appellate acuon; 18-20026, FiRh Circuit (2018).

3
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The Applicants are currently Plaintiffs in a new case, recently rem oved to the

Southern District Federal Court, Houston Division against Defendants, Ocwca Loan

servicing, LLC.I

Furthermore, the Applicants wrote to CFPB attorneys (named in this Florida

case) prior to filing this case in Houstonand based on this Florida sling. For

disclosure, the Applicants also copied CFPB separately in a complaint letter to Cllief

Jusdce Carl Stewart, regarding the Fiqh Circuits' recent 3-panel opinion, order and

judgment of foreclosure.

THE M PLICANTS M EET THE STANDARDS OF RULE 24

ln relation to this m otion, the Applicants can prove quantisable monetary

damages and imminent çinjury in fact'. They meet thenecessary legal tests and

burdens to becom e intervenors in tM s case.

THE APPLICANTS REPRESENT DISTRESSED HOM EOW NERS

The Applicants can provide direct facts,evidence and an expedenced

viewpoint to this case. There is no need for expensive and tim e consuming

' subpoenas, m otions, discovery reqttests or expert witnesses, e.g.

2 See Joanna Burke v Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, Case 4:18-cv-4544, District Courq Southem
District of Texas, Houston Division

4
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Applicants will assume the parties and the court are familiar with tçsupreme

Court Task Forcetsl''.In the Supreme Court of Texas, foreclosure mi11 attorneys

like Tommy Bastian of Barrett, Daffm, Frappin, Tlxrner and Engel (EGBDFTE'') are

invited to sit on such a Task Force and propose changes to the laws and m ake H ouse

Bill recommendations to &çexpedite foreclosures''. 3

TEU S SUPREME TASK FORCE M EETG G (EXTRACD

. 
'

M R.. BARRETT: ttludge, l thlnk that's a very good point. This is

M ike Barretl, and l know wdve had this dio culty. There really isn't

such a document, and maybe, Larry, you might explain mortgage

servicing rights because the servicer usually acquired their position

in the file tkough the purchase of M SRS.

Translation: M ortgage Servicer Rights = Unsecured Debt4

There is an organized market in M SRS that really makes up maybe

as much as 40 to 50 percent of any mortgage compahy's assets, and

they acquired this - their status of being a servicer through the

purchase of an M SR most of the time, or they did it themselves,

they created their own loan.

3 see Joanna Burke v Hopldns Zlw, PLLC, Case 4:18-cv-4543, Diskict Court, Southem  Dishict

of Texas, Houston Division, EXHHXT # ZOI8-SW M X -COG T-FOM CLOSY -TASK-

FORCE - Barretl (deceased) and Bastian of BDFTE listed on Task Force titled OIIDER
CREATW G TASK FORCE ON JUDICIAL FORECLOSURE RULES

4 See FDIC: he s://- .fdic.gov+uyinA istodcaFmohgage-seNiclg-%sets.he

5
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So fm dinz a document th- at savs. ''I am the owner and holder.

and I hereby erant to the servicer the rizht to foredose in mv

name'' is an impossibilitv in 90 percent of thq cases.''

- Michael Barrett, (deceased) of BDFTE (Foreclosme Mi11)

The Applicants view this proposed intervenor application in a similar light.

After all, the CFPB is named the ttconsllmer'' Financial Protection Boarb, so why

not allow affected consllmers to offer their testimony and intimate knowledge of

Ocwen and mortgage servicing in relation to home foreclosm es, G'dual kacldng'' and

similar - when they have a direct interest in the parties anè the case?

çtFor m any borrowers, dealing with mortgage servicers has m eant

lmwelcom e surprises and constantly getting the nm arotmd. In too

many cases, it has led to llnnecessary foreclostlres,'' said CFPB

Director kichard Cordmy. Rolzr rules enstlre fair àeatment for a11

borrowers and establish strong protections for those struggling to

save their homes.''

e.z ççM aintain Accurate and A ccessible Docum ents and

Informatlon: Servicers must store borrower information in a way

that allows it to be easily accessible. Servicers must also have

policies and procedtlres in place to ensure that they can provide

6
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timely and acctlrate information to borrowers, investors, and in any

foreclosure proceeding, the courts.''s - CFPB

Respectfully, it would show willingness and transparency in the Zterests of

the public forum  tù include thpse the CFPB and the mortgage servicers claim  they

wish to champion dtuing this high-proûle court case.

PAST SETTLEMENTS ARE INSW FI/IENT REMEDY

ln this Florida case, styled the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau v.

OCWEN FinancialCorporation, Inc. et al(9:17-cv-80495-KAM), details the

incessant injury, past, present and future, which Ocwen, as a mortgage servicer has

caused and will continue to cause, as a result of the fmancial collapse tçn years ago.

Ocwens willful negligence and failure to comply with orders and agreem ents has not

only impacted customers in Florida, but customers nationwide (This, despite prior

agreements after settlement to comply).

W ith all due respect to the govem m ent, the D OJ, CFPB and other agencies,

despite their valiant efforts to-date in corralling the banking and mortgage indusG es

by initiating 1aw suits similar to this one, the people on the gont line, the

hom eow ners, are truly not seeing the financial or legal benefits of these settlem ents,

5 See CFPB (2013): he s'.//- .consumevnance.gov/about-us/newsrooe consumer-fnancial-
protection-bmeau-mles-establish-skong-protectiom -for-homeou ers-faclg-foreclosm e/

7
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or the orders of compliance wllich have been continuously breached by Ocwen and

openly dishonored.

Any settlement funds (including, for example, a recent private class action

case against Ocwen resulting in a $17.5 million settlement6), when allocated to

victims (c.g. former homeowners) are in amotmts which are too miniscule in value

to even come close to the emotional or monetary dam ages necessary. M any of these

hom eowners are also tm aware of the settlem ents.

itcalifornia Court of Appeal: State required to rettznz $331 million

to m ortgage settlem ent fam d''i

-  but the State still refuses, in a fight costing the taxpayer money

which was allocated to foreclosed homes and their families

6 Class Action Setdement against Ocwen: Id the proposed Settlement each claimant would receive

approximately $39 (USD). By contrast, the lawyers in the class action will receive in excess of
$5.2 milllon US dollars.

he s://- .ocwentcpasellement.coe conteno ocumentsN otion%zofor%zoFinal%zoApprov
al%zoopAzosetllementopdf Lawyers quoted; GiReaching settlement terms was no easy feat.
Counsel battled with Ocwen to obtain the evidence they needed to prove Ocwen systematically

violated the TCPA. Ocwen litiRated iust about everv possible issue, even when it was clear from
ongoing accounts of Class M embers that Ocwen continued to violat: the TCPA. Plaintiffs moved

to enjoin Ocwen's behavior, and after taking testimony surrounding Ocwen's consent practices,
the Court agreed that Plaintiffs would be endtled to iniunctive relief This was the turning point in
the cmse. ARer nearly three years of hard-fought litigation, Ocwen fmally agreed to resolve the

litigation.
7 See Lexology: ho s://- .lexolon .coe libraa/detail.aspx?r geoBg8-ea4l-4c8e-bdoe-
5da48814ca7e '

8
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<ttlov. Brown mged

homeowners.'''

to rettu.n $331 million meant for

lt has been well documented, homeowners, families and third parties (e.g.

renters) have been displaced, victimized and are still physically, emotionally and

financially distressed.M armingly, the increase of dilatory actions by these banks,

mortgage servicers and foreclosm e instimtions has resulted in a spate of tEzombie

foreclosures''.

Homeowners not only lost their homes, but as the banks and scrvicers tthave

no legal requirement'' to tell them they cancelled the foreclosttre prior to the auction

date, many haye become targeted and stalked. Victims of abandoned bank properties

are hzcreasingly threatened with iail if they do not repair and maintain the homes

they thought they had lost to foreclosure.

The banks and/or m ortgage servicers were not Eçwalking away'' they

aggressively wanted to foreclose to claim a1l the deductions, insurance and other

financial relief available before discarding the home and returned the resulting

cam age to the unsuspecting hom eowners, the community and economy at large.

8 See The OCR - ttx'he Brown administration has hired the 1aw 51711 Remcho, Johansen & Purcell
to defend it. Taxpayers have paid the flrm more tha11 $220,000 to date, Brown's flnance depnrtment
saida'' - he s://- .ocregister.coe zols/o7/o6/gov-brou -mged-to-re- -33l-M llion-meu t-for-
homeowners/

9
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For those homes that the banks and m ortgage servicers felt were fm ancially

lucrative Etflips'', they would sell the properties at foreclosure for absurdly 1ow prices

to thèm selves. Tlzis is where the greed becom es scandalous and where Ocwen is a

controlling operator as detailed herein.

O CW EN IS G AM IN G  TH E SY STEM  - m TH  H ELP

Mergers and acquisitions (since the financial collapse of 2008) in the fmancial

industry has spawned into a dubious monopoly of key corporations.

For exam ple, O cw en, despite its decade-long public censures throughout the

qation, has recently acquired PHH Cop ., substantially increasing its foothold in the

lucrative m ortgage servicing vertical.

TEXAS SIJPREG  TASK FORCE M EETING (EXTM CT)

M R.. BASTIAN: W ell, part of that in Flotida, their foreclostlre

statme says only the owner and holder of the note can bling the

foreclosure, and M ERS wasn't the owner and holder of the note, and

yet everybody was pleading them as the owner and holder of note.

A1l they were was the mortgagee of record in the land title records,

and it got everybody confused, and like anything new, itjust created

problems.

M R. BARRETT: W ell, M ERS was at great --greatly at fault for

creating all of those imprçssions. They may be supposed to be

10
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merely a registrant, but they haven't acted as a registrant. They have

acted as a for-profit business, and they have gone out and tried to

get into the default servicing business. At one point in time they

considered themselves a huge competitor for doing foreclosm e

business, and they actually went out and marketed their services to

bzing foreclosures.

MR. BAGGETT: The/ve quit doing all that, right?

M R.. BARRETT: W ell, I don't lœ ow whether they have or not.

M R.. BAGGETT: Okay.

M R. BARRETT: It's a big company. You might ask one and they

say ''W e quit,'' and you ask tk ee others, they say, ''Oh, no, we still

llk' e your business.'' Theyfre competitors, M ike.

N otably, the Court of Appeals for the District of Colum bia Circuit upheld the

CFPB'S constitutionality but vacated the $100+ million fme against PI4H.

This acquisition was hastily approved, despite the ktlown failure of Ocwen in

every possible act of compliance, including providing agreed financial statements to

governm ent agencies, which they blatantly refused to do.

U nder the term s of the agreem ent, O cw en w ill acquire a1l of Plm 's

outstanding shares for approyimately $360 nzillion in cash.

11
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On a combined basis, the company will service 1.9 million loans with an

tmpaip principal balance of $328 billion and originate over $3 billion of residential

mortgages amm ally, based on Dec. 3 1, 2017 lgures.

W ith inim ediate effect, Ocw en has been given a controlling m arket interest -

a monopoly. Gx eep doing what you 're doing is the message to Ocwen''. This does

not bode well for consllmers and homeowners.

AN G TERVENTION FOR CONSTRUCTIW  CHANGE

The Applicants seek to become lntervenorsin this law suit to (1) make a

Etmaterial'' impact on this Florida case, (2) help save theirown homestead from

wrongful foreclosure and (3) help homeowners in ltdistress'' nationwide.

As tmfortunate as it is, the Applicants are seasoned foreclosttre veterans and

i h d their eyes and ears to the LGhidden secretsvictims of this scandal, whic as opene

oftheforeclosure jn#?zf-çfry'', facts which are Eçpersonally known'' by the Applicants.

TEXAS SIJPREG  TASK FORCE MEETG G (EXTM CD

M R. REDDW G: W ell, the other problem --ludge, this is Tim Redding.

The other problem that 1 see- and, Tommy, you and 1 talk about it

regularly - that Fe have a bunch of servicers that are corporations

or trusts attem ptinc to foreclose on behalf of other trusts usins a

power of attornev. and l don't tbink that's really proper. 1 mean, we all

12
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kind of turn a blind ev: to it but link that's an issue that's out there

that som ebody could use to potentially attack a foreclosure.

Below, Applicynts have crafted a recommendation proposal as part of any

discussions (if approved) as this case moves forward..-

THE CONSUMER FORECLOSURE TASK FORCE RECOO O ATIONS

The Applicants would propose that CFPB, as part of this case along with

Applicants, seek disclosure of the following by m ortgage servicers and O cwen to

help transparency and rem ove any veils of corporate secrecy',

@ Ocwen Loans; ldentify and disclose which m ortgage loans

are delinquent, currently in foreclosure and being litigated in

courts nationwide - owned by Ocwen. At the sam e time,

ascertain 9om  O cw en, a non-m em ber of M ERS, if these

naolgage loans and respective deeds have been locally,

recorded.

* Eneaeem ent Letters;ldentify and disclose debt collection

attom eys and forecloslzre mills that have active engagement

letters. Objections are anticipated and will include: GtThis is

privity of contracf', but when the government and banking

industry created M ERS and also started pooling m ortgages
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into A sts, it creates transfers of authority on a regular basis to

mortgége servicers. Disclosm e should be mandatory, it's a

homestead that's being traded, not stoclcs and futures on W all

Street.

J

. Independent oebt conectors; Identify attorneys that are

ùldependent (c.g. debtcollectors / jllnk buyers) and have

ç<assumed'' current cases, with emphasis on those who failed

to disclose they are independent, have bought the rights to the

debt and that they are not <iengaged'' with any party to the

action digectly.

* Com missions; ldentify any kickbacks, commissions or

payments due or recrived for the above, including how it is

calculated. Similar to the insm ance industry c.g. Texas

Instlrance Code j 4005.004 Discloqure Of Compensation.

* Com pliance: At this time, the laws are tmconvlcing and

need to be amended >nd updated to provide clarity: Attorneys

engaged in ptlrsuing foreclosm e are debt collectors, when the

debts were delinquent at the time of purchase. Debt collectors

are required to hold a surety bond and be insuredper each State

(1 Texas that is the case but reconlrmation is requested).

14
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1- ' /c.;?/-'vf.a/'io/'- .. .//77,.J/. ican / 13 i!.//-/k:r.i?7?. ,

@ The Distressed Lqan Rqeister;The Governm ent, via the

FDIC, or. l dividual State Agencies, start and m aintain an

online database, a register, with open Government policy of

public access, (with regislation and SSN confrmation,

similar to checking your loan stams with Fannie or Freddie)

identifying when a loan is ajllnk debt, a Bnnk loan or ççowned''
1

by a M ortgage Servicer.

The register should clearly identify which loans are written off

and bought by independent debt collection agencies and

foreclosure mills.ln odzer Nvords, defnle Nvhich loans are

secured and which are tmsecured debts.

M andate bankq, lenders and m ortgage servicers to provide the

FDIC and/or the individual State M ortgage and Lending

Agencies with monthly or quarterly movements (ammal is too

infrequent based on activity levels historically).

* The Serviqers Realservkint Plafform : W hen Ocwen

bought PHH , they did so as an urgent need, not w ant. If they

wished to retain this lucrative position in the m ortgage

servicing industry they required a new software system . Their
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proprietary software, an internal platform  called

Realservicing has been barred by Statets) like Mass.g Now

they claim to be reborn again, relying on Pl-m 's own internal

servicing software, which it claims will resolve al1 issues. That

is rather questionable. In prior settlem ents, it w as agreed an

independent auditor would bè overseeing Realservicing (see

Mass. Settlement terms). A detailed enterprise migration and

integrasion plan will be pivotal to the success of tM s massive

lm dertaking and should be m onitored closely and w ith

independent oversight.

9 see $1 million fine and order here; he s://- .m%s.gov/co> ent-order/ocwen-loan-seM cing-

11c See: 5. (b) REALSERVICING RESTRICTION. Ocwen shall not board any new loans onto
the REAtaservicing platform at any time. This restriction does not apply to loans that are (i)
already serviced on the REAlaselwicing platform, including those that are subsequently modified

or those that are subsequently converted to an arrangement whereby Ocwen acts as sub-servicer,

or (ii) required to be repurchased by Homeward Residential, Inc. or Ocwen.
c. NEW  ORIGINATIONS. Ocwen may originate through broker, retail, or wholesale, or acquire
through correspondent lender relationsMps, new residential mortgage loans, including, but not

limited to, kaditional mortgage loans, and reverse mortgages so long as they will not be boarded,

even temporarily, to the REAt-servicing platform. Any such loans must, instead, be sub-serviced

by an tmaffiliated, licensed and/or exempt entity, although Ocwen may only retain the associated

MSRS in accordance with paragraph (a) above.
d. NEW  SERW CING PLATFORM . Ocwen shall develop a detailed Plan of Action and

Milestones IPOXMI for the transfer of a1l residential rhortgages currently administered on the
REAl-servicing platform to other servicing platformts) that will enable Ocwen to comply with
applicable mortgage serdcing standards for its residential mortgage portfolios. The POAM shall

include a timeline for accom plishing each milestone in the POAM  in order to complete the transfer
within a commercially reasonable time. The proposed POAM  shall be submitted to the Division.

Ocwen shallprovide quarterly updates on the POAM until the transfer of a11 residential mortgages

has been com pleted.
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* The Crim e Called M ER S; M ERS of course is governm ent

and banking/hwestor owned, and it is a separate issue and not

directly a patty in this law suit. However, it warrants a

statement here as it materially affects Ocwen and loan

servicing compliance in dap to-day work. M ERS will require

a complete change. As a decade of evidence and carnage in

the courts confirm s,

compliance or audit controls (you cannot possibly rely on

oversight and instmction by the Comptroller (OCC) when it's

there is no intem al and external

headed by Joseph Ottingl.

The ûnancial services risk and regulatory practices apparently

does not apply to M ERS. As a result, it's a candy store for debt

collecting attorneys, foreclosure m ills, m ortgage servicers and

banks to craft and present any missing document as required,

as witnessed in courts nationwide (including the Applicants

own mortgage case). Never, in the history of banking, IRS and

audit com pliance has any one person, apart 9om  a person of

authority who is committed to fm ancial fraud, had so much

control with no oversight. lt's truly a watershed, an unmatched

crim e against the people of the United States of Am erica.

17
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The Financial Crisis lnquiry Commission (''FClC'') issued its

fm al report on the causes of the fm ancial collapse of 2008.

According to the FCIC: EtW e conclude thls Fm ancial crisis

w as avoidable. The crisis was the result of hllm an action and

inaction, not of M other Nature or com puter m odels gone

haywire. The prim e exam ple is the Federal Reserve's pivotal

failure to stem  the flow of toxic m ortgages, which it could

have done by setting prudent mortgage-lending standards. W e

conclude there w as a system ic breakdow n in

accountability and ethics.Lenders m gde loans that thev

knew borrowers could not afford and that could cause massive

losses to investors in m ortgage securities. The integrity of our

fm ancial m arkets and the public's trust in those m arkets are

essential to the econom ic w ell-being of otlr nation.''

CFPB CO M PLAU T SUM M ARY

Etl'he Consumer Financial Protection Bureau C%ttreau''l brings tllis action

against Ocwen Financial Corporation, Ocwen M ortgage Servicing, lnc., and

Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC (collectively ttocwen'' or lr efendants'') under

Sections 1054 and 1055 of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010

(û:CFPA''), 12 U.S.C. jj 5564 and 5565. Ocwen is one of the largest mortgage

servicers in the United States. The Company specializes in servicing the loans of

18
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distessed borrowers. It commltted numerous violatlons of Fed. eral consumer

fmancial laws tlmt have harmed bprrowers. Among other lhings, Ocwen has

improperly calculated loan balances, misapplied borrower paymentq, failed to

correctly process escrow and insurance payments, and failed to properly investigate

d make corrections in response to consumer complakts. Ocwen hasan

eompounded these failures bv illeaallv foreelosine upon borrowers' Ioans and

selline loan servicine riehts to servicers witllout fullv disclosine or correctixœ

erèors ip bnrrowers' loan flles.''

HOW MAR  TM S DO YPU FORGM  OCWEN?

This is not the ftrst rodeo for CFPB v Ocwen. On Dec 19, 2013, the Califom ia

Attorney General, Kam ala D. Harris nnnounced a $2.1 Billion M ortgage Settlement

with Ocwen Financial Corporation and Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC (Ocwen) over

mortgage serdcing misconduct.

This agreement is with a total of 49 states (includinj Texas) with $2 billion

used to coyer loan moditkations and plincipal reductions for the people who lost

their homes between Jan. 1, 2009 and Dec. 21, 2012, and those people whose loans

were serviced by OCW EN.

''OCWEN took advantage ofborrowers at cvcr.p stage ofthe process'', said

Richard Cordray, Director of the federal Consllm er Financial Protection Bm eau.
l
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The Plaintiffs current law suit in Texas against Ocwen details the egregious

behavior of Ocwen in settlem ents and class actions nationwide.lo

<ilkeaching settlement terms was no easy feat. Cotmsel battled with

Ocwen to obtain the evidence they needed to prove Ocwen

systematically violated the TCPA. Ocwen litigatedjust about every

possible issue, even when it was clear from ongoing accotmts of

Class M embers that Ocwen continued to violate the TCPA.

Plaintiffs moved to enjoin Ocwen's behavior, and after taking

testimony surrounding Ocwen's consent practices, the Court agreed

that Plaintiffs would be entitled to injunctive relief. This was the

turning point in the case. After nearly three years of hard-fought

litigation, Ocwen Gnally agreed to resolve the litigation.''

Attom eys for Plaintiffs, see Class A ction Settlement Case: 1:14-cv-

08461 Doc. 316, Snyder et a1, v Ocwen et a1, (111. 2018)

Furthermore, the Chief Compliance Oftker (CCO), Michael Hollerich, with

a resllme which includes accotmting Grm PwC, is based in Addison, Texas.ll Co-

incidentally or not, tltis is where you'll tlnd the largest foreclosure m.i11 in the State,

IB Steloanna Burke v Ocwen Loan Servicing
, LLC, Case 4:18-cv-4544, District Court,

Southern Dishict of Texas, Houston Division

11 Ocwen Financial is leasing 137,992 square feet in Addison, about 78,413 square feet in

Lewisville until 2015 and 36,382 square feet in Houston.
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namely BDFTE. He's the CFPB'S go-to executive when Orders and fines are

released.lz His statem ent is; iiotlr motto is to delight the customery'' Hollerich saysl3.

tuW e believe that anyone experiencing a fmancial hardship is m ore likely to remain

in their hom e if Ocwen is their loan servicer.''

Here is what the Hollerich, the Chief Compliance Officer statement acm ally

translates to, per CFPB'S complaint; ççocwen has failed borrowers. Since Apdl

2015, Ocwen has received more th=  580,000 complaints and written notices of error

from m ore than 300,000 different borrowers.'' P.s. 'I'he Applicants can be added to

that list.

TH E APPLICANTS REACHED OUT TO CFPB

Applicants contacted Plaintiffs' cotmsel on November 9, 2018, for advice and

gtlidance. The Applicants were preparing to submit to Texas State Court and wrote

to several attom eys for the CFPB, as listed in this Florida case.One of the attorneys,

M s. Jean M . Healey, Senior Litigation Counsel responded on November 23rd

stating, in part:

12 See M ass. 'Tor pumoses of the Consent Order, the designated representatives for the Division
will be in the Enforcement and Investigations Unit. The desipmted represenutive of Ocwen will

be Michael Hollerich, michael.hollerich@ocwemcom.'' web; https://www.mn-qs.gov/consent-
order/ocwen-loan-sewichg-llc
13 See the prepred statement in the PR article; çtW hy Compliance is A11 About Culture at Ocwen''

he s://prodlemagazine.coY zol8/why-compliance-is-all-about-culmre-at-ocwen-inancial-
corporation/
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<çW hile the Btlreau cannot provide legal representation or individual legal

advice as part of the lawsuit we filed against Ocwen, the Btlreau's website also

contains information about resources available to consllmers.''

W ith this in m ind, Applicants have elected to respectfully subm it this

im ervenor application directly and w ithout further com m ldnication w ith the CFPB,

as is Applicants right per the 1aw and to expedite the motion.

THE APPLICANTS REACHED OUT TO OCW EN

The Applicants have written directly to Ocwen several tim es irl recent

monthsyl4 only for silence in return (Ocwens Motto is rather empty). The Applicants

do not anticipate any change in that position and hence it would be prudent to assume

they will be opposed to this motion, fpr reasons set forth herein.

LEGAL STAN DARD

Pursuant to Rule 24 a nonparty m ay intervene as of right where the nonparty

''claims an interest relating to the property or transaction that is the subject of the

action and is so sim ated that disposing of the action m ay as a practical m atter im pair

or impede the movant's ability to protect its interest.'' Fed. R. Civ. P. 24 (a)(2). The

14 seeloanna Burke v Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, Case 4..18-cv-4544, District Court,

Southem  District of Texas, Houston Division
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non-conclusory allegations set forth in a motion to intervene are accepted as true.

An applicant may intervene as of right when the applicant :

(1) makes a timely motion; The original CFPB complaint, Doc. 1 was liled,

April 20, 2017. The current Iatest recorded flling is dated, Dec 3, 2018,

Doc. 20% an Order pertaining to discovery requests. The parties are still

gathering inform ation. The case has yet to reach trial, there is no llnal

order. This intervention would not be prejudicial to the parties as it M II

not disrupt a llnal judgment. This motion is timely.

(2) has an interest relating to the property or transaction that is the subject of

the action', See Joanna Burke v

cv-4544, District Court, Southern District of Texas, Houston Didsion.

Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, C ase 4:18-

(3) is so situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter

impair or impede the applicant's ability to protectthat interest; Ocwens

refusal to comply directly to the Burkes' Qualilied W ritten Request

W R 15 via its unauthorized and unbonded attorneys-at-lam l6(Q ) or

denned by Texas law as debt collectors, wlll cause lnjury whkh wm

15 whilst attomeys tçrepresenting'' Ocwen claim the QW R is delcienta the Applicants maintain it
is valid. This is discussed.in the M otion herein.
16 see Joanna Burke v H opldns Law, PLLC, et al, Case 4:18-cv-4543, District Court, Southem

District of Texas, Houston Division
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preveàt Applicants from  defehding the impending foreclosure order and

sale. The aecounting debt claimed by Ocwen is so egregiou: (a $615,:08

Ioan now stated to be a debt of nearly $1.2million dollars accordlng to

Ocwen) that there will be unjust enrichment as > result of Ocwens failure

to provide detailed answers to the Applicants requests, including maierial

m atters such as accountlng and proof of transfer of the loan servicing

from  prior m ortgage servicing com panies to O cwen Loan Servk ing,

LLC.

(4) where the applicant'sinterests are not adequately represented by the

existing parties. Applicants can connrm  applicants interests are not

adequately represented, as detalled herein and in the M emorandum .

An altem ative to Ktintervention as of right'' is t<permissive intervention,''

whereby a court may permit an applicant to intervene if he m akeq a timely motion,

he has a claim or defense, and that claim or defense shares with the màin action a

common quejtion of 1aw or fact. Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b).

In addition, an intervenor m ust satisfy Article 1II standing requirem ents.

To show standing, a litigant must establish that

E<(1) ghel has suffered an çinjury ill fact' that is
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(a) concrete and particularized It is, see above and Memorandum.

(b) actual or imminent, not conjecmral or hypothetical; It is, see above and

M em orandum .

(2) the injury is fairly kaceable to the challenged action of the defendant;

It is, see above and M em orandum .

(3) it is likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that the injury will be

redressed by a favorable decision.''It wm , see above and M emorandum .

PRIOR  IN TERVEN OR APPLICATION S

There has been quite a few independent applications. The pro se applications

have usually failed, as they applied after the entry of judgment c.g. in the DisGct of

belaware case; CONSUW R FW ANCIAL PROTECTION BUREAU v. OCWEN

FINANCIAL CORPORATION (1:13-cv-02025) Christopher Stoller was denied

along with Sonia Becker.

Where this is not an issue, in sinlilar CFPB 1aw suits, intervenors have enjoyed

a level-playing leld and their applications have beùn approved e.g. in the District of

Delaware case; CONSUM ER FINANCIAL PROTECTION BUREAU v. THE

NATIONAL COLLMGIATE MASTER STUDENT TRUST, et al. @ o. 17-1323

(MN)) several parties were successful, despite objections.
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EtBefore the Court are eight m otions to intervene in the current litigation

beY een the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (''CFPB'') and tm een belaware

statutoly trusts, called the National Collegiate Smdeùt Loan tw sts ( collectively ''the

Trusts'')

Rullne: For the reasons discussed below, the Court erants each of the

motions to intervene and places no llmltation on the l tervenors' partidpation

in this litieation.''

TH E APPLICANTS AS STAK EHOLDERS

Constructive critique and earthy opinions by stakeholders elicit feedback to

encourage posiéve change.

W ithout direct conversations and interaction with live consllmers, this case

willbe regarded merely as another politital charade where Ocwen willbe çtfmed'' in

an agreed settlement (eg. on agreement that the $100 million PHH fine was

temporarily d
, eferred as an accounting accrual while the takeover was fmalized) and

the stam s quo will continue.

This will result in little or none of the monetary award ever being disbm sed

to affected and displaced victims. lf this court allows and accepts an ineffectual

settlement, the judiciary * 11, by its actions, enforce a nationwide doctrine where
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homeowners will continue to be wrongfully foreclosed and evicted. Respectfully,

this should be untenable in the eyes of this honorable court.

çllt is not what a lawyer tells m e l m av do; but what humanity,

reason, andjustice tell me I ought to do-''

- Edmund Burke, Second Speech on Conciliation, 1775

Government Agencies, bankg, mortgage servicers and thejudicial system al1

require customers to remain solvent. lf you keep discotmting and injllring them, then

stnkeholders will becom e antagonists.

However, disharmony should not prevail in this case, when there is an

opportunity to encourage hopesty and dem and truth in lending and full compliance

in any acts by Ocwen (mortgage servicers), when dealing with ttconsllmers'' cog.

citizens of the United States of Americ@.

Approving the lntervenor Application w ill m ean the court obtains the views

and tlze help of the Applicants, who are consllmers, hom eowners and can be a

representative voice of the people that are currently in a sim ilar situation.
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e:l can't speak for the other firms, but l can assure you that there has

not been submission of gaudulent doclzments.'' 17

-  David J. Stern, disbarred Foreclosure M ill lawyer, Florida

Cotmt III of the Florida Bar Complaintv

The assignm ent contained a fals' e representation as to the date it

was executed since the witnessing notary's term could not have

been in existence on Septem ber 18, 2007, the date Cheryl Samons

executed the assignment. 49. 'l'he notary's term of four years ran

&om M arch 25, 2008 until M arch 24, 2012. The purported date of

the execution of the assignment was on September 7, 2007. 50.

On or about September 8. 2009. a corrected assignment of mortgage

prepared by David J. Sterm Esq. was filed in the public reçords in

Citrus Countv. Florida on behalf of M ERS, as to the same property

referenced above. (Attached hereto and incprporated here as The

Florida Ba< Exhibit C is a copy of the corrected assigmnent of

mortgage.)

17 See NYT article he s://- .npimes.coe zolo/lo/l6lusiness/l6legal.h% l and Mother
Jones with cited cases;

he s://- .motherjones.coe politics/zolo/o8/david-j-stem-djsp-foreclosure-fannie-geddie/
18 See Florida Bar v David James Stern, Supreme Court of Florida (2013) The Florida Bar File
Nos. 2010-51,7254171); 2011-50,1544171); 2011-50,213(171); 2011-50,216(171); 2011-
50,511(171); 2011-50,6954171); 2011-50,8504171); 2011-50,9494171); 2011-51,192(171); 2011-
51,3224171); 2011-51,3294171); 2011-51,3694171); 2011-51,433(171); 2011-51,497(171); 2011-
51,6964171); 2011-51,8684171); 2012-50,1444171). '
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The correcfed assienment was respondent's attempt to conceal

and correct the prior fraudulent assienment rlled in the Citrus

Countv public records on Julv 29. 2008.

Furthermore, the Applicantswould enjoin, for the most parq with the

Plaintiffs' opinions and could ensure that,if successful, the proposed order or

settlement tenhs are improved, so that the affected consllmers and homeowners will

properly benefit from thejudgment, including any monetary damages and orders, as

directed by this honorable court.

Tllis wotlld give homeowners as stakeholders much overdue relief that they

will not be subject to tmlawful evictions and loss of the homestead to wrongful

foreclosure in the future (as well as the accounting and other grievances listed in this

law suit).

CONCLUSION & PRAYER

The Applicants respectfully requests that this Court p ant the Applicants

motion to intervene as of right pursuant to Rule 24(a) or

permission pmsuant to Rule 24@ ).

altem atively w ith

29
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RBSPECTFULLY submitted this 27th day of December, 2018.

X '* * **
Joanna Burke / State of Texas

Pro Se '

John ke / State of Texas

Pro Se

46 K ingwood Greens Dr

K ingw ood, Texas 77339

Phone Number: (281) 812-9591
Fax: (866) 705-0576
Email: kajongwe@gmail.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERW CE

W e, Joanna Burke and Jolm Burke hereby certify that on December 27, 2018, we

posted the attached docllment via USPS Priority M ail to the US District Court;

Clerk of Court

United States District Court

Southem  District of Florida

W est Palm Beach Division

Paul G. Rogers Federal Buildlg and U.S. Courthouse

701 Clem atis Street, Room  202

W est Palm Beach, FL 33401

And also served copies to the following parties, by USPS Priority M ail:

CFPB œ laintiffs)

Anthony Alexis,

Enforcem eht D irector

Cara Petersen,

D eputy Enforcem ent Director for Litigation

Gabriel O'M alley,

A ssistant Litigation D eputy

Jean H ealey
Senior Litigation Cotmsel

Email: jean.healey@cfpb.gov
Email: Jean.healeydippold@cfpb.gov

Jan Singelm ann

E-mail: jan.singelmarm@cfpb.gov
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AM  Desai

E-mail: ahmdesai@cfpb.gov

Tianna Elise Baez

Email: tiannmbaez@cfpb.gov

Stephanie C. Brenowitz

Email'. stephanie.brenowitz@cgb.gov

Lawrence D eM ille-W agm an

Email: lawrence.wagman@cfpb.gov

Erin M ary Kelly

Email: erin.kelly@cfpb.gov

Gregory Ryan Nodler

Email: Greg.Nodler@cFpB.gov

M ichael Posner

Email: michael.posner@cfpb.gov

Jack D ouglas W ilson

Email: doug.wilson@cfpb.gov

Jam es Joseph Savage

james.savage@cfpb.gov

Amanda Christine Roberson

amanda.roberson@cfpb.gov

M ailing Address:

Consllm er Financial Protection Bureau

1700 G Street (NW

W ashington, D C 20552

Attorneysfor Plaintt
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
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OCW EN (Defendants)

Bridget Ann Berry

BerryB@gtlaw.com

M drew  St'uart W ein

weina@gtlaw.com

M ailing A ddress:

Greenberg Traurig

èhillips Point - East Tower
777 S Flagler D rive

Suite 300E

W est Palm Beach, FL 33401

Thomas M . Hefferon (pro hac vice)
thefferon@goodwinlaw.com

Sabrina M. Rose-smith (pro hac vice)
srosesmith@goodwinlaw.com

Catalina Azuero

CAzuero@goodwinlaw.com

M ichelle Treadwell Briggs

MBriggs@goodwinlaw.com

M olly M adden

MMadden@goodwinlaw.com
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M ailipg A ddress:

GOODW IN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Ave., NW

W asG gton, DC 20001

M atthew Previn

mprevin@bucldeysandler.com

M ailing Address:

BUCC EYSANDLEK LLP
1133 Ave. of the Am ericas, Suite 3100

N ew Y ork, NY 10036

Attorneysfor Defendants Ocwen Financial Corp.,
Ocwen M ortgage Servicing, Inc., and Ocwen

Interesfed Parw

Douglas C D reier

ddreier@gibsondunn.com

M ailing A ddress:

Gibson, Dllnn & Crutcher LLP

1499 M assachusetts Ave N W

Apt 608

W ashington, DC 20005

Interested Partv

Jeffrey S. Rosenberg

jsrosenberg@gibsondunn.com
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Eugene Scalia

escalia@gibsondllnn.com

Patrick F. Stokes

pstokes@gibsondlmn.com

M ailing A ddress:

Gibson, Dllnn & Crutcher LLP

1050 Connecticut Avenue, N .W .

W ashington, D C 20036

Attorneysfor Altisource Solutions, Inc.

lnterested Party

Predrag Patrick Jovanov

M ailing Address:

405 N E 23rd Avenue

APt. 1

Pom pano Beach, FL 33062

Pro Se

Interested Partv

Robert Sepulveda
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M ailing A ddress:

122 SW  37th Ave

Cape Coral, FL 33991

Pro Se

Alediator

David H . Lichter

M ailinc Address:

2999 Northeast 191 Street

Suite 330

Avenm ra, FL 33180

M ediator
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Jolm Burke and Joanna Burke

46 Kingwood Greens Dr

K ingw ood, Texas 77339

Te1: 281 812 9591

FILED BY . cow D.C.

JAh 2 2 2219

ANGELA E. NOBLE
GLERK U S DIA  c'C
s.o. oF /1A. - w.I!B.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN  D ISTRICT OF FLOIUD A,

W EST PALM BEACH DW ISION

Civil Action N o. 9:17-CV-80495

CQNSUMERFINANCIAL
PROTECTION BUREAU ,

Plaintiffs,

VS.

M EM ORANDUM  IN SUPPORT OF

PLAINTIFF-IN TERVENOR

A PPLICAN TS M OTION  TO

IN TERW N E

OCW EN FINAN CIM

CORPOM TION !

a Florida corporatlon,

OCW EN M ORTGAGE

SERV ICW G, lNC.,

a U. S. Virgin Islands corporation,

and

OCW EN LOAN SERW CW G,

LLC,

a Delaware limited liability

com pany,

D efendants.
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INTRODUCTION

Joarma Burke and John Burke (EWpplicants'), hereby moves (the ''Motion'')

pmsuant to Fed. R. Civ. P.24 to intervene in this action so it may be heard in

connection with the 1aw suit, filed by Plaintiff Consllmer Financial Protection

Btlreau (the ''CFPB'').
:

W hat follow s, is a historic look at the events 9om  the lnancial collapse of

2008 as a direct result of the decisions and appointments within governm eht and the

banking industry that lead to this case.

lt's an oversight of (i) why this case is in court, (ii) why the past cases be> een

the parties and the settlements av eed made little impact to those it sought to provide

relief (the consumers) and (iii) why the Applicants should be allowed to intervene,

Gtreal'' consllmers with proven içinjuries''aS .

A voice for the people, the consllmers and homeowners, who rely on (the

lûplaintiffs'') the watchdog agency (CFPB) to look after their interests and also (tie

KçDefendants'') where they (borrowers) make payments to a set of movable private

debt collection companies, called tim ortgage servicers'', in this case O cwen, to invite

discussion and positive change, with the help of a much more informed,

u owledgeable and experiencedjudiciary.

3
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BLM SDELL v. > UCIIIN

As we currently witness the market crashing to its lowest point since the Great

Depression, this can only paint a darker picture pertaining to any immediate future

recove1'y.

After the lnancial collapse in 2008, instead of implementing a significant

foreclostlre m oratorium  to invite the economy to grow , for example, in Hom e

Building tf Loan Association v. Blaisdell,290 U.S. 398, a decision of the United

States Supreme Court holding that M innesota's suspension of creditors' remedies

was not in violation of the United States Constitution, (and in its simplest economic

form, allowed farmers to farm and the food to reach the people).

The government in 2008+ elected to protect fmancial institutions at the fatal

cost of homeowners legal righis, their homestead and ultimately the economy

(Blaisdell wms decided dllring the depth of the Great Depression).

The short moratodzlms were just that, too short. HAM P and other

government-driven solutions failed ms they were m alzipulated by the banking

industry responsible for implem entation and used as a weapon rather than relief

against hom eowners.

FiRh Circuit (Texas): In an oral healing a Judge questions a lawyer,

asking why paym ents are returned by lenders to custom ers without

4
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reason, as she has read in briefs and motions where this accusation

was leveled zçl've seen at least 50 of these claims. . .'' Diaz v

Deutsche Bank Case No. 15-41372 (19.12 mins into oral argument

recording). - Foreclosure: AY rmed.

On top of this, mortgage lending crit4ria wms severely tightened, thus the

number of loan applications in 2017 compared to the 2004 ltigh tand when pooling

loans were a driving force), shows a grim picture. A 70% decrease.l

Conversely, mortgage servicers like Ocwen are booming again, with recent

catastrophic natural disasters affecting Texas, Florida and North Carolina in short

order:

There were 66,401 properties with foreclosure flings in October, a

jump of 2 1% 9om the previous month. t<W e saw an initial

foreclosm e m oratorilzm in those m arkets, to give people relief who

had been affected by the hurricanes, but now lenders are pla/ng

catch-up and acmally filing some of those deferred foreclosures,''

said Attom Senior Vice President Daren Blomquistz tç'rhe effects

1 See M ortgage M arket Activity Trends Report by CFPB web:

he s://s3.amazonaws.coe ilesoconsumeonance.gov/fdocumentslcg-hmda-zol7-molgage-
market-activitpkends report.pdf

2 see National M ortgage News: he s://- .nationalmolgagenews.coe lisflz-housing-
markets-where-foreclosm es-re-spM ng

5
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have masked that there are more widespread increases in foreclosure

activit
-s'' he added.

Government decisions and appointments will ensure 2019 will make history

. again. lt will not be cited in the history books asa successful recovery 9om the

lnancial recession of 2008. Rather, it will be known as the time in which the US

sacrificed consllmers in the hopes of keeping the banking industry lush and federal

sovereignty intact. lt achieved that part, dudng the decade in-between, however, it

has ultimately come at the cost of US economy once again. W ithout aiding the

people, the citizens, the farmers, this government has tmilaterally failed and on track

for LLM ake D  epression Great Again 1f'.

Shocldngly, governm ent has recently tllrned to the çToreclostlre King'' Steve

Mnuchin (formerly lndyMac/oneW est) as US Treasurer and Joseph Otting, former

CEO of OneWest (now ClT) to the OCC.

lt begs the questions,why is government, and in particular, the part of

government that controls mortgages and lending, led by M nuchin? M nuchin, based

on fmancial disclosures, is receiving over $1,000,000 in paym ents 9om companies

where the directors of these companies lead back to ShortSale and Distressed

Property Foreclosure businesses, as well as Ocwen, which his Govem ment and

departments (CFPB) are suing right now in this very case - a conflict of interest.

6
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W hat about his colleague, Joseph Otting, Comptroller of the Currency and

just days ago appointed as Acting Director of FllFA3?Why is he leading the OCC?

This was the individual who would write to the OCC in his role as CEO at OneW est

Bank (now ClT) asking for documentation 9om the FDIC to help expedite

foreclosures due to Etlost paperwork''. His resume is not one consllmers and

hom eow ners w ish to read:-

FG ANCIAL FREEDOM (REVEWSE M ORTGAGES)
. 

'

The government had alleged Financial Freedom Senior Funding, a

division of OneW est, where Otting was CEO, bilked taxpayers by

wrongfully foreclosing on borrowers and then sticking the

government with excess insurance payments on federally insured

reverse m ortgages.

Doctlments obtained from the Department of Housing and Urban

Development, IHUDI show Financial Freedom foreclosed on

3 See: Statement of FHFA Director M elvin L. W att on Designation of Comptroller of the Currency
Joseph Otting as Act'ing Director of FHFA web:

he s://- .lfa.govN edie ublicAffairsg ages/statement-of-Fr A-Dlector-M elvin-L-W al-
on-Desi> ation-of-comptoller-of-le-cuaency-loseph-oo'ng-as-Acting-Director-of-

Fr A.aspx and re: FHFA Announces $1.9 Billion Settlement W ith Deutsche Bank web:
he s://- .lfa.govN edie ublicAffairsg agesTHFA-Announces-sl-g-Billion-seûlement-
W ith-Deutsche-Bank.aspx and re: John Thaiw chair and chief executive officer of ClT Group,

left, speaks alongside Joseph Otting of OneW est, during a public meeting in Los Angeles, Calif.,

on Feb. 26, 2015, held by the Federal Reserve Board and the Offke of the Comptroller of the
Currency to collect information relating to the merger of CIT Bank into OneW est Bank.web:

htlps://theintercept.coW zol8/og/zg/joseph-oing-occ-onewest-baA -merger-cit/
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16,000 homes between the spring of 2009, when it was acquired by

OneW est, and the end of 2015, when Otting was fred.

Thouah its share of the reverse mortcaae market was iust 17 percent.

it was responsible for 39 percent of reverse mortRaMe foreclosm es.

CIT fired Otting shortly afterpurchasing the company 9om aprivate

equity flmd nm by Steve Mnuchin, US treasury secretary. It paid

Otting a reported $12 million in severance.

CONSENT ORDER TO ONEW EST (APRIL 2011)

The Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) : ln connection with

certain foreclosures of loans in its residential mortgage servicing

portfolio, the Association (OneW est Bank, FSB) engaged in the

following unsafe or tmsound practices:

(a) fled or caused to be sled in state and federal courts

numerous ao davits executed by its employees or

employees of third-party service providers making

various asseG ons, such as ownership of the mortgage

note and mortgage, the amount of the principal and

interest due, and the fees and expenses chargeable to the

borrower, in which the a/ ant represented that the

assertions in the affidavit were made based on personal

knowledge or based on a review by the affant of the

8
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relevant books and records, when, in many cases, they

were not based on such personal knowledge or review of

the relevant books and records;

(b) filed or caused to be filed in state and federal courts, or

in local land records offkes, numerous afldavits or

other mortgage-related documents that were not

properly notarized, speciscally that were not signed or

affirmed in the presence of a notary;

(c) litigated foreclosure and bankrnptcy proceedings and

initiated pon-judicial foreclosureproceedùlgs M4thout

always enslzring that the promissory note and mortgage

document were properly endorsed or assi> ed and, if

necessary, in the possession of the appropriate party at

the appropriate time;

(d) failed to devote sufficient fmancial, stafting and

m anagerial resources to ensure proper administration of

its foreclosure processes;

(e) failed to devote to it,s foreclosure processes adequate

oversight, intem al controls, policies, and procedures,

com pliance risk m anagement, internal audit, third party

m anagement, and t'raining; and

(9 failed suflciently to oversee outside cotmsel and other

third-party providers.

9
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Historically, tllis is what happened: On December 31, 2008, the FDIC signed

a letter of intent to sell, for approximately $13.9 billion, the bnnking operations of

IndyMac (the Applicants origlal lender) to a thrift holding company owned by a

consortillm öf private equity investors led by Steven T M nuchin of Dune Capital

M anagem entLp. 4

The investor group includes Dtme Capital, J.C. Flowers & Co., Stone Point

Capital, Silar M CF-I LLC (an afliliate of Silar Advisors, LP) and investment groups

conkolled by George Soros, Jolm  Paulson and M ichael Dell.The tIUiR holding

company will capitalize IndyM ac with approximately $1.3 billion in cash.

ln summary, these are detrimental and catastophic govenam ent appointments

for hom eowner and consllmers. There is a blatant contlict of interest.

4 See M nuchin spent 17 years at Goldm an Sachs, left in 2002, and hvo years later, he founded

hedge ftmd Dune Capital M anagement with two fellow Goldman Sachs alum s, DanielNeidich
and Chip Seelig web: he sr//- .forbes.coe sites/katee toizol6/lz/l6/why-is-a-de/nct-
hedge-/nd-listed-as-% mps-teasua-secretaas-main-job/#sb6lselblo4e
and FHFA: The sale of NPLS reduces the number of delinquent loans in the Enterprises' portfolios

and transfers credit risk to the private sector. W hich leads into the FIIFA Non-performing Loans

Report Dec 2017 which shows Goldman Sachs #1 buyer (22%) of these loans (see Page 16)
he s://- .lfa.gov/Aboutuse epolse epolDocumentsm ecùmberzol7 NPL Sales Repoltp
df

10
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THE ROBOSIGNING SCANDAL:

ONE CONVICTION IS A TOK EN M ESSAGE

One solitary woman, namely Lorraine Brown, CEO of Docx went tojail after

the fmancial scandal and collapse in 2008, with headlines arotmd the country stating

çr ocx Shutdown as Pa14 of $35M  'Robosigning' Fraud Settlem ent'' and the DOJ

Pens

Sentenced to Five Years in Prison for Role in M ortgage-Related Document Fraud

GtFormer Executive at Vlorida-Based Lender Processing Services lnc.

Schem e. Over 1 M illion Doclzments Prepared and Filed with Forged and False

Signatures, Fraudulent N otarizations''.s

Consllm ers assum ed this conviction for gaud w ould enstlre relief for their

own fraudulent

ff had been Mred en-m asse by mortgage servicers, lenders, foreclosm etemporary sta

mortgages and loans. Robo-signing, where minimum wage

m ills and others to degaud the hom eowners. W here photocopiers worked overtim e,

rubber stamps were designed, and legal documentation forged to present to courts itl

order to obtaih illegal, expedited foreclosures.

5 See Department of Justice Press Release web : he s'.//- .justice.gov/opa/pr/fo= er-executive-
Rodda-based-lender-processlg-sewices-lc-sentenced-lve-years-prison

1 1
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Alas, no, the cost of this gaud impacted the core of the fed, the banking

industry and the economy. There was no provision for such compensation, and these

EGlnstittltions'' could not fail,

The years that followed relied on collusion of the bnnking industry,

government and the judicial system, who tmfortunately had to assllme the role of

executioners, to ensure that they did not have to pay consumers for these bad loans.

bespite overwhelming votes for the inclusion of SB830, Abbotl

alnrmingly vetoes the proposed Texas legislamre that would restrict

morteaec servicers racking up unaccountable and unconstimtional

fees and interest.

çtsenate Bill 830 imposes burdensome new regulatory and

paperwork requirements on those who offer seller-snanced

mortgages. This sort of regulation could increase the price and

reduce the availability of these mortgages.'' - Greg Abbott,

Govemor, TX, Jtme 2017.

Rather they endorsed the bankg and debt collectors to take citizens homes and

when needed, amended acts and legis' lation necessary to do so.

12
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PREDATORY LENDING EM CUTIVES ARE SIPPING M IM OSAS W ITH

W ISPY FINES AND NO JAm  TM

Conversely, the CEO of lndyM ac, M ike Perry, paid a nominal $1 million

dollar tine6 with nojail time. Mike Peny, a CPA, eamed as much as $34 million p.a.

in bonuses alone to package fraudulent loans - c.g. predatory loans, inflating house

and commercial property prices, returning checks to custom ers with the intent to

default them into foreclosm e, fabricating and approving

applicxtions, including the Applicants, and the list goes on.

gaudulent mortgage

In the FDIC as Receiver of lndyM ac Bank, F.S.B. v. Van Dellen, et

al - judgment by jury awarded $168 million against 3 former

lndyM ac executives, and came with a summing up message;

fçlt W as Greed.'' A M essage to Bankers 9om the FDIC v. Van

Dellen Jury

If you read the Center for Responsible Lending (CR1,) report;

''Indym ac: W hat W ent W rong?'' dated June 30, 2008 it includes;

''1 would reject a loan and the insanity would beginy'' one former

IndyM ac underwriter told CRL. ''lt would go to upper management

and the next thing you know it's going to closing. . . . I'm like, 'W hat

the Sam  H ill? There's nothine in there to support this loam ' ''

6 See FDIC ; he s://- .fdic.gov/abouvgeedoe plsica
-
indymacpee .pdf

13
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The Department of Justice (fçDOJ'') is not so forgiving to' çtregular'' mortgage

brokers who engage in similar acts, they receive hefty jail time and massive fmes.

The DOJ website is filled with these convictions, but alas, that cannot be said for

those responsible and accotmtable for the 2008 recession and banking industry

collapse.

SELF GOVEM M ENT IS NOT POSSIBLE UNLESS THE CITIZENS AQE

R LOW ED TO G TERVENE IN CASES

The citizens are more educated today and with the advent of the internet, they

now have access to tools which allow them access to docllmentation and information

never before possible, or at leajt, more diftkult to obtain.

Contrary to common belief and as written in motions throughout the nation,

penned by judges and researched by the clerks of the courq not all citizens are

tEconspiracy theorists'' writing illegible and highly charged motions, paking

llnfotm ded statem ents.

No, many are simply fruskated by the fact they feel abandoned and that the

judiciary is a datmting, complex and unforgiving arena, on top of which has a cost

of entry which is just too high for the common person to afford, especially in the

given circllmstances. Those who can and do pay, are seldom  rewarded in foreclosure

related litigation. In summ ary, in todays' format, the law courts are neither

approachable, impm ial or affordable.
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WHAT THE QW R IS GOING ON W ITH ACCOUNTG G?

For the purposes of this Application, the Applicants will wish to raise an issue

with obtaining information from  Ocwen, pertailzing to regular accounting and

confirmation of the fact they acm ally are GGauthorizett' m ortgage servicers in the

Applicants own m ortgage, as claimed by Ocwen.

Legislation and laws were implemented by the CFPB to request information

9om mortgage services. Sotmds simple? Apparently, it's not. ln the Applicants own

case, Shey cannot even obtain a record of payments m ade or consrmation that Ocwen

is the authorized servicer.

W hilst attorneys GGrepresenting'' Ocwen claim the QW R is deficient, the

Applicants maintain it is valid. This has still to be determined in Court.

The QW R is an area where it appears on the face that it should be simple to

obtain validation of paym ents m ade to accotmt and should not be barred 9om

discovery when it involves the hom estead.

See CFPB; tf-l'he qualitied written request must be related to the

servicing of the loan. See id. j 2605(e)(1)(A).

''Selwicing'' includes ''any scheduled periodic payments from a

borrow er'' or the ''making of... pavm ents of principal and interest-...''

Id. j 2605(i)(3).
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And what about the provision which prohibits a debt collector from

EtmisrepresentinR the character. extent. or amount of cnnsllmer

debt.k .'' TEX. F1N. CODE. j 392.3044*(8)2

In the opening complaint, ç&Background'' section of tlzis law suit, CFPB states;

''Ocwen has com pounded these failures by illegally foreclosing upoli borrowers'

loans and selling loan servicing rights to servicers without fully disclosing or

correcting errors in borrowers' loan files.'' The Applicants agree. As stated, the

failures include simple requests, e.g. consltm ers cannot even obtain basic loan

information.

M ORTGAGE SERW CER FIVE YEAR TRANSFER HISTORY

A mortgage is a lengthy term commitment, usually over a 15-30 year period.

Com m on sense states that if you are a lender, a m ortgage servicer and a foreclosure

specialist, you're going to w ant to have accotmting 9om  the start of the loan tmtil

the current date.

A question for the CFPB and Ocwen would help in the Applicants litigation

and this law suit:

Does the CFPB need to am end RESPA to make it even more çGplain English''

than it already is for courts to allow homeowners to get basic accounting and

ownership validation 9om  m ortgage servicers and/or lenders?

1U
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If, as in tlzis case, a former servicer t'ransfers the Gtfile'' to a new servicer - and

this file includes a1l historical accolmting data, it begs the question:

How can a mortgage servicer legally avoid tlzis request? In the Applicants

case, the alleged servicer Ocwen shows nothing as far as payments from the

boaower, relying on its statement opening date of 2010, rather th=  2007, when the

disputed mortgage loan commenced.(Tl1is should not be conhlsed with complete

loan accotmting records, which are to be kept for a minimum Qf ten yearsl.?

In order to validate the debt, the legal responsibility must fall on the servicer,

to prove the seM cer sale and/or transferts) occurred. ln Texas this was discussed

over a decade ago, so they stlrely know it's a requirem ent;

TEXASSUPREME TASK FORCE G ETG G IXTRACT)

M S. NEELEY: l was going to make an observation. Under RESPA

you have to be a federally related lender, and some of these tax lien

fmanciers are below the one million threshold, and so they are not

necessarily subject to RESPA, andunder RESPA you've got to give

the disclosure of the kansfer of servicing rights that was added in by

Henry B. Gonzalez a number of years ago, but l don't recall, and 1

don't know if any of you glzys remember, a record retention

requirement as to how long that servicing right discloslzre is acmally

7 See Section 5.02 (c) of Servicing Agreement web:
he s://- .fdic.gov+uylgY stohcal/s% cmreiindymac-venu e-llc/ldm ac-sewicing-
agretment.pdf

17
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retained by the lender such that that document would be available to

-  I don't think it's retained.

M R. BASTIAN: It's flvv vears.

M S. NEELEY: Yeah. So you don't have that necessarily when

you're getting ready to foreclose to establish that as one of the pieces

of evidence. So the verifkation process 1 think works and then the

debtor is going to know, ''I wasn't making payments to that serdcer.

I'm going to contest this, because that's not really the right pary '' I

think.

M R.. BARRETT: Good point.

As correctly stated by M s. Neeley, it is not the responsibility of the customer

to prove the accounting and paym ents to accotmt by the borrower along w ith any

debits, fees and charges applied for the duration of the disputed debt by the lender

e.g. the history of the loan.

For example, see the 7* Districts intemretation; CtRESPA does not

require anv maeic laneuaee before a servicer must construe a

written çommlmication 9om a borrower as a qualified written

request and respond accordingly. The language of the provision is

broad and c1ear.''8

8 see catalan v. GM AC M ortgage Corp., 09-2182 - U.S. Seventh Circuit

18
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That said, Texas courts have inexplicably denied RESPA relief requests (via

QW R's usually) time and time again, including aged accounting to be provided by

m ortgage servicers.

Thls is a rare case in the Court did not affirm dismissàl of the

borrower's claimg against a home lender. As a result, it is worth

reading.''g - stephen W . Sather, Austin , Texas referencing Fifth

Circuit Opinion.

From a homeowners perspective, this shows bias to lenders and mortgage

servicers. lf you are a lender. M ortgage servicer and/or sub servicer, and you've lost

the documents and can't prove accotmting, the courts should not be gatekeepers and

p

executioners, as seen in Texas courts, opining <çaged debts'' including payments to

account by the homeowners can be ignored. lt's nonsensical.

This attempt to avoid collateral damage to banks and mortgage servicers

foreclosure action due to their failtlre to keep proper accotmting records is

indefensible when homesteads are at risk.

TEXAS SIJPREM E TASK FORCE G ETING (EXTM CT)

9 Referencing Case: Barzelis v. Flagstar Bank, F.S.B., No. 14-10782 (5th Cir. 2015) Sather; State
Bar of Texas: Bar Card Number: 17657520 TX License Date: 11/07/1986 website reference:

htTs://stevesathersbae ptcynews.blogspot.coe zols/o6/fAh-circuit-repol-apdl-may-
2015.htm1

19
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M R. BARRETT: ''Barrett Burke, for exafnple, is an entirely

paperless ouG t. W e don't keep paper. - Barrett of BDFTE,

Foreclosure M ill, Addison, Texas.

INDYM AC, STEVE Y UCHIN, OCW EN AND M ORTGAGE SERW CING

ln the Applicants case, the Etm ortgage servicing'' contracts and ap eements

started shortly after theBank failed and Steve Mnuchin (Dtme, IMB Holdco,

lndyMac Venmre and OneW est Group énd Balzkl purchased the mortgage servicing

rights of lndyMac (after the appointed FDIC receiver, Teny Rouchlo, had advised

him he could not retain the brand IndyM ac despite his protestations, hence a1l the

companies names ilz the agreements as he reluctantly rebranded to OneW est Bankl.

ln the Applicants case: OneW est Bank (Mnuchin & Ottingl and Ocwen are

merely tjllnk buyers of debt'' and equivalent to Texas based debt collectors like

Expert Global Solutions (EGS), who ptlrchase lmsectlred debt for cents on the dollar

and were subject to the largest tine by FTC in 20 13.11

In other words, if the mortgage loan debt, which is referred to as the m ortgage

servicing rights (MSR), were capitalized for the purposes of sale by IndyMac's

10 see h% s://- .1iV edin.co* i&te> -rouch-a6797634 and

he s://- .ll'nkedl.coe pulse/pl'nnacle-failme-legacy-ldm ac-bnnk-ter -

r0uch?a11c1e1d* 227922570914590720#c0mments-6227922570914590720&10- rof-post
1 l See FTC: W orld's Largest Debt Collection Operation Settles FTC Charges, W ill Pay $3.2

M illion Penalty web: he s://- .Ac.gov/news-events/press-releases/zol3/o7/worlds-lm-gest-
debt-collecuon-operation-seûles-ûc-charges-will

20
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receiver (the FDIC) to OneWest Bank, they were in effect purchasing an

iitmsecured'' debt. OneW est Bank, 1ed by former Goldman Sachs M nuchin, is in the

business to make serious money. Mnuchin (via Dtme et al) came in as a wholesale

junk buyer of debt, and did so for 24 cents on the dollar. The FDIC as receiver,

severed the debt (the MSR) 9om the security (the Note). Deutsche BaA , despite

their 1aw suit against FDIC, were just another lithird-tier'' cmditor that lost 100% of

its investment (111 lndyMac Bankl, as standard for any third-tier creditor when the

bank becam e insolvent. The iipaper'' note they hold is w orthless. That's what the

record supports.

TH E CFPB REV EALS IT'S O W N CO NFLICT OF G TER EST

The CFPB very recently m ade an alarming m ove. The CFPB wrote an

Am icus Brief forthe pending Obduskey Suprem e Court caselz and in support of debt

collecting foreclostlre lawyers.

In its amicus brietl the CFPB points to FDCPA Section 1692a46)

which delnes the term tKdebt collector'' to include, for purposes of

Section 1692f(6), someone whose business is principally the

tçenforcement of secudty interests.''Secdon 1692f46) provides that

12 See Obduskçy v. M ccarthy & Holthus LLP, et a1. web;

h% s://- .supremecou=.gov& ocketPDF/17/17-1307/72054/20181 1 14152356604 17-
l3o7bsacunitedstates.pdf - argument set for January 7, 2019

2 1
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it is an unfair or tmconscionable collection practice to take or

threaten to take nbnjudicial açtion to effect dispossession of

property under specified circumstances.The CFPB argues that it

follows 9om this çlimited-purpose defmition of debt collector'' that,

except for purposes of Section 1692f(6), enforcing a security

interest, is not, by itself debt collection and to read. the provision

differently would render the Gçlimited-purpose

definition...superlluous.''

This begs the question; why is CFPB called the ConsunAer agency - ye

supporting debt collecting foreclostlre lawyers? This presents further argum ent why

the Application for the Applicants M otion to lntervene as co-plaintiffs should be

approved, and so thatjustice may be seived.

SUM M ARY  FRO M  PR O SE H OM EOW NER APPLICAN TS

There are very confusing signals and m essages from  governm ent agencies like

CFPB, who appear disorganized them selves. Tltis agency has been lcnown as the

CFPB since opening its doors in 2011, but its former acting director, M ick

M ulvaney, believed it should instead be called the Bureau of Consllm er Financial

Protection, or BCFP.

22
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However, the new name has not resonated and the bureau's new director,

Kathy Kraninger, has now oftkially stated: ''To be clear, l care much more about

what we do than what we are called,'' in atl email to staff recently. Let's hope it isn't

just apuff of profile-raising for tlze freshly charged inclzmbent and not going to hatmt

Kraninger, like the CCO of Ocwen c.g. EEotzr motto is to delight the customer,''

Hollerich says. tçW e believe that anyone experiencing a fmancial hardship is more

likely to rem ain in their hom e if Ocw en is their loan servicer.''

These 1aw suits are very subjective, and the consllmers and homeowners are

not being included as stakeholders

opporttmity for these parties to effect positive change by listenlng, engaging and

nor allow ed to have a voice. H ere is an

working together for the com m on good of the people.

this years' Christm as card

list or rolodex labeled Tfriend' in the current adversarial position, but that is what

i

m ediation and arbikation is a1l about - hopefully leading to agreeable and effective

Cçrtainly, none of the pm ies are going to be on

settlements - and regaining tnlst 9om those injtlred people that CFPB and Ocwen

claim  to represent, based on how  they perform , change and engage with conslzm ers

in a new and cons% ctive way on a daily basis.

23
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Don't talk around the people,talk to the people. An approval of the

Applicants motion to intervene would be a prodigious start.

CONCLUSION & PRAYER

The Applicants respectfully requeststhat this Court grant the Applicants

motion to intervene as of right ptlrsuant to Rule 24(a) oraltematively with

permission pursuant to Rule 24@ ).

RESPECTFIJLLY subm itted this 27th day of December, 2018.

m -y.- .:-=
Joanna Burke / State of Texas

Pro Se

Jolm  ke / State of Texas

Pro Se

24
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46 Kingwood Greens Dr

Kingwood, Texas 77339

Phone Nllmber: (281) 812-9591
Fax: (866) 705-0576
Email: kajongwe@gmail-com
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CERTHICATE OFSERNICE

W e, Joanna Burke and John Burke hereby certify that on December 27, 2018, we

posted the attached document v% USPS Priority Mail to the US DisGct Courq

Clerk of Court

United States District Court

Southem  District of Florida

W est Palm Beach Division

Paul G. Rogers Federal Buildhg and U.S. Courthouse

701 Clematis Street, Room  202

W est Palm Beach, FL 33401

M d also served copies to the followàg parties, by USPS Priority M ail:

CFPB tplaintlffsl

M thony Alexis,

Enforcement Director

Cara Petersen,
D eputy Enforcem ent D irector for Litigation

Gabriel O'M a11ey,

Assistant Litigation Deputy

Jean Healey

Senior Litigation Cotm sel

Email: jean.healey@cfpb.gov
Email: Jeamhealeydippold@cfpb.gov

Jan Singelmann

E-mail: jan.singelmann@cfpb.gov
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Atur D esai

E-mail: atur.desai@cfpb.gov

Tianna Elise Baez

Email: tiarmmbaez@cfpb.gov

Stephanie C. Brenowitz

Email: stephanie.brenowitz@cgb.gov

Lawrence D eM ille-W agm an

Email: lawrence.wagman@cfpb.gov

Erin M ary Kelly

Email: erin.kelly@cfpb.gov

Gregory Ryan N odler

Email: Gregxodler@cFpB.gov

M ichael Posner

Email: michael.posner@cfpb.gov

Jack D ouglas W ilson

Email: doug.wilson@cfpb.gov

James Joseph Savage

james.savage@cfpb.gov

Am anda Clzristine Roberson

amanda.roberson@cfpbogov

M ailing Address:
Consum er Financial Protection Bureau

1700 G Skeet NW

W ashington, D C 20552

Attorneysfor Plaintt
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
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OCW EN (Defendants)

Bridget AM  Beny

BerryB@gtlaw.com

Andrew St'uart W ein

weina@gtlaw.com

M ailing A ddress:

Greenberg Traurig

Phillips Point - East Tower

777 S Flagler Drive

Suite 300E

W est Palm  Beach, FL 33401

Thomàs M . Hefferon (pro hac vice)
thefferon@goodwinlaw.com

Sabrina M. Rose-smith (pro hac vice)
srosesmith@goodwinlaw.com

Catalina Azuero

CAzuero@goodwinlaw.com

M ichelle Treadwell Briggs

M Briggs@goodwinlaw.com

M olly M adden

MMadden@éoodwihlaw.com
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M ailing Address:

GOODW IN PROCTER LLP

901 New York Ave., N W

W ashington, DC 20001

M atthew Previn

mprevin@bucldeysandler.com

M ailing A ddress:

BU CKI,EY SAN DLER, LLP

1133 Ave. of the Am ericas, Suite 3100

New York, N Y 10036

Attorneysfor Defendants Ocwen Financial Corp.,
Ocwen M ortgage Servicing, Inc, and Ocwen

lnterested Partv

D ouglas C D reier

ddreier@gibsondllnn.com

M ailing A ddress:

Gibson, Dlmn & Crutcher LLP

1499 M assachusetts Ave N W

Apt 608

W ashington, D C 20005

lnterested Pa>

Jeffrey S. R osenberg

jsrosenberg@gibsondunn.com
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Eugene Scalia

escalia@gibsondllnn.com

Patrick F. Stokes

pstokes@gibsondllnn.com

M ailing A ddress:

Gibson, Dlm n & Cm tcher LLP

1050 Comzecticut Avenue, N .W .

W ashington, DC 20036

Attorneysfor Altisource Solutions, Inc.

Interested Partv

Predrag Pahick Jovanov

M ailing A ddress:

405 N E 23rd Avenue

Apt. l
Pompano Beach, FL 33062

Pro Se

Interested Partv

Robed Sepulveda

M ailing Address:
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122 SW  37th Ave

Cape Coral, FL 33991

Pro Se

Afediator

David H . Lichter

M ailinc Address:

2999 N ortheast 191 Street

Suite 330

Aventura, FL 33180

M ediator
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

WEST PALM BEACH DIVISION 
 

Case No. 9:17-CV-80495- MARRA-MATTHEWMAN 
 
CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION 
BUREAU, 
  
 Plaintiff, 
 
vs. 
 
OCWEN FINANCIAL CORPORATION, 
OCWEN MORTGAGE SERVICING, INC., 
and OCWEN LOAN SERVICING, LLC, 
 
 Defendants. 
____________________________________________/ 
 

PARTIES’ JOINT OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO INTERVENE 
 

 Plaintiff, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“Bureau”), and Defendants, Ocwen 

Financial Corporation, Ocwen Mortgage Servicing, Inc. and Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC 

(collectively, along with the Bureau, the  “Parties”), submit this joint opposition to the motion to 

intervene.  

On December 27, 2018, Joanna Burke and John Burke (the “Burkes”) served a motion to 

intervene in this matter.1 This is now the third motion by proposed intervenors. The Court denied 

the two prior motions to intervene.2 The Court should do so again here because the proposed 

intervenors have failed to establish any grounds for intervention under Rule 24 of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure.  

BACKGROUND 

On April 20, 2017, the Bureau filed a Complaint alleging that Defendants violated the 

Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (“CFPA”) and various federal laws and regulations 

                                                   
1 The proposed intervenors served their motion on the Defendants in this action. To date, the 
Bureau has not been served with the Burkes’ motion, but submits this opposition to avoid any 
needless delay in the Court’s ruling on the motion. 
2 See DE 171. The Court also twice denied a different non-party’s motion to intervene to file 
evidence in the case. See DE 141, 218. 
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in servicing residential-mortgage loans. On June 23, 2017, Ocwen filed a motion to dismiss that 

is now fully briefed and pending before the Court. On June 19, 2017, the Court issued a 

scheduling order3 setting a pretrial schedule and trial date. That order set September 1, 2017, as 

the deadline for amending the pleadings and adding parties and September 20, 2018, as the 

deadline for completing fact discovery.4 The Parties have been engaged in discovery since 

August 2017. 

The Burkes seek to intervene in the Bureau’s enforcement action in order to “protect their 

interests in their homestead . . . and that of similar homeowners nationwide.”  

ARGUMENT 

 The Court should deny intervention as of right under Rule 24(a) and permissive 

intervention under Rule 24(b).  

I. The Court should deny the request to intervene as a matter of right. 

To intervene as a matter of right under Rule 24(a), the proposed intervenor must establish 

that: (1) the motion to intervene is timely; (2) the proposed intervenor has an interest relating to 

the property or transaction which is the subject of the action; (3) the proposed intervenor is so 

situated that disposition of the action, as a practical matter, may impede or impair his ability to 

protect that interest; and (4) that the proposed intervenor is represented inadequately by the 

existing parties to the suit.5 The individual or entity seeking to intervene bears the burden of 

showing that all the requirements for intervention have been met.6 Here, the proposed 

intervenors have not met their burden on any of the required factors. The Parties address the 

most obvious deficiencies below. 

A. The motion to intervene is not timely. 

The motion to intervene does not address whether it is timely. It is not.  

                                                   
3 DE 29.  
4 The fact discovery deadline was subsequently amended and is currently set to close March 20, 
2019. See DE 164. 
5 Purcell v. Bank Atl. Fin. Corp., 85 F.3d 1508, 1512 (11th Cir. 1996). 
6 See Chiles v. Thornburgh, 865 F.2d 1197, 1213 (11th Cir. 1989); Blake v. Batmasian, Case No. 
15-81222-CIV, 2016 WL 7447253, at *6 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 15, 2016) (Marra, J.); see also 
Hofmann v. EMI Resorts, Inc., 698 F. Supp. 1361, 1379 (S.D. Fla. 2010) (denying pro se motion 
to intervene as untimely where it was filed seven months after complaint and would prejudice 
existing parties); Sierra Club, Inc. v. Leavitt, 488 F.3d 904, 910 (11th Cir. 2007) (denying 
intervention for failing to meet only one of the four requirements). 
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The “timeliness” inquiry requires consideration of several factors, including: (1) the 

length of time during which the would-be intervenor actually knew or reasonably should have 

known of her interest in the case before she sought to intervene; (2) the extent of the prejudice 

that the existing parties might suffer as a result of the would-be intervenor’s failure to apply for 

intervention as soon as she actually knew or reasonably should have known of her interest in the 

case; (3) the extent of the prejudice that the would-be intervenor might suffer if intervention is 

denied; and (4) the existence of unusual circumstances militating either for or against a 

determination that the application is timely.7  

The motion addresses none of these factors. But there is no reason to conclude that the 

proposed intervenors have satisfied them. From their papers, it appears as though the proposed 

intervenors have been in litigation relating to their property since April 2011. And this case was 

filed almost a year and nine months ago. Yet the proposed intervenors did not seek to join this 

lawsuit until now, more than 20 months after the Complaint was filed and more than 15 months 

after the pretrial deadline for amending claims and adding parties. The current parties would 

suffer prejudice should intervention be allowed now. The Parties are knee-deep in fact discovery, 

with multiple motions pending before the Court and a March 20, 2019 fact-discovery deadline 

looming. To expand this litigation now by adding new claims and plaintiffs, and to complicate 

the matter further by transforming this government law-enforcement action into a private action, 

would cause undue delay and burden for the Parties and the Court.8 For these reasons alone, the 

Court should deny the motion to intervene.9  

  

                                                   
7 See Meek v. Metro. Dade Cty., 985 F.2d 1471, 1478-79 (11th Cir. 1993) (quoting Stallworth v. 
Monsanto Co., 558 F.2d 257, 263-66 (5th Cir. 1977)), abrogated on other grounds by Dillard v. 
Chilton Cty. Comm’n, 495 F.3d 1324 (11th Cir. 2007). 
8 See Hofmann, 689 F. Supp. 2d at 1380; Roberts v. Gordy, Case No. 13-24700-CIV, 2015 WL 
11201183, at *2 (S.D. Fla. Apr. 14, 2015) (holding that motion to intervene was untimely due in 
part to extensive discovery already served and prejudice to existing parties that would need to 
prepare for additional discovery from proposed intervenor).  
9 See NAACP v. New York, 413 U.S. 345, 365-66 (1973) (upholding denial of motion to 
intervene filed three months after the complaint and at a critical point in the case); see also 
Roberts, 2015 WL 11201183, at *2 (holding that “[i]f the motion to intervene is untimely, the 
Court must deny intervention” under Rule 24). 
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B. The proposed intervenors have no interest in this action.  

 The proposed intervenors have not met their burden to show that they have a “direct, 

substantial, legally protectable interest” in the subject of the lawsuit.10 While the proposed 

intervenors recite their ongoing civil actions, those actions appear to have begun as early as 

2011, and largely involve allegations related only to their own property. It is unclear that the 

Burkes’ interests would be impaired, particularly where they are seeking to protect their interest 

in already pending litigation. Because the proposed intervenors have failed to provide any 

explanation for how this case could possibly affect their rights, the Court should deny their 

request for intervention as of right.  

C. To the extent they have an interest in this case, the Bureau adequately 
represents the proposed intervenors.  

 Proposed intervenors must show that that they would be represented inadequately by the 

existing parties to the suit they seek to join. Typically, representation is considered adequate “if 

no collusion is shown between the representative and an opposing party, if the representative 

does not have or represent an interest adverse to the proposed intervenor, and if the 

representative does not fail in fulfillment of his duty.”11 And courts routinely deny motions to 

intervene by plaintiffs in actions brought by governmental agencies that represent the proposed 

plaintiffs’ general objectives.12 

Here, the proposed intervenors have failed to explain how they have any interest at all in 

this litigation, let alone one that is adverse to the Bureau’s. They have provided only a 

conclusory statement that “Applicants can confirm applicants [sic] interests are not adequately 

represented, as detailed herein and in the Memorandum.” But to the extent they have any interest 

here, the proposed intervenors’ interests, like those of other consumers, are adequately 

represented by the Bureau—the primary federal regulator concerning the laws at issue in this 

                                                   
10 Mt. Hawley Ins. Co. v. Sandy Lake Props. Inc., 425 F.3d. 1308, 1311 (11th Cir. 2005).  
11 See Fla. Power & Light Co. v. Belcher Oil Co., 82 F.R.D. 78, 81 (S.D. Fla. 1979) (citing 
Martin v. Kalvar Corp., 411 F.2d 552, 553 (5th Cir. 1969)). 
12 See, e.g., EEOC v. Darden Rest., Inc., No. 15-20561-CIV, 2015 WL 13559888, at *2 (S.D. 
Fla. Nov. 3, 2015) (intervention motion denied where intervenors provided no reason why 
government would not adequately represent their interests in the case); United States v. Sec’y, 
Fla. Dep’t of Corr., No. 12-22958-CIV, 2013 WL 4786829, at *1 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 6, 2013) 
(denying motion to intervene where government sought broad relief encompassing movants’ 
requested relief). 
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suit, including the CFPA.13 Because the CFPA does not permit private rights of action,14 the 

proposed intervenors have no separate interest in asserting their claims here. Rather, the Bureau 

is presumed to adequately represent the interests of consumers through its enforcement matters.15  

The proposed intervenors have failed to explain how they satisfy this factor. The Court 

should therefore, on this basis alone, deny the motion.  

II. The Court should also deny permissive intervention. 

If an individual or entity cannot intervene as a matter of right, Rule 24(b) allows for 

permissive intervention where the motion is timely and the movant “has a claim or defense that 

shares with the main action a common question of law or fact.”16 The decision whether to allow 

intervention under Rule 24(b), even where there is a common question of law or fact, or the 

requirements of Rule 24(b) are otherwise satisfied, is entirely within the court’s discretion.17 In 

exercising its discretion, federal courts must consider whether intervention would unduly delay 

or prejudice the adjudication of the parties’ rights.18  

Here, too, the proposed intervenors fall short. They do not list any specific potential 

claims that they would like to assert on behalf of themselves or other homeowners they purport 

to represent. And they further include discussions of various other issues relating to MERS and 

the Texas State Consumer Task Force that are largely unrelated—in terms of facts, timing, and 

                                                   
13 12 U.S.C. § 5491(a) (“There is established in the Federal Reserve System, an independent 
bureau to be known as the ‘Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection’, which shall regulate the 
offering and provision of consumer financial products or services under the Federal consumer 
financial laws.”); 12 U.S.C. § 5564(a) (authorizing the Bureau to file suit to enforce the 
consumer financial-protection laws, including the CFPA).   
14 See Yeh Ho v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 15-81522-CIV, 2016 WL 4595977, at *7 (S.D. 
Fla. Aug. 29, 2016) (Marra, J.) (finding no private right of action in the CFPA and dismissing 
claims); Cornwall v. Third Fed. Sav. & Loan, 8:15-CV-2616-T-EAK-AAS, 2016 WL 4034782, 
at *2 (M.D. Fla. Jul. 25, 2016) (same). 
15 See, e.g., FTC v. Johnson, 800 F.3d 448, 452 (8th Cir. 2015) (holding that district court 
properly denied consumer’s motion to intervene and noting that if a named party is a government 
entity that represents interests common to the public, there is a presumption of adequate 
representation); FTC v. Amer. Telnet, Inc., 188 F.R.D. 688, 691 (S.D. Fla. 1999) (King, J.) 
(denying consumer victim’s motion to intervene; holding that FTC, in its capacity of a federal 
agency charged with enforcing consumer-protection laws, adequately represented consumer’s 
interest). 
16 Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b)(1)(B). 
17 Purcell, 85 F.3d at 513. 
18 See Meek, 985 F.2d at 1477. 
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defendants—to the allegations here. Where there is a lack of common issues of law or fact, 

permissive intervention is not warranted,19 particularly where, as here, granting the motion 

would prejudice the parties.20   

CONCLUSION 

The Court should deny the proposed intervenors’ motion.  

 

Dated: January 14, 2019   Respectfully submitted, 
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff, 
BUREAU OF CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION  
 
JOHN C. WELLS 
Deputy Enforcement Director  
 
JAMES T. SUGARMAN 
Assistant Litigation Deputy 
 
Jan Singelmann 
E-mail: jan.singelmann@cfpb.gov 
Phone: 202-435-9670 
 
Jean Healey   jean.healeydippold@cfpb.gov 
Jan Singelmann jan.singelmann@cfpb.gov 
Atur Desai  atur.desai@cfpb.gov 
Amanda Roberson amanda.roberson@cfpb.gov 
Tianna Baez  tianna.baez@cfpb.gov 
Stephanie Brenowitz stephanie.brenowitz@cfpb.gov  
Erin Mary Kelly erin.kelly@cfpb.gov 
James Savage  james.savage@cfpb.gov 
Greg Nodler  greg.nodler@cfpb.gov 
Michael Posner michael.posner@cfpb.gov 
Jack Douglas Wilson doug.wilson@cfpb.gov  
 
1700 G Street NW 
Washington, DC 20552 

 

 

                                                   
19 See Meek, 985 F.2d at 1477. 
20 See Amer. Telnet, 188 F.R.D. at 692 (denying permissive intervention where it would have 
prejudiced existing parties).  
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Dated: January 14, 2019  Respectfully submitted, 

 
/s/ Catalina E. Azuero 
 
Catalina E. Azuero (Fla. Bar No.: 821411) 
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP 
100 Northern Avenue 
Boston, MA  02210 
Tel.: 617.570.1000 
cazuero@goodwinlaw.com 
 
Thomas M. Hefferon (pro hac vice) 
Sabrina M. Rose-Smith (pro hac vice) 
GOODWIN PROCTER LLP 
901 New York Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel.: 202.346.4000 
thefferon@goodwinlaw.com 
srosesmith@goodwinlaw.com 
 
Matthew P. Previn (pro hac vice) 
BUCKLEY SANDLER, LLP 
1133 Avenue of the Americas, Suite 3100 
New York, NY 10036 
Tel.: 212.600.2310 
mprevin@buckleysandler.com 
 
Bridget Ann Berry 
Andrew Stuart Wein 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
777 South Flagler Drive, FL 33401 
Tel.: 561.650.7900 
berryb@gtlaw.com 
weina@gtlaw.com 
 
Attorneys for Defendants Ocwen Financial Corp., Ocwen 
Mortgage Servicing, Inc., and Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on January 14, 2019 

via CM/ECF on all counsel or parties of record listed below. The Bureau also served the 

proposed intervenor via email and UPS on January 14, 2019: 

 
Attorneys for Defendants 
Bridget Ann Berry  
BerryB@gtlaw.com 
Andrew Stuart Wein 
weina@gtlaw.com 
GREENBERG TRAURIG, P.A. 
777 South Flagler Dr., Suite 300 
West Palm Beach, FL 33401 
Telephone: 561-650-7900 
 
Sabrina Rose-Smith 
SRoseSmith@goodwinlaw.com 
Catalina Azuero 
CAzuero@goodwinlaw.com 
Michelle Treadwell Briggs 
MBriggs@goodwinlaw.com 
Thomas Hefferon 
THefferon@goodwinlaw.com 
GOODWIN PROCTER, LLP 
901 New York Ave., NW 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
Telephone: 202-346-4000 
 

 
 
Matthew Previn 
mprevin@buckleysandler.com 
BUCKLEYSANDLER, LLP 
1133 Ave. of the Americas, Suite 3100 
New York, NY 10036 
Telephone: 212-600-2310 
 

SERVICE LIST – VIA UPS AND EMAIL 

Joanna Burke and John Burke (Proposed Intervenors) 
46 Kingwood Greens Dr. 
Kingwood, TX 77339 
Email: kajongwe@gmail.com  
 
 
      /s Jan Singelmann 
      Jan Singelmann 
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John Burke and JoaM a Burke

46 Kingwood Greens I)r

Kingwood, Texas 77339

Tel: 281 812 9591

FILED BY cch? D
.C.

JAï 22 2212

ANGELA E, NOBLE
CLERK U S DIS; CX
s.D. oF /t.â.-w.Rs

.COIN TllE UNITED STATES DISTRICT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDAO

W EST PM M  BEACH DIW SION

Civil A ction No. 9:17rCV-80495

coxjtM RFm Axctv
pkoTEcTloNBtm Au,

Plaintiffs,

VS.

REPLY  TO PARTIES JOINT

OPPOSITION  TO M OH ON  TO

DfTERVEYE

OCW EN  FINAN CIM

CORPO RATION ,

a Florida corporation,

OCW EN M ORTGAGE
SERW CW G, lNC.,

a U. S. Virgin Islands corporation,

and
OCW EN LOAN SEkW CING,
LLC,

a Delaware lim ited liability

Com pany,

Defendants.

l
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RESPONSE TO RJOINT OPPOSITION RE M OTION TO INTERVENE

TO THE HONORARLE JUDGE OF SAm  COURT:

Joanna Burke and John Btlrke CWpplicants'), hereby resppnds to the

disturbing tt-loillt Opposition''by the Bureau ICFPBI, a gpvernment consumer

largest unfettered debt collector in the Ultedwatchdog agenéy and Ocwen, the

States, with over 580,000 copsllmer complaintsl since 2015 and htmdreds of millions

of dollars levied in fmes over the last decade, and reiterates, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ.

P. 24 and with supporting law and opinions from courts nationwide, the Applicu ts

M otion to lntervene should be ranted.

See Ross v. Marshall, 426 F.3d 745, 753 (5th Cir. 2005) (asserting

that intervention should be allowed where ç'no one would be hurt

and greater justice could be attained'' (quoting Sien'a Club v. Espy,

18 F.3d 1202, 1205 (5th Cir. 1994)(9.

Intervention: is a relatively new phenomenon in American procedm'e.

However, its use and availabiliiy have reatly expuded over the iast century. Rule

k4's predecessor, Equity Rule 37, was adopted in 1912 and providçd thaq tçAnyone

claiming an interest in the litigation may at any time be permitted to a sert his dght

1 ' fi 'See Complaint & Applicants M otion to Intervene
, p. 21, citing; Since April 2015, Ocwen has

received more than 580,000 complaints and written notices of error...''

2
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by intervention, bpt the ltervention ghall be in subordination to, and in recognition

of, the propriety of the m ain proceedlp''z

. 
' ' 

.

The adoption of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure gave intervention atl

even veater role irl federal litigationo3 In 1966, tlie m1e concerning Rple 24(a) was
.

, 
''

di/ed to make intervention of right less restrictive.4relaxed, when the text was mo

The new Rule incorporated both of these ideas and expanded the requisite
. . . 

'

elect to encompass impaired interùsts that were not adequately represented.s Thus,

? the modern Rule 24 allows a nonparty tp a dispute to intervene to protect an interest
. 

'

that is unrepresented by the existing parties.6

. 
' ,

In answer to the Joint Opposition, the Applicants respond as follpws:-

* The M otion to Intervene is Timely: see Exhibit A.
. 

'

* The Applicants Posgesg lncontestable lnterest in this açtion: Exhibit B .

2 FED . EQUI'IN  R. 37 (1912) (repealed 1938).
g 'See 7C W M GHT

, MILLER & KANR supra note 16, j 1901; see alsp Cascade Nat. Gas Corp.
v. E1 Paso Nat. Gas Co.t 386 U.S. 129, 133 (1967) (çtRule 24(a)(3) was not merely a restatement
of existing fedeml practlce at law and in equity-g). . '
4 See Tyler R- Stradling & Doyle S. Byers, lntqrvening in the Case (or Controversyl: Artiçle #.l
Stahding, Rule 24 Intervention, and thq Conjlict in the Federal Courts, 2003 BYU L. REV. 419,
423. For a brief discussion on how the Federal Rules of Civil Procedme aré nmended, see id. at

423-24.
S Id. 24(a)(3). Before 1966, however, the property provision was not subject to an adequate
representation caveat. See id.

6 See id. 24(a)(2).
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. The Bureau (CFPB) Does Not Adequately Represent the Applicnnts:
. 1

Exbibit C.

. tçFu1l Rights'' or. at minimum. Ktpermissive'' Intervention should be

m'anted; Eybibit D

The Applicants stated in the original mpiion N d Applicatioh that this case
' 

. .
. . 

' 
. ' '

' Fould be regarded as a political charadè if the péople who have bçen materially
' 

. ( . .

impacted are denied àtcess to thejudiciary and to have a koice. This claim has been
. 

. '

. 
'

.

veriled b# the Joint Opppsing M otion by the parties themselves.' 
. .

h b1e court to èecide if the Applicants as Plaintiff- 'It ij npw left with this onora

Intervenors, as a

. , . 
. .

' *1 1 siolnted hol eowners have a stattztory right to pm icipate.Slml ar y p

tçmatter of right'' and/or permissively inçlude the Burkes and

' ' .

n e àpplicanté and directly injured homèowners w.e the people whp the CFPB

claimK to represent, yet they tàil to do so.

tT he CFPB was created to provide a single point of accountability for
' . ' 

x

nforcing federal consumei fmancial laws and protece g consumers in the fmanciale

marketplace'', and also Ocwen, K.çUur motto is to delight the customer,'' Holl:rich

says. TCW : believe that anyone experiencing a fnancial hardship is lore likely to

femain in thèir hom e if Ocwen is their loan jervicen''

4
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coxcluusiox & PRAU R

The Applicu ts fespectfully requests that

motion to intervene as of right pursuant to Rule 24(a)or altematively with

this Colirt grant the Applicants

permission pursuant to Rule 24@ ).

is 18tà day of January
, 2019.RESPECTFVLLY submitted th

; . 
' 

. . '

M y nam e is Joanna Burke, my date of birth is November 25, 1938, ahd py address
i 46 Kingwood Greens Drive, Kingwood, Texas 77339 Udited States of America.S ,

I declare undir penalty of perjury that the foregoing, lncluding attached exhibits, is
A e and conzct.

Joanna Burke

Te1: (281) 812-9591
Fax: (866) 705-5076

Email; kajongwe/gmail.com
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M y nqme is John Burke, py date of bkth is July 16, 1937, and my address is 46
Kingwood Greens Drive, Kingwood, Texas 77339, United States of America. l

declare tmder pènalty of perjury that the foregoing, including attached exhibits, is
tnze and correct.

John Burke

Te1: (281) 812-9591
Fax: (866) 705-5076

Email; alsationlz3@gmail.com
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CERTW ICATE OF SERW CE

W e, Joanna Burke and John Burke hereby certify that on January 18, 2019, we

posted the attached docttment via USPS Priority M ail to the US District Court;

Clerk of Court

United States District Com't

Southern District of Florida

W est Palm Beach Division

Paul G. Rogers Federal Building and U.S. Coul-thouse

701 Clem atis Street, Room  202

W est Palm  Beach, FL 33401

And also served copies to the following parties, by USPS Priority M ail:

CFPB œ laintiffs)

Anthony A lexis,

Enforcem ent Director

Cara Petersen,

Deputy Enforcement Director for Litigation

Gabriel ö'Malley,
M sistant Lisigation Deputy

Jean H ealey

Senior Litigation Counsel

Email: jeàmhealey@cfpb.gov
Emnil: Jean.healeydippold@ cfpb.gov

Jan Singelmann

E-mail: janasingehxmnn@cfpb.gov

AM  Desai

7
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E-mail: atlmdesai@cfpb.gov

Tianna Elise Baez

Email'. tianna.baez@cfpbagov

Stephanie C. Brenowitz

Emsil: stephnnl'e.brenoWtz@clb.gov

Lawrence DeM illç-W am an

Email: lawrence.w>pnan@cfpb.gov

trin Mary Kelly

Email: erin.kelly@cfpb.gov

Gregory Ryan Nodler

Email: Greg.Nodler@ce B.gov

M ichael Posner

Email: michael.posner@cfpb.gov

Jack Douglas W ilson

Emnil: doupwilson@cfpb.gov

Janles Joseph Sàvage

james.savage@cgb.gov

Am anda Christine Roberson

amanda.roberson@cfpb.gov

M ailing A ddress:

Consllmer Financial Protection Btlreau

1700 G Street N W

W ashingion, DC 20552

Attorneysfor Plaintt
Consum er Financial Protection Bureau

8
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JA . .

ocu N Xefendants)
Bridget Ann Beny

BerryB@gtlamcom

Andrew Stllnrt W ein

weina@gtlam coin

M ailing Address:
Greenberg Traurig

Phillips Pöint - East Tower

777 S Flagler Drlve
Suite 300E

W est Palm Beach, FL 33401

. 
'

Thomas M . Hefferon 1ro hac vice)
thefferon@goodwinlam com

Sabrina M. Rose-smith (pro hac vice)
srosesmith@goodwinlam com

Catalina Amzero

CAxlero@goodwinlam com

M ichelle Treadwell Briggs

> riggs@gpodwinlam com

M olly M adden

MMadden@goodwinlam com

M ailing Address:
Gooowm  PROCT/R LLP

@01 New York Ave., NW
W ashingtono DC 20001

M atthew  Previn

9
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N

mprevin@buçkleysandlencom

M ailipg Address:
BUCKLEYSANDEER, LLP '

3 A f the Americas Suite 3100113 ve. o ,

NeF York NY 10036
àttorntysfor Defenàantà Ocwen Finahcial Corp.,

#gOcwen Mortgage S.ervicink, Inc., an cwen

interested Partv

D ouglas C D reier

ddrdier@gibsondunn.com

M ailiujAddress:

Gibson, D'lnn & Cw tcher LLP

1499 Massacùusetts Ave NW
Apt 608

W ashington, DC 20005
. 

'

lnterested Partv

Jeffrey S. Rosenberg

jsrosenberg@gibsondlmn.com

Eugene Scalia

escalia@gibsondllnn.com

PaG ck F. Stokes

pstokes@gibsondzmn.com

. 
'

M alllng Xddress:
Gibson, Dunn & Cm tcher LLP
1050 Connécticut Avenue, N .W .

W ase gton, DC 20036

Attorneysfor àltisource Solutions, Inc.

1.0
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Interested Partv

Predrag PaG ck Jovanov

M ailing A ddress:

405 N E 23rd Avenue

Apt. 1
Pom pano Beach, FL 33062

Pro Se

Interested Partv

Robert Sepulveda

M ailing Address:

122 SW  37th Ave

Cape Coral, FL 33991

Pro Se

M ediator

David H. Lichter

M zlllne Address:

2999 N ortheast 191 Steet

Suite 330

Aventura, FL 33180

M ediator

11
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EX H IB IT A

12
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TI1E M OTION TO INTERVENE IS TIM ELY

AN D SH O ULD BE G R ANTED

The Bureau writes; the tçtimeliness'' inquiry requires consideration of several

factors, including:

(1) the length o//ïzac during wkich the would-be intervenor actually /cacw or

reasonably should have /(Tlown of her interest in the case before she sought to

jn/crvcnc; The applicants referenced the past litigation and timelines in the original

application before this honorable court, including the details which will be repeated

herein. For the purposes of clarity, the summary of events are as follows;

(a) The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals (Case #18-2026) issued its original

opinion on 5th september, 2018.

(b) The Applicants m'ote to Ocwen on September 13th requesting a Qualified

W ritten Request (QWR).

(c) A reminder letter was sent to Ocwen on October 3'd, 2018.

(d) On October 23rd, Applicantsreceived written confirmation 9om the

Secretary of State for the State of Texas that counsel for Deutsche Bnnk, Hopkins

Law, PLLC, were operating without a surety bond nor license, as required by atly

debt collection attorneys in the State.

(e) A further reminder letter was sent to Ocwen on October 241, 2018.

13
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(9 On November 5, 2018, Hope s Law, PLLC, an tmlicensed and unbonded

debt collection lawyer, sent a letter in response to the QWR.

(g) On 14th November, 2018, the Applicants filed an action against Ocwen

Loan Servicing, LLC, in State Court.

(h) ()n December 3rd, ocwen removed the State case to Federal Court for the

Southern D istrict, Houston Division.

(i) On December 27*, 2018,the Applicants posted the original Motion to

W hen the Applicants arrived at the Fi%  Circuit

ordered judm ent in their favor, dismissing

lntervene to this honorable court.

Court of Appeals, they received an

Deutsche B>nkn' claim s and demands.

The flrst notice of this reversal was in September 20 18. The Applicants, as

summ arized above, requested verifk ation of the loan from Ocwen and that attempt

failed repeatedly.

The Applicants then filed, on a timely basis, the original M otion to Intervene

and M emorandpm for consideration by tMs honorable court. The M otion is timely.

(2) the extent oftheprejudice that the existingparties might xz/-f/'cr as a result

ofthe would-be intelwenor 'sfailure to applyfqr ïnfe/-venzjoa as soon tz,: she actually

/caéw or reasonably should have /tzltlwa ofher interest in the case;

The question should really be itl-low will the 300-000+ complainants since

2015 view  the Bureau's alignm ent w ith Ocwen in this Joint M otion. and

Case 9:17-cv-80495-KAM   Document 237   Entered on FLSD Docket 01/23/2019   Page 14 of 45
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hzrthermore. wàv are they opposing a consumers M otion to Intervene?'' After all,

they are supposedly the tf onsumçr Bureau''

In nnqwer to ihe question m ised by the Bureau; As admitted in the Joint

Opposition M otion, discovery is not complete, tlle case has not even reached pre-

trial stage and there is currently pending before this honomble court, a motion to

dismiss by Ocwen. The existing parties have not suffered, the same cqnnot be said

about the Intervenor, or the 300,000+

denied.

complainants, should this application be

(3) the cx/ca/ of the prejudice f/lcf th* would-be intervenor might xv-Fer f

intervention is denied,-

As outlined i,n the original M otion to lntervene, a hom estead is personally at

l'isk for the Applicants if this application is denied, but also, there is the 300,000+

current complainants, as well as the current and past injured txborrowers, consumers

and homeowners'', who are avidly tracking this historic and important legal case

dwoughoutthe coupûy.The stakes could not be higher.

In s ; a denial of this Application would be devastating, not o1y for

the Applicants, but for the people of the United States of America who seek a

tansparent and open fomm in relation to a company (Ocwen) who contluously

flaunts court mandated orders and consumer laws nationwide, over the last decade.

15
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The result; illegally foreclosing on thousands of homesteads, creating

of those farnilies, their children and futureuncertainty and despair for the lives

American generationts).

(4) tke existence o-/-z/n/-çzjc/ circumstances militating eitherfor or Jglïn-s'f a

determination that tke application is timely;

Allowance and consideration should be given to the fact that the Applicants

are pro se and only discovered the availability of ûling as an <Ilntervenor'' in

December 20l 8. Until this tim e, they were com pletelytm aware of its legal existence.

Hence, as soon as that was discovered, the Applicants began to study and learn

how to even file as an lntervenor. The Applicants then had to prepare the M otion

and M em orandlzm , which, as this parties and the Court will note, is fairly detailed,

with the purpose to ensure the Application is complete and compliant to the 'àro

se 's '' best ability.

The application was not only timely, it was delivered to the parties and this

honorable court very quickly indeeda given the timeline.

16
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EX H IB IT B

17
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THè APPLICANTS POSSESS G CONTESTABLE
INTEREST IN THIS ACTION

Opposing Joint co= sel are operating under the miqconception tbat the M odel

Rules contain an express duty for them to zealously advocate on behalf of their

clients. They compotmd tbis misconception with the belidf that zealous advocacy

autholizes abrasiveness, bullying, hardballlawyering, and a win-at-all-costs attitude,

However, over 20 years ago, the ABA'S M odel Rules intentionally eliminated

an expriss duty to zealously advocate and replaced it with a duty to represent one's

client with ttreasonable diligenceo''

Here, the CFPB have aligned them selves with opposing colmFel, strike one.

To add insult to injtuy they have chosen to be the author of this motion, strike two.

Then throughom this motion they have made claim s that fail in 1aw and in comm on

sense, strike three. ln tlzis regard, let's discuss the folloNvhlg statenzent as an

exnm ple;

h interest in ihls aetiemB. The proppsed intervenors ave no

ltl'he proposed intervenors have not met their burden to

shùw that they H ve a ftdirect, substantial, legally protectable

interest'' in the subject of the lawsuit.

18
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QUESTION - Surely, it's uncentestable that one's property is a

Gdireet, substantial, Iegally protectable interest?'' See M id-

Continent Cas. Co. v. Basdeo, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 123981

(S.D. Fla. Aug. 7, 2009) Legally protected interest is denned as

N om ething m ore than an econom ic interest. It is one wltich the

substandve law recognizes as belontine tn or beint owned bv

the applicant. In xum , a legally proteetable interest is an interest

that derives from  a legal right, and the Eleventh Circuit has in

no uncertain term s excluded from  this dennition ''purely

econom ic'f interests-''

W hile the proposed intervenors recite their ongoing civil

actions, those actions appear to have begun as early as 2011, and

largely involve allegations related only to their own property.

FACT - The Parties in the 2011 lawsuit are Deutsche Bank v

Burke, et a1. This case does not nam e Ocwen as a party and

hence would Rfail'' as a Rdirect interest'' as a m atter of law. The

Applicants sued Ocwen shortly afterthe Deutsche Bankv Burke

Appeal decision in late 2018 - for the reasons as intrlcately

detailed in the original applleation.

19
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It is unclear that the Burkes' interes? would be impaked,

particularlywhere they are seeMng to protecttheir interest inalready

pending litigation-

QUESTION - The question is; whetNer the author, the CFPB, is

adm itting on the reeord that they have dther not read the

Applieants motion, memorandum, riferenee casets) and

exhibits où liberally constrlling the argument, they are being

Adckedly obtuse to&vards pro se counsel 1: an aet of zealous

advocacy.
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EXHIBIT C
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THE BUREAU ICFPBIDO/S NOT ADEQUATELY
REPRESENT TH E G TERVENOM

The Euoint Opposing Parties state.. R'rypically, representation is considered

adequate d<if no collusion is shown between the representative and an opposing party,

if the representative does not have or represent an interest adverse to the proposed

intervenor, and if the representative does not fail in fulfillment of his duty.

This is a contadiction when the parties have joined together against the

Applicants who are 'tborrowers, consllmers, and homeowners''.

Discriminadon in Com municatlon

The Bureau sent a copy of the <sloint Opposition'' via em ail to the Applicant

Joanna Burkes' email at 2.50pm on M onday, 14* January, 2019 with the following

cover note;

f'Joam)a and John Burke: please see the attached docu>ent that the

Consùmer Financial Protection Bureau and Ocwen defendants filed

today. A hard copy of this iling is also being sent to you via UPS.''

Regards,

Jan Singelm ann
Senior Litigation Connsel

Corlsllm er Financialprotection Bureau

202 435 9670

jan.singelmann@cfpb.gov
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The Fifth Circtlits' statement above should also be considered by

idadversarial'' parties when filing a itloint M otion of Opposition'', especially when

both parties claim  to t'represent the consum ersl oaowers/homeou ers best iaterest',

and the case in question is 100% dedicated to acts taken by Ocwen that injtzred and

damaged E'boaowers/cons= erslomeou ers'' nationwide.

Here, neither party attempted to contact the Applicants (classïed as

itborrowers/consumers'') prior to ftling their <iloitlt Motion of Opposition''. Clearly,

as it's a joint motion, the Bureau and Ocwen have enjoyed communication and

agreement with regards to the çtborrùwers/consllmers'' Intervenors' Application. lt

is Hefutable, based on this joint act, the Bureau is not going to adequately represent

the lntervenors.
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Ocwen and Erbev's Shell Com panies - a Svstem  of m cepdon

The preeminent complaint to-date regarding Ocwen, which details its

sophisticated and pre-meditated organizational structure to avoid txxes, court orders

and allow the corporation to mnintain its monopoly and illegally evict homeowners

from their homesteads, is namely the action which commenced and subsequently

settled recently in the State of Florida;

Ocwen Derivative Action Litigation Consolidated Verified

Shareholder Complaint Case 9;14-cv-81601-W PD, Doc. 143, Page

71, #188., Southet-n Diskict, Fla. tsettledl.

Reading this one complaint will provide this honorable court with the

oversight to see that as clever fnancial and legal manipulators, Ocwen has

systematically and over the last decade, successfully tigamed the system ''.

<ton or about Febnlary 26,2014, Benjamin M . Lawsky,

Superintendent of the NYDFS, addressed a letler (the February 26

Letter'') to the Company's General Counsel, Timothy Hayes,

24
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seeking documents and information concenling tzansactiolzs with

the Company's ao liates stting, in relevant pa14, that:

The Department's ongoing review of Ocwen's mortgage servicing

practices has uncovered a num ber of potential conflicts of

interest be> een Ocwen and other public companies with which

Ocw en is closely affiliated.

lndeed, the facts our review has uncovered to date cast serious

doubts on recent publk statem ents m ade by the com pany that

Ocwen has a dtstrlctly arm s-length buslness relationship'' with

those com panies.

W e are also concerned that this tangled web of conflicts could create

incentives that harm borrowers and push homeowners unduly into

foreclosure. .As such, we are demanding additional information on

these issues as part of our review .''- See D oc. 143. Page 195 of 227.

Joinder of A ltisource to the Law  Suit is Essvntial

It is quizzical why A ltisotlrce is not party to tlzis com plaint. lf this Application

to Intelvene is ranted, it would be a request of this Comt, to allowjoinder of shell

company Altisource, with a majority and conficting interest held by Erbey.
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Plaintiffs W .A. Sokolowski rçsokolowski'), Helene Hutt (ç:Hutt'')

and Robert Lowinger (çtowinger'') (collectively, ETlaintiffs''l
/

bring this consolidated shnreholder derivative action on behalf of

nominal defendant Ocwen Financial Comoration (ççocwen'' or Gçthe

Comjany'') alleging wrongdoing against certain current and/or now

foz-mer members of Ocwen's Board of Directors and Ocwen

Oocers, including William C. Erbey C:Erbey''), Ronald J. Korn

CKonz/'l W illiam H. Lacy (ttacy'') Robert A. Salcetti Cçsalcetti''l

BaIO N. Wish CûW ish''), W ilbur L. Ross ((çRoss'') and John V. Britti

C%ritti''l-7

certain O cwen-reh ted entities includlne A ltisource Portfolio

Solutions, S.A. tltAltisottrcenl, Home Loan Servicing Solutions Ltd.

CtHI,SS'') Altisource Residential Comoration (ttRES1'') and5 7

Altisotlrce Asset Management Comoration (:tA.AM C'') (collectively

the E&Related-party Transaction Defendants'' or GGRPT Defendants'l'

Altisource subsidiary Beltline Road Insurance Agency, Inc.

(<%elt1ine''); Defendant Ross' private equity fund, WL Ross & Co.

LLC CWLRoss''), and certainrelated investment ftmds (collectively .

the ççltoss Fund Defendants'').

-  ln Re: Ocwen Derivative Action Litigation Consolidated Verified

Shareholder Complah t Case 9:14-cv-8160l-W PD , D oc 143, Page

1, & st paragraph.
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Altisource manages the <eltealservicinf 'platform, which is key to this

1 int and discovel'y requests by the Bureau (CFPB).comp a

Edon August 10, 2009, Ocwen spun off its Er cwen Solutions'' line

of business into Defendant Altkource Portfolio Solutions, S.A.

CWltisource''), a separate publicly traded company incorporated

under the laws of Luxembourg with its prinéipal executive ofsce

purportedly located at 40, Avenue M onterey, L-2163 Luxembourg,

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

M tisource provides O cwen with its m ortgage servicing

platform called REM serviclng as well as foreclosure related

lces 5'Serv .

-  ln Re: Ocwen Derivative Action Litigation Consolidated Verified

Shareholder Complaint Case 9:14-cv-81601-W PD, Doc 143, Page

16, M 2.
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From the Applicu ts overview of the record, there is no specitk requests made

of Altisource and/or the Gcertain Ocwen-related entities'' Wa subpoenas or discovery,

and that is problem atic,given the software is A sted for the day-to-day digital

m anagement of loans and Gtaccounting'' for Giborrowers'' for the period in question in

this complaint. Fnrthermore, this ij the software which has been banned by

approximately 20 States nationw ide.

Conlliet: of lnterest Past. Present and Future

The joint opposing partiesstated; ttif the reoresentative does not have or

rvpresent an intvrest adverse to the proposed intelvenor...'' As outlled in the

original M otion to Intervene, there are too msny govem ment ççconflicts of interest''

to trust the Bmeau to represent the past, present and future maliNed, ljured and

damaged Gborrowers'' %tconsumers'' homeowners and citizens of the United States> 5

of America, as a dlrect result of Ocwen's veed, klcluding those parties which

H owingly colluded with them .

The most infamous, which the Applicants previously documented, includes

Steven W . M nuchin, Secretary of the US Treasury, form erly Goldman Sachs, nllne,
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Indymac BG  and OneWest Bank and Joseph Otting, sittlg Director at the

OCC/FHFA, formerly Goldm an Sachs, OneW est Bank/CIT.

i

In this response, Applicants hil light US Secretary of Commerce, Wilbur

Ross, Jr.,

relationship with the Bureau. lnsider lading is a chminal offence - ask M artha

ongoing relationsMp w1t.11 Ocwen and workingdue to ltis direct and

Stewart - yet we have government turning a blind eye to the Ocwen Insider Trading

deals by Wilbur Ross Jr C;Ross'') and his conficts of interest:-

Kfprior to these revelations, however, Defendants W ishm Ross and

Erbey sold more than $62 xnillion worth of Ocwen common stock at

intlated prices while in possession of materiat non-public

informntion, th. avoiding subsfnntial losses they wolzld have

incurred but for their illegal insider trading.'' - ln Re: Ocwen

Derivative Action Litigation Consolidated Verifed Shareholder

Complaint Case 9:14-cv-81601-W PD, Doc. 143, Page 71, #188.,

Southern District, Fla. tsettledl.
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COUNT XW

(Against Defendants Erbey, Ross and W ish for Insider Trading),
Doc. 143, Page 157.

Insider Trading: You are prohibited by Company policy and the law

9om buying or selling securities of the Company at a time when in

possession of çtm atezial nonpubli,c informntion.'' (J#., p. 12 of 2 1)-

çç-lnhe Ross Ftmd Defendants (as defmed below), who had access to

inside information concerning Ocwen because their deputy and

managing member, Defendant Ross, at or about the time that he was

serving as a Director of Ocwenr sold over $225 m illion of Ocwen

stock in the open mlrket as well as back to the Company at infhted

prices in 2013 and 2014 at a point in time when the Company's

fmancial steltemcnts were not in compliance with
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GenerallyAccepted Accounting Principles (GQGAAP''). ..'' - Doc.

143, Page 4, #5.

y ' '

To fully compreàend Ross s deep involvement - to this day with Ocwen - tllis

honorable court shottld review the above styled Derivative acfion and complaint

(settled) in depth, where it details Ross and his chain of shell companies, how he

sold Ocwen his mortgage servicing company AHM SI, renamed to Hpmeward

Residential, lnc., in 2012, as : result of the fmancial m eltdown in 2008.

ED efendant Ross served as the Chairman of the Board of AHM SI

corapany vias acquled byand thereafter Homeward until that

Ocwen in December 2012 for an aggregate purchase price of $766

million. Homeward was in the business of loan sezwicing and, at or

arotmd the time of itq acquisitiow its loan serdcing portfolio

consisted of in excess of 575,000 lonng with an outstanding principal
. 
'

balance of approximately $150 billion. Through the purchase by

Ocwen, Homeward became a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ocwen.

Prior to its acquisition by Ocwel Homeward was one of the largest

independent mortgage loan servicers in the United States. At tie

time of its acqulition in 2012. ...
'' 

- Doc. 143, Page 1 1, #27.
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Despite this, there is no mention of Ross in the complaint by the Bureau. Ross,

a former Director foç Ocwen during the period the Bureau is hwestigating. This

shows bias and a conflict of interest. The Buteau could not represent the Applicants

for this remson alone.

Both Joint O pposine Parties have

Continuouslv &  Conseiouslv Failed in their D uties

c& iThe joint opposing parties stated; . . .and lf the representative dùes not fail in

fulfillm ent of his duty''. As outlined in the original M otion to Intervene and

supporting M em orandum, both the Be eau and Ocwen have failed in their duties. To

reCaP;

(i) The CFPB is tlghting for its own survival, with many claims and 1aw

stlits nationwide, including by Ocwen in this very 1aw suit, claim ing the

Bureau, 1ed by a single person, is Gtunconstitutional*'.;

' d to repeat why Ocwen has failed, with the Bureauis(ii) One doesn t nee

own complaint (Doc.1 and Exhibits) detaiM g the failures and also the

Applicants case against Ocwen.E

7 Ocwens challenge in this case, where they ask the DOJ tojoin in support - Judge Kenneth Marra of the U.S.
District Court ibr the Southem District of Florida decM ed Ocwen's tequest to seek U.S. Attomey Goetrnl Je1
Sessions' views on the CFPB'S constimtionality. ln a separate order June 2, Man-a said it's ûepremature'' to invite the

Attom ey General's views at this point.
8 e See Joanna Burke v Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC, Case 4:18-c4-4544, District Courq Southern

District of Texas, Houston Division
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Tht CFPA Ouestion: Can the Buteau Relv on CFPA

to Prevent Individuals from Iatvrvenine?

The Joint Opposed M otion continues; GçBecaùse the CFPA does not permit
' 

.

private rio ts of actiop. the proposed kuervenors have no separate interess itl

asserting their claip s here. Rather, the Bureau is presum ed to adequately represent

the interests of consxlm ers tbrough its enforcement m atters...''.

Firstly, the question of the Bureau's constitutionality before thls honorable

court was not decided, but rather stayed, as the Hon. Judge M arra opined that

Ocwen's claims Fere ççprem ature''. Should this matter be discussed and m led on at

> later stage, and if the Court agrees that the CFPB is unconstimtional, this 1aw suit

would be at an end.

Once again, it is bizarre why the i'Consttmer'' Bureau àas joined w1d1 Ocwen

in this Opposing M otion. The CFPB is damaging its own credibility as a legal entity

even further;

CFPB v RD LEGAL FUNDG G I CFPA CASE

U.S. District Judge Loretta Preska of the New York Southern

District declared the CFPB to be unconstitutionally stnzctured, as
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part of a ruling in a case ilwolving a company that providcs lump-

sum payouts to those aw aiting payment in a structured settlem ent.

The case involves RD Legal Funiing, which was sued by the state

of New York and the CFPB for allegedly cheating NFL concussion

settlement and 9- l 1 settlement members out of their money.

The CFPB sued the company under the Consum er Financial

Protectioh Act, but the company countered by argxing that the

bureau was unconstitutionally structured, and therefore had no l'ight

to bring a CFPA claim . And Preska av eed.

In a nzling handcd down earlier this weelc, Preska said that the

CFPB is unconstitutional, Iacks the authority to bring a CFPA

claim against RD Legah and is removed from the case. - See

Cons'lmer Financialprotection Btlreau v. RD Legal Ftmding LLC,
k

1:17-cv-00890

However, with an Intervenor-plaintiff sitting, and should the honorable court

appm ves this application, then the case could proceed on the claim s of the lntervenor

as plaltiff, and who would also represent the interests of the 300,000+ complainants

and other injttred homeoN ers affected by Ocwen.
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secondly, a case referenced byiejoint opposingparties, namely lo v wells
q '

Fargo Bank N.A., (CASE NO. 15-81522-CIV-MARRA/M ATT1lEWMAN) quotes

a decision of this court ànd sitting Senior Judge. However, on appeal, (Karen C.

Yeh Ho v. Wells Fargo Bnnlq N.A., No. 17-1 1918 (1 11 Cir. 2018) reversed in part

and remanded;

Etln her complaint, she says slte could have kept her housè if Wells

Fargo had not foreclosed on it in violation of RESPA.....

Tie distrkt court alternatively hqld Ho's QESPA clalm was

barred b# Florida's litigadon prlvilege. Under Flolida law,

absolute immunity attaches to d<any act occnrring during the cocse

of a judicial proceeding, . . . so long as the act has some relation to

the procetdinp'' See Levina M iddlebrooks, M abie, Thomas, M ayes

& Mitchell, P.A. v. U.S. Fire hs. Co., 639 So. 2d 606,. 608 Tla.

1994). For example, the Florida Supreme Court llas held that the

litigation yrivilege bars claimK tmder the Florida Conslzmer

Collection Practices Act that are based on acts that occm  during

judicial foreclosure proceedings Rso long as the act lln.q some

relation to the proceeding.'' Echevm ia, M ccalla, Raymer, Barrett
t .

& Frappier v. Cole, 950 So. 2d 380, !84 (Fla. 2007) (quotation

omitted) (appl/ng the litigation privilege to bar a claim that default

letters violated the Florida Consllmer Collections Pmctices Act).
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Applying the Florida litigation privilege to bar Ho's RESPA claim

is inconsistent with the cause of action authorized by j 1024.41(a)

and (g). These subsections permit a borrower to sue a serdcer that
%

moves for çeforeclosure judgment, or order of sale'' in a state

foreclosme proceeding aAer the borrower submits a ftcomplete loss

mitigation applicatiom'' 12 C.F.R. j 1024.41(a), (g). Because

application of the litigation privilege is inconsistent with the cause

of action authoxized by RESPA it çannot bar Hogs RESPA elae .

The fad the CFPB, ms party and author of this Joint Opposition, could

reference this cage, shows it was merely interested ia gaining favor with the

honorable court by cie g specific rulings 9om  this bench, rather tha11 researce g

the f4zll facts of the case and subsequent appeal.

And j 1024.41(g), ms interpreted by the CFPB, prohibits

foreclosm es aAer a borrower submits a ttcomplete loss mitigation

application'' or submits an incomplete application without notifying

the applicant that additional doclxments are necessary. See 12 C.F.R.

j 1024.41(g), (g)(1); Mortgage Servicing Rules, 78 Fed. Reg. at

10,821. Neither provkion requires the exgtence of an enforceable
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agreemqnt, and Ho's REjPA claim should not have been dismissed

fpr that remson.'' - See Ho v W ells Fargo

In slzmmary, the legal representatives on this

counsel and hence would fail in their duty to

case are not competent trial

represent the Applicants and the

homeowners correctly in these proceeYngs.

But to the extent they have any interest heres the proposed

intervenors' interests, like those of other consumers, are adequately

represented by the Bureau''

For these Jreasons, the jointopposing arguments should fail and the

Application as Plaintiff-lntervenor should be gr>nted.
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FULL W GHTS OR AT M INIM UM

PERM ISSM  INTERVENTION SHOULD BE GRANTED

lf one is to believe the objection raised by the Bureau, stattng the Applicants

fail to meet the requirements of Rule 24(b), <çWhere there is a lack of common issues

of 1aw or fact, permissive iuteryention is not warranted'', then there is no reason for

G is court to deny Ocwen itj peuding M otion to Dismiss, as the lawsuit would be

deemed frivilous, based on tMs prepostem us claim .

cFpB COA LM NT-PAGE IEXU ACT
. $

Note; Applicants recommend re-reading the whole complaint to :ee'

who the CFPB claims hms been Rinjured''.

largest m ortgage servicers in the United

Er cwen is one of the

States. 'l'he Company

specializes in servicing the loans of distressed borroFers. It

committed numerous violatipns of Fedeml consumer fmancial laws

that have harm ed borrowers.

Am ong ether thlngs, Oewen lms improperly eAlculated loân

balances. misappEed borrower paym ents, failed lo correctly

process escrow and insuranee payme:ts, and falled to properly

investlgate and make correeuons in response to consumer

com plslnts.
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lnte ?-v(.?/zt-ar .. A, p/-?/.Jk .-aitt' .,p urke, ',r 'cxas .. t7.r''-'J-''f.l v r'Dckven .. f 77 ternal. .#c/.: h-pr./? FI.%TO. ' .T.2 ''
. k . '

Ocwen has eompounded these faqures by illegally foredosing

upon borrowers' loam and selllng loân service  rights to

see cers withopt fully discloslng or correeting errors in

borrowers' Ioan Fxles ''!

The Applicants and the hom eowlmrs claim q are the core of the Bureaus action.

To deny the Applicants ççrelevance'' to tbij action does the Bureau no favor. W ithout

the Applicants and homeowners, the Bureau would have no case.

lgument is farcical and absurd.

In relation to M ERS, the Applicants clearly stated that M ERS was not a party,

y
tioned in the Memorandum as background to the forecloscehowever it was men

The Bureau's

industry and for those hom eowners who arè perhaps reading the case who m ay be

unaware of the speciics of each entity in tlw brmking and fmance industty relative

to +is action. For example, as poited out by i.e Applicants in ie original

Application, homeowners may not be awre that Ocwen is a sub-servicer which wag

bannéd from M ERS in 2008.

This begs the questiono <tW hy would a itbalmed sub-serdcer'' be allowed to

become a monopoly in the defaplt serWcing industry - unless as discussedherein and
' .

in the origipal Application - conlolling people, in the cabinet of the United States

government, w1111 known conflicts like W ilbur Ross, Jr., Otting and M nuchin were

40
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selected and positioned to assist Ocwen, due to their direct and personul fm ancial

interests and ties with the M 141:5 balmed sub-servicer H own as Ocwen, but should

also include the Erbey list of companies which really are part èf 0. cwen, created as

part o'f his fmancial <töxit package'' to allow for a tspublic'' rem oval âom the Board

of Ocwep? This wag part of a staged PR release for tlle CFPB'S 2013 1aw suit and

subsequent Etsettlem ent'' against Ocwen. The fact remains, Erbey still maintains a

controlM g interest in Ocwen.

The history and background also aids the court and the partieg to understand

the Application, from the Applicants perspectivc as Intervenors. For exnmple,

MERS is the most conkoversial registry in the history of tie United States of

Am erica. It is the key vehicle and tool, a registry which is intentionally tmaudited,

unconkolled and relies on a ttcriminal honor jysjem'' of document management. lt

is criminal because the people at its helm are in largç pat't, foreclosllre mills, with

their entourage oflaN ers, notaries and hired stâff ready to create an# legal

document necessary for foreclosure. lt is an approved government sponsored

printing press, where m bber stamps are desia ed, high sdelity photocopiers are

worked overtime, and fakejob titles with correspone g signatures are used to create

fake docupents, backdated as necessary and w11 approval of the judicio  in their

roles as executioners, to allow for tlle theA of houses 9om  homeowners nationwide.

41
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Intes-venoi- .. A y'/zr-gzvtt't.'7p/ Burke, Ftlzw'.'r .' CI-/*,PB .:7 Oc4..vcn .. fFcrt?rz/t7/? Ref: #' inb-'''rz O-RSI'FA'''.L u . , - ' ' '

Even the State Bar of Florida agrees, itconducted its complakts agninRt

tToreclosuregate'' lawyer David J. Stem , and came to the same conclusion regarding

the backdating and subm ission of féke docllments to effect foreclosure, as iscussed

and idenv ed in the Applicants original Application.

G'fhe corrected assigù m ent was resptmdent's attempt to conceal

and correct the nrior fraudulent assienment rded in the Citrus

Countv publlc records on Julv 29. 2008.59 - See Applicants M otion

to lntervene, Doc. 220, p.28-29

It's existence as the key Registry, which is corv to the largest foreclosure

scam  perpe% ted againstthe people of the United States of America is hardly

unrelated.
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Im age from M E'RS websiteg

Furtherm ore, the ti-l-exas Suprem e Cotu't Foreclosure Task Force'' - which has

been Etmisquoted'' b# the opppsing parties as t<-fexas State Consumer Task Force'' -

is extremely relevant. ( see gTranscriptj MEETING OF THE TASK FORCE ON

JUDICIAL FORECLO SURE RU LES, Novem ber 7, 2007, which includes geo-

specitk tFloridal quotes, as well as admissionson the record by Judgets) and

lawyerts) as to the comzption and lies pelmetrated by foreclosme lawyers and mills

against homeowners and ratified by the courtts) under executive judicial orders.

9 see htlpsl//www .
m ers' hc.org/componenFcontenlm icle?idu &lee d=l 18 (archived)
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Applicants suggest the parties and this honorable court read the Texas

Supreme Court Foreclosure Task Force Transcript as referenced, it's quite

illuminative as to the gaud on home'owners.
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Joanna Burke and John Burke

46 Kingwood Greens Dr.,

Kinn ood, TX, 77339

T.el: (2X1) 81.2m9591
Fax2 (866) 705-5076
Email; kajongwe@m ail.com

M ay 10, 2019

Ctcrk af Caurt
United States District Court

Southem  District of Florida

W est Palm Beach Division

Paul G. Rogers Federal Building

and'U .S; Coue ouse

701 Clem atis Street, Room  202

W est Palm Beach, FL 33401

For the attn of:

The Hon. Judge Kenneth A. M arra

Dear Hon. Judge M arra

Civil Action No. 9:17-CV-80495

CONSUA R > ANCIAL'PROTECTION BIJREAU v&.
O CW KN FG ANCIAL C ORPORATIO N

/71 ocFILED BY P 
. .

l

MAï 1 5 2219

ANGELA E. NOBLE
CLERK U S DISI CI
s.D. oF é/.-w.RB. .

On Dec 27th 2018, we submitted a M otion to Intervene in the above styled case. lt is
recorded as Doc. zzoxentered 4* January 2019,.some 4 months ago.

To date, the motionlsl are pending and the case is moving towards trial. We are
currently in litigation with Ocwen.and require at least permissive intervention (24.(t9)
to obtain, at minimAzm , access to sealed domlments that m ay help otlr own case, which

is now on appeal to the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.

11l support, we would cite the Larly Flynt intervention to unseal documents, wllich was

v apted on appeal to the US Court of Appeals for the 81  Ciro, Case No. 14-1187

(2015).

1
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A fime is critical for our own appeal - as we may wish to include the docllments

recovered 9om  the CFPB Florida case in ourpetition to the Fi%  Circuit - your earliest
o 

'

assistance in thls matter is respectfully requested.

Tlmnking you in advance.

Respect/lly

u dœwcq y/'?ZG '

Joanna Burke & John Burke
Pro Se, Intervenor-Applieants

46 Kingwood Greens Dr.,

Kingwood, Txo 77739

Te1: (281) 812-9591
Fax: (866) 705-5076
Email; kajongwe@pnail.com

tlhe record seems to indicate that the district covr/ believed F(vn/ failed to x&tm',&.# the
commonality requirement ofRule 24+) 3,$z/)ea it stated ''fa.l generalized interest in a subject
ozf/ï/ïgc/ftm does noulfd/,.'/.,k intervention- '' Howeverr where zzpcr/.p is seeking. to intelwene in
a casefor the limitedpumose ofunsealingjudicial records, most circuits have found that
''there is no rctuwzl to require such a strong nexus offact or law. '' Beckman Indus., Inc. v.
lntllns. Co.,.966F.2d 4.70, 474.(9th .Cir. 199.2)....According%, pc-dfz&ïve.ïafeaca/foa-tfn#er
Rule 24*) is an appropriate procedural vehicle for non-parties seeldng access' to judicial
records ia eivil' eases... ''

2
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO.:17-80495-CIV-MARRA

CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION
BUREAU, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

OCWEN FINANCIAL CORPORATION;
OCWEN MORTGAGE SERVICING, INC.;
and OCWEN LOAN SERVICING, LLC , 

Defendants.  
___________________________________/

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
THE STATE OF FLORIDA, 
Department of Legal Affairs, 
and 

OFFICE OF FINANCIAL REGULATION, 
THE STATE OF FLORIDA, 
Division of Consumer Finance, 

Plaintiffs
v.

OCWEN FINANCIAL CORPORATION;
OCWEN MORTGAGE SERVICING, INC.;
and OCWEN LOAN SERVICING, LLC

Defendants.
___________________________________/

ORDER

This Cause is before the Court upon the pro se putative Intervenors’ (“Intervenors”) Motion

to Intervene (“Motion” or “Motion to Intervene”), filed on January 4, 2019 (ECF No. 220).  Plaintiff,

Case 9:17-cv-80495-KAM   Document 375   Entered on FLSD Docket 05/30/2019   Page 1 of 5



the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“Bureau”), and Defendants, Ocwen Financial

Corporation, Ocwen Mortgage Servicing, Inc. and Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC (collectively, along

with the Bureau, the “Parties”), filed a joint response in opposition to the Motion. (ECF No. 224.) 

The proposed Intervenors filed a reply.  (ECF No. 237.)  The Court has considered the Motion and

the entire file and is otherwise fully advised in the premises.

I. BACKGROUND

This action was brought in part by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”)

against Ocwen Financial Corporation, Ocwen Mortgage Servicing, Inc., and Ocwen Loan Servicing,

LLC (collectively “Ocwen”), alleging numerous violations of federal consumer financial laws.  (ECF

No. 1.)  CFPB alleges that Ocwen improperly calculated loan balances, misapplied borrower

payments, failed to process escrow and insurance payments correctly, failed to investigate and make

corrections in response to consumer complaints properly, illegally foreclosed upon loans, and sold

servicing rights without disclosing or correcting errors.  (Id. ¶ 1.)  CFPB asserts the following counts:

violations of the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (Counts I - VI), violations of the Truth-

in-Lending Act (Count VII), violations of the Fair Debt Collections Practices Act (Counts VIII and

IX), violations of the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (Counts X - XIII), and violations of the

Homeowners Protection Act (Count XIV).  (Id.)  The action was commenced in April 2017, a motion

to dismiss is fully briefed and pending before the Court, and the parties have engaged in discovery

since August 2017.

The Motion to Intervene was filed by Joanna and John Burke on January 4, 2019.  The

proposed Intervenors seek to “protect their interests in their homestead . . . and that of similar

homeowners nationwide.”  (ECF No. 220 at 3.)

2
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The proposed Intervenors allege that they are facing the foreclosure of their home and that

Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC is the mortgage servicer in connection with their mortgage.  (Id.)  The

proposed Intervenors assert that they are (or were) defendants in a foreclosure proceeding initiated

in 2011 and that they are (or were) also litigating a case filed in 2018 against Ocwen Loan Servicing,

LLC in a federal court in Texas.  (Id. at 3-4.)

II. DISCUSSION

Rule 24 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provides, in pertinent part, as follows:

(a) Intervention of Right. On timely motion, the court must permit anyone to
intervene who: . . .

(2) claims an interest relating to the property or transaction that is the subject
of the action, and is so situated that disposing of the action may as a practical
matter impair or impede the movant’s ability to protect its interest, unless
existing parties adequately represent that interest.

(b) Permissive Intervention.
(1) In General. On timely motion, the court may permit anyone to intervene

who: . . .
(B) has a claim or defense that shares with the main action a common
question of law or fact. . . .

(3) Delay or Prejudice. In exercising its discretion, the court must consider
whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of
the original parties’ rights.

Fed. R. Civ. P. 24.

A. Intervention of Right

“To intervene of right under Rule 24(a)(2) [of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure], a party

must establish that (1) his application to intervene is timely; (2) he has an interest relating to the

property or transaction which is the subject of the action; (3) he is so situated that disposition of the

action, as a practical matter, may impede or impair his ability to protect that interest; and (4) his

interest is represented inadequately by the existing parties to the suit.”  Fox v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 519

3
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F.3d 1298, 1302-03 (11th Cir. 2008) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted); Fed. R. Civ.

P. 24(a)(2).  The burden is on the party seeking intervention.  See Stone v. First Union Corp., 371

F.3d 1305, 1308 (11th Cir. 2004).

Here, the Court concludes that the proposed Intervenors do not meet the requirements for

intervention as of right because they have failed to establish that their interests, if any, would be

impaired by the disposition of this action, particularly since the proposed Intervenors could raise or

could have raised their concerns either in their individual foreclosure lawsuit or the recent litigation

they initiated in Texas federal court.  Moreover, their interests, if any, would be adequately

represented by CFPB, who seeks to hold Ocwen accountable for allegedly wrongfully foreclosing

upon property based upon inadequate information.

B. Permissive Intervention

Permissive intervention is governed by Rule 24(b), which provides as follows:  “On timely

motion, the court may permit anyone to intervene who ... has a claim or defense that shares with the

main action a common question of law or fact . . . In exercising its discretion, the court must consider

whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the original parties’

rights.”  Fed. R. Civ, P, 24(b)(1), (3).  “If there is no right to intervene as of right under Rule 24(a),

it is wholly discretionary with the court whether to allow intervention under Rule 24(b) and even

though there is a common question of law or fact, or the requirements of Rule 24(b) are otherwise

satisfied, the court may refuse to allow intervention.”  Worlds v. Dep’t of Health & Rehab. Servs.,

State of Fla., 929 F.2d 591, 595 (11th Cir. 1991).

In the Motion to Intervene, the proposed Intervenors fail to identify a common question of

fact or law in support of permissive intervention.  Even if there were some overlap between CFPB’s

4
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case and the claims of the proposed Intervenors, the present parties in this action would suffer

prejudice and undue delay if the proposed Intervenors were permitted to intervene in this case. 

Permitting intervention would inevitably force the parties in this case to litigate factual questions not

presently at issue, and the scope of discovery, which had already been underway for over a year when

the Motion to Intervene was filed, would necessarily expand to include those new issues.  Therefore,

the Court in its discretion finds that permissive intervention is not warranted.

III. CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing, the Motion to Intervene must be denied because the proposed

Intervenors have not met their burden of showing that the requirements of Rule 24 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure for intervention by right are met.  Their request for permissive intervention

also fails because intervention at this time would prejudice the parties and unduly delay the

proceedings.

Accordingly, it is ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the pro se putative Intervenors’

Motion to Intervene (ECF No. 220) is DENIED.  The Clerk shall terminate the proposed Intervenors

from the docket.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at West Palm Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida,

this 30  day of May, 2019. th

____________________________________
KENNETH A. MARRA 
United States District Judge

5
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John Burke and Joanna Burke

46 Kingwood Greens Dr

Kingwood, Texas 77339

Te1: 281 812 9591

FILED BY C*%ç D
.C.

lJUN 1 i 2210 1.
ANGELA E. NOBLE
CLERK U S D1s'L C1:
s.o.oF /t&.-w.p.B,

IN Tlœ  UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOU THEM  DISTRICT OF FLORD A ,

W EST PA LM  BEA CH DIV ISION

Civil A ction No. 9:17-CV -80495

CONSUM ER FINANCIAL

PROTECTION BUREAU,

Plaintiffs,

APPLICANTS (INTERVENORS)
M OTION  FOR M CON SD EM TION

M D APPEAL ORDER DENYW G

INTERV ENTIONVS
.

OCW EN FW ANCIAT.

CORPOM TION ,

a Florida com oration,

OPW EN M ORTGAGE
SERW CW G , INC.,

a U. S. Virgin lslands corporation,

and

OCW EN LOAN SERW CW G,

LLC,

a Delaware lim ited liability

Companyj

Defendants.

APPLICANTS O TERW NORS) M OTION FOR RECONSD EM TION
AND APPEAL ORDER DENYING INTERVENTION
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TO TllE HONOM BLE JUDGE OF SAD  COURT:

Joanna Btlrke and Jolm Burke, Senior Citizens (ltApplicants'') herein submit

their M otion for Reconsideration and note the Court sllmmarized the denial of

Intervention for the following specisc reasons;

(i) lntervention of mght: (a) Applicants failed to establish their interests,

if any, would be impaired,and (b) that in any event CFPB would

represent the Applicants interests, and (c) the Applicants tçcould have

or could'' raise any concernn in theirrecent Texas foreclosure litigation.

(ii) Permissive lntenrention:(a) Intervenors fail to identify a common

question of fact or 1aw in support of intervention and; (b) in any event,

even taking into consideration an ttoverlap'' between CFPB'S case and

that of Jmervenors, an Ztervention at this time would prejudice the

parties atld lmduly delay the proceedlgs.

The Applicants contend that it was error for this Court to deny their petition

to intervene for the following reasons:

lntervention of Right

(a) Contrary to this Courts assessment, the Applicants bave clearly established

their interests and that their rights would be impaired.
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(i) lt was highlighted duling the Applicants flings that the flrst and

underlying case by Deutsche Bnnk against the Burkes' - a company wllich has

recently reneged on a Court mandated setdement of $7.2 billion US Dollars,

$4.1 billion of which was tset aside' for homeownersl - was not a party in this

Case.

(ii) The Applicants also responded, confirming theBurke v Ocwen Loan

Servicing LL C (Case No. 4:18-c*04544) civil action is a new case being

litigated itl the SDTX Court and now on appeal to the Court of Appeals for

the Fifth Circuit (USCA No. 19-20267). This does include a party to these

proceedings.

The reason for allowing intervention of right in this case (includedj; to

enslzre if Ocw en's m otion to dism iss on the Constitutionality question was

gratlted (wbich is pending before this Courtl, it could allow the ApplicDts to

becom e the lead Plaintiffs' i.n the case, = d;

The Applicants wish to obtain facts and access documents which would

help their current and ongoing Appellate case in Texas and potentially subm it

1 See ho s'.//- .l'ustice.cov/opipr/deutsche-bav -alees-pav-7z-billion-e sleaing-lvestors-
its-sale-residential-modgage-backed and
https://www.db.coln/newsroom news/zol6/medieideutsche-bAnk-alees-on-sellement-z-

prlciple-V th-ie-doq'-regrdl'ng-rmbs-en-l 1790.h%  and reneging on the deal;

ho s://- .ameùc= bankel'.coe news/deutsche-bnnk-le-dol'-u d-how-4yh-id-to-istessed-
homeowners-evaporated

3
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motionlsj prior to trial, seeking answers to questions which have not been

adequately addressed by CFPB, based on the çlimited' view of the record and

slings on EcF/pacer, and;

If the case proceeds to trial and/or setdement, to ensure the Applicants

and homeowners obtain fnancial relief wltich equates to their tangible and

economic loss, not a paltry $1,500 check (National M ortgage Settlement's top

financial reward to foreclosed homeownerss).

The Burke v Ocwcn case has two possible outcomes;

(1) The Burkes' prevail against Ocwen, in which case the fmdings can

only help Plaintiffs' and Intervenorts) in this civil action obtain more relief

for homeowners i.n any judgment or settlement, or;

(2) q'he Bmkes' donot prevail against Ocwen,in which case the

Burkes' can seek restimtion in this case and may fmd aew evidence to help

with any potential motions and/or appealts).

ln either (1) or (2) lntervention will allow Applicants access to sealed

docllm ents and discovery in the case which w ill be helpful to the ongoing case

in Tex%  against Ocw en. This is discussed hlrfher below in permissive

4
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intervention, e.g. Horwitz In Re: Checking Account Over#ial
./i Litigation

(1:09-md-02036) District Court, S.D. Florida.z

(b) As previously documented, the CFPB have repelled the very homeowners

they claim  to protect in brazen flings before this Court. It cannot now be claimed

tiey would adequately represent homeowners, including the Applicants, when they

treat hom eowners as adversaries.

The CFPB has failed homeowners continually since the 2008 Fhancial Crisis.

At an average settlement value of $1,5003 (post foreclosure loss and eviction 9om

the hom estead, that is clearly a wanton failm e to prosecute and abandonment of their

duties to conszzmers, homeowners and citizens.

M ore egregiously, they have allowed Ocwen Financial, Ocwen Loan

Servicing LLC and a11 the otherrelated shell companies and key directors to continue

to trade. ln fact, and more egregiously, CFPB has endorsed Ocwen to substlmtially

2 Er ral Argument held on M otion to Intervene and M otion to U
, nseal Class Certifcation M aterial

(D.E. #2016) (Jeffllorwitz, Pro Se' Robert C. Josepberg, Esq. - Peter W . Homer, Esq.) The
Court finds that the motion to Intervene be and the same is hereby Granted - M r Horwitz shall

follow the Rules of Civil Procedure.'' (Doc. 2199)
3 See tt'rhe nationalmortgage settlement only included $5 billion in actualhard dollars: $3.5 billion
to the states, and another $1.5 billion in E'sorryyou illegally lost your home'' checks for foreclosure

victims. The checks totaled $1,480 each...'' he s://thehtet'cept.coY zolg/o3/l3A nm/a-hnm's-

mortace-crisis/ and Non-Bnnk mortgage servicer PTIH Settlement (2018); Borrowers who were
subjected to PHH foreclostlres dllring the elièible period will qualify for a minimllm $840
paym ent, and bonowers who faced foreclosures that PHH initiated duling the eligible period, but

did not lose theirhome, will receive aminirrn'm $285 payment. Approximately 1,600 New Yorkers
are eligible for a payment. See ho s://agony.aov/press-relea e/ag-scu eide= r -annou ces-4s-
M llion-mi d-state-setuem ent-pu -m ortgage-cop oration

5
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increase theirmajor stake in the non-bank marketplace with many acquisitions in the

intervening period between 2008-2019.

A11 this, despite the well documented ltistory of non-complir ce and defance

to Court orders which Ocwen cone ues to this very day, including, for example,

Erbey's (Altisource et a1) non-compliance by continuing llis executive role and

interfering with Ocwens' business, when he was tofficially' retnoved from  the board

as part of past settlem ent agreem ents.

The CFPB has failed to regulate. They have neglected hom eowners

throughout the country, as admitted in tlw original complaint wherein they detail the

$

580,000 plus ûcustomers' of Ocwen being abused yet they take no accountability for

their own dilatory and weak attempts at enforcement in their decade of disfunction

since the Great Recession. n e question of the CFPB'S constimtionality still rages

throughout the circuits to this day.4 It is clear, based on these tmdeniable facts, the

Applicants should be granted intew ention of right.

(c) The Texas case against the named Party here (Ocwen), is on Appeal and

would benelt 9om the information gained via this Plaintiff-lntervenor Application,

4 On June 7, 2019
, Seila Law LLC asked the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circtlit to stay a

civil invesigative demand the CFPB wants to enforce after the appellate panel ruled the bureau's
single-director leadership s% cture is constitutional. Seila Law asked for the sGybecause it ttplans
to lile a petition for certiorari presenting the exceptionally important question whether the

CFPB'S structure vlolates the constitudonal separation of powers'' according to the Grm's
motion. Ksnnon Shanmugam of Paul W eiss Rifkind W harton & Gnm'son LLP hœs been retained

by Seila Law LLC'S to present its case at the Supreme Court.

6
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if approved on reconsideration. To answer the Courts concel-ns, the Applicants view

this lntervention, in lay-person termA, as equivalent to that of a cross-

claim/cotmterclaimo wherein the Applicants are seeking to be PlaintiF-lm ervenors,

over the objections of the CFPB (cross-claim), and a counterclaim against Ocwen.

In plain words, it's a Etm eat and potatoes'' type of request and one which is typically

allosved by CoM s across theState and the Circuitlsq in order that justice may be

served. lt is a very reasonable request in order that the Burkes' iûcan'' raise any

concem s in their Texas foreclosure litigation.

Permissive lntervention

RULE 241 ) PEY SSIVE W TERVENTION CASE IAW  WITH EXTRACT
CITATIONS

:<W e think the District Court should have granted the altemative motion seelcing

permissive intelwention under Rule 24(b). W hile reversal of the denial of

permissive intervendon is not often warranted, there is undoubted jurisdiction to

enter such an order where the District Court has not followed the appropriate

standard or approach in exercising its discredon. See Textile Workers Ua/t)?? v.

Allendale Co., supra, 96 U.S. App. D.C. at 405- 06, 226 F.2d at 769-70..'1

EtRule 2409, not nmended in 1966,provides basically that anyonemaybe permitted

to intervene if his clnim and the main action have a tommon question of law or

fact. ln the present case the legal issues are the sam e.''- citing William E. Nuesse,

Comlnissioner ofBanks, State of Flctm-çfn v. William CtNp.p, Comptroller ofthe

Currency, 385 F.2d 694 (D.C. Cir. 1967)
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RRule 2409 requires, as a O eshold consideration, a common question of 1aw or

fact with the main dispute. The determination is not discretionary; it is a

questbn of law. Stallworth v. Monsanto Co., 558 F.2d 257, 269 (5th Cir. 1977).5'

-  citing #cw Orleans Public Service, Inc, é'zzlc-ç/ M orial, M ovants-Appellants v.

United Gas P/#e Line Cbzpp/zm 690 F.2d 1203 (5th Cir. 1982)

(a) n e Applicants question how they fail this bmden of proof ''Questions of fact

are questions about what acm ally took place between the parties.'' There should

be no dispute that the Blzrkes' have ongoing dealings with Ocwen and there

should be no dispute that the Burkes' wrote to the CFPB prior to this Application

for lntew ention, as doclzmented in filings before this Court. The facts have been

discussed hl great depth. Tbis pal of the Courts' Order is empirically not

suppoled by the record and the Applicants seek reconsideration of this

statem ent-

(b) The timeliness and prejudice objection isalso without merit. 'I'he Bm'kes'

submitted their application on Dec 27, 2018 to this Court. n e Applicants then

had to send a reminder to tllis Court on May l0, 2019 O oc. 359). lt has required

six months for this Court to reply to the original Application. The Burkes'

understand the Court and docket is busy, however, it is certainly not the Burkes'

who have been tardy in filing, and who explained at length the rea ons for fling

on December 27,2018, only a month or so after the entry of judgment of

foreclosure in tlzeir own Texas case.

8
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First, consider United States ofAmerica v. Halif'ax HospitalMedical Center

(6:09-cv-01002) Dislict Court, M .D. Florida which commenced in 2009 and

if you look at Doc. 3 tlune 2010), the United States decides not to intervene

and then again at Doc. 64, the United States has by now decided it does wish

to Ztervene (opposed), some 2 years since the case started, and after

Scheduling and discovec  has been ongoing. Nevertheless, the intezvention

is granted by the Court.

Secondly, in Florida Pediatric v. Secretary - AHCA (1:05-cv-23037-AJ)

District Court, S.D. Florida, Doc. discusses tdtimeliness'' in great detail. çç-fhis

Circuit has recognized that ttttimeliness is not a word of exactitude or of

precisely measurable dimensions.

The requirement of timeliness must have accomm odating flexibility toward

both the court and the litigants if it is to be successfully employed to regulate

intervention in the interest of justice.''' Chiles v. Thornburgh, 865 F.2d 1 197,

1213 (11th Cir. 1989) (quoting McDonald v. E.J Lavino Co., 430 F.2d 1065,

1074 (5th Cir. 1970). A review of this order further analyzes tetimeliness''

factors',

ttln deciding whether a motion to intew ene is tim ely, the court must consider

the following factors: (1) the length of timedllring which the proposed

intervenor % ew or reasonably should have known of bis interest in the case

9
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before moving to intervene, (2) the extent of prejudice to the existing parties

as a result of the proposed intervenor's failure to m ove for intew ention as

soon as he ltnew or reasonably should have known of his interests, (3) the

extent of prejudice to the proposed intewenor if the motion to intervene is

denied, and (4) the existence of unusual circlimgtances militating either for or

against a determination that the motion to intervene was timely. Id. at 264-66,.

Ga. v. I.L S. Army Corps ofEngineers, 302 F.3d 1242, 1259 (11th Cir. 2002).7'

Here, the Applicants easily pass a1l four tests as; (1) the time was very short

that the Intervenor-Applicants knew of their interest in the case; (2) As already

noted, the Applicants have not lmreasonably delayed inbringing their M otion;

(3) Also as noted in the lntervention of Right answer above, the Applicants

have discussed how they would be prejudiced if this Court doeg not allow

intervention, based on the Applicants cmment Texas civil action against

Ocw en.

Furthermore, the Appliéants view this in lay-person termg as equivalent to

that of a cross-claim/cotmterclaim, wherein the Applicants are seeking to be

PlaintiF-htervenors over the objections of theCFPB (cross-claim) and a

5 The Order continues; e<taikewise, the second factor also weighs in favor of the lntervening

Plaintifs. t<lRlhe relevant issue is not how much mejudice would result from allowing
intervention, but rather how much prejudice would result from the would-be intervenor's failure
lo request intervention as soon as he % ew or should have lcnown of Ms interest in the case.''

Stallworth, 558 F.2d at 267.'5

10
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cotmterclaim against Ocwen ; (4) The same Oswer applies here, as per the

cited case-6

In relation to Iundue delay' the Applicants have shown that this Comv six

monl  delay in responding to the Application is outwith the control of the

Appticants and they submitted a timely Application to the Court for

consideration. To pmish the Burkes' for this Courts' own administrative '

delay would be a denial of due process.

Furthermore, the Applicants interests are not to delay litigation, but to seek

the right solution in favor ot justice. The lntervenors have not had the

oppoe lnity to review the entire record due, in part, to the sealed and protected

docllments.

How ever, it is not foreseen that any potenéal Intervenors requests

motions would materially delay the case more so than it has already endured,

M d

by the many requests by the Parties in this action, which has A strated even

this Court and was docllmented in a paperless minute entry, Doc. 381.7

6 tçFinally, neither party has demonstrated any mmsual circllmstances that militate either for or

against a determimation that the M otion was tim ely filed.''

1 <tsecond, the Court has had to divert a substantial amount of its judicial resources 9om other
cases in an eflbrt to resolve the repeated, and oqen unnecessary, discovery disputes which have
constantly arisen in this case.. . The Court expects better of counsel. 'I'he parties' counsel have

professional and ethical duties to attempt to resolve, and not exacerbate, discovery disputes in this

m stten''

11
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(c) The Applicants also wish to add that if lntervention of Right and Permissive

Intelvention based on (a) and (b) above is denied in totality, in the Bmkes'

reminder letterto this Cottrt, theyrequestedlntervention forthe reducedpurpose

of access to sealed lles and protected docnmentsB wltich V II aid them  with the

current case, on appeal at the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, (see Doc.

359) citing the LarryFlynt Ztewention to unseal documents, which was granted

on appeal to the US Court of Appeals for the 8th Cin, Case No. 14-1187 (2015).

ln the altem ative, quoting 9om  Florida case law, the Applicants refer to; In

Re: Checldng Account Overdra? Zï/ïgcfïozz(1:09-md-02036) District Courq

S.D. Florida. ln that case, a reporter by the nam e of Horwitz, submitted an

Application to Intervene, (Doc. 2016 and 21 19) and the Intervention

Application w ms subsequently granted in Decem ber 2011, 2 years after the

complaint wms fled. (Doc. 2212).

Docs. 2016 and 2119 contains many reasons why the Burkes' should be

v anted Intervention to access documents, cites the First Amendment as it is a

public right and a case which affected millions of bank customers. Horwitz

8 Et'l'he courts have widely recognized that the correct procedm e for a nonparty to challenge a
protective order is through intervention for that purpose. Public Citizen v. Liggett Group, Inc, 858

F.2d 775, 783 (1st Cir.1988), cert. denied, - U.S. --, 109 S.Ct. 838, 102 L.Ed.2d 970 (1989).
W hen a collateral litigant seeks permissive intervendon solely to gain access to discovery subject
to a protective order, no particularly strong nexus of fact or 1aw need exist between the two suits.

Meyer Goldberg, Wlc. v. FisherFoods, Inc., 823 F.2d 159, 164 (6t* Cir.1987). - See UnitedNuclear
Cbrgz, 905 F.2d at 1427,. M qver Goldbergi Inc., 823 F.2d at 162.
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cited many relevut cases e.g. Pansy v. Borough of Jfmlzzlzfrg, JJF.JJ,

discussing the tquestion of 1aw or fact' when a non-party.

He comments on his work writing as a geelance joldrnalist for American

Banker in this case and intervention on llis websiteg.

In summary, if a non-party, who is a news reporter, and who did not have any

direct grievance or complaint against the parties can obtal permissive

intelvention, then there is no just reason why the Burkes' - who do have a direct

interest - should not have the same access to records in this case.

This request wasnot answered in tMs Couzts'response and denial of the

Application by the Bm kes'. 'l'he Applicants respectfully request this is

considered and decided upon, as necessary, in this Reconsideration M oion.

CONCLUSION &  PRAYER

'l'he Applicants respectfully requests that this Court grant the Applicants

motion to intervene as of right pursuant to Rule 24(a)or altematively with

permission pursuant to Rule 24*) or finally with the restricted access to a11 Court

9 uoverdl'aA Fee Lidgation -  Union Bank Email Shows Overdraq's Underbelly -  The massive

checking overdraA litigation case in Florida is plodding along, though Union Bnnk settled shortly

aRer class certilcation. Over the opposition of lawyers for W ells Fargo and D M organ Chase, I
intervened pro se as a party to the case, allowlng m e to petldon the court to unseal docum ents

and ee ibits. DIY legal workl'' See he ://- .l'ee o- iu.coY a edcR -banker-stodes/ See
Exhibit A, Doc. 2119 for American Bamker Article.

13
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documents in this case, keeping the precedent of the S.D. Court intact (see Honvitz),

as well as the Constimtional First Amendment rights and public access to Court

records Nvhich are notavailable on PACER/ECF,ag. providing the snme relief

which was granted to joumalist Holwitz itl a similar motion, in a comparable, high-

profle, fmancial instimtional fraud against conszlmers related civil action.

M SPECTFIJLLY submitted this 11th day of Jtme, 2019.

l declare tmder penalty of perjmy that the foregoing is trtze and correct and the
certilcates that follow are also correct. (28 U.S.C. j 1746 - U.S. Code.)10

Joanna Burke / Hanis Cotmty

State of Texas, Pro Se

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is tnle and correct and the
certitkates that follow are also correct. (28 U.S.C. j 1746 - U.S. Code.)

John B e / Hsm's County
State of Texas, Pro Se

10 Sce Bubble Glzm Productions, LLC v. Does 1-80 (1:12-cv-20367), District Court, S.D. Florida,
Doc. 48, Foomote 1, ETurther, any attempt to call into question the use of the declaration is

medtless. 28 U.S.C. j 1746; Thomas v. US. Dept. ofEnerv , 719 F.2d 342, 344 n.3 (101 Cir.
1983) (:<28 U.S.C. j 1746 (1976) specifcally. authodzes the use in federal proceedings of HnKwolm
declarations given under penalty of perjury m lieu of affidavits.''lk''

14
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46 Kingwood Greens Dr

Kingwood, Texas 77339

Phone Number: (281) 813-9591
Fax: (866) 705-0576
Email: kajongwe@gmail.com

CERTV ICATE OF COA LIANCE

This motion for reconsideration is produced using l4-point Tim es Roman type and

lz-point Times Roman type in the foomotes and contains approximately 2,935

words, which is less th%  the total words permitted by the nzles of the Court. Pro se

Intervenor-Applicants rely upon the word count of the computer program used to

prepare this brief

CERTIFICATE OF NON-CONFERENCE

No conference or discussion was made or attempted with Plaintiffs or Defendants

for the following reasonts); as the Applicants have previously advised the Court the

m alfeasance of the CFPB attorneys who did not contact or make attempts to confer

w1t.1: the Intervenor-Applicants in their past motionlsl wherein they sided with

opposing collnAel and then objected (as lead author) to homeowners Application to

Intervene, consllmers who they claim to represent. Applicants therefore assume al1

parties will object to the motion for reconsideration.

15
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

 

CASE NO.:17-80495-CIV-MARRA 

 

CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION 

BUREAU,  

 

Plaintiff,     

  

v.  

 

OCWEN FINANCIAL CORPORATION; 

OCWEN MORTGAGE SERVICING, INC.; 

and OCWEN LOAN SERVICING, LLC ,   

 

Defendants.   

_____________________________________/ 

 

 

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, 

THE STATE OF FLORIDA, 

Department of Legal Affairs, 

and 

 

OFFICE OF FINANCIAL REGULATION, 

THE STATE OF FLORIDA, 

Division of Consumer Finance, 

 

 Plaintiffs, 

 

v. 

 

OCWEN FINANCIAL CORPORATION; 

OCWEN MORTGAGING SERVICING, INC.; 

and OCWEN LOAN SERVICING, LLC 

 

 Defendants. 

________________________________________/ 

ORDER 

This Cause is before the Court upon the pro se putative Intervenors= (AIntervenors@) Motion 

for Reconsideration and Appeal Order Denying Intervention, filed June 14, 2019 (ECF No. 408).   
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The Court has considered the Motion and the entire file and is otherwise fully advised in 

the premises. 

I. Standard of Review 

“When . . . a motion for reconsideration is served within twenty-eight days of the entry of 

the order at issue, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e) applies.”  Krstic v. Princess Cruise Lines, 

Ltd., 706 F. Supp. 2d 1271, 1281 (S.D. Fla. 2010).  “Rule 59(e) may not be used ‘to relitigate old 

matters, raise argument or present evidence that could have been raised prior to the entry of 

judgment.’” Holt v. United States, 249 F. App'x 753, 756 (11th Cir. 2007) (quoting Michael Linet, 

Inc. v. Village of Wellington, Fla., 408 F.3d 757, 763 (11th Cir. 2005)). 

It is well established that “motions for reconsideration are disfavored and should be granted 

only when the movant shows newly discovered evidence, clear error, manifest injustice, or an 

intervening change in law.”  In re Garcia, 2002 WL 32372583, at *1 (S.D. Fla. Nov. 4, 2002).  

“The motion for reconsideration is not an opportunity for a party to improve upon his arguments 

or try out new arguments; nor is it properly a forum for a party to vent his dissatisfaction with the 

Court's reasoning.”  McCoy v. Macon Water Auth., 966 F. Supp. 1209, 1223 (M.D. Ga. 1997).  

“Although Rule 59(e) does not set forth any specific criteria, courts have delineated three 

major grounds justifying reconsideration under Rule 59(e): ‘(1) an intervening change in 

controlling law; (2) the availability of new evidence; and (3) the need to correct clear error or 

prevent manifest injustice.’”  Krstic, 706 F. Supp. 2d at 1281–82 (quoting Williams v. Cruise Ships 

Catering & Serv. Int'l, N.V., 320 F. Supp. 2d 1347, 1357–58 (S.D. Fla. 2004)).  

II. Discussion 

In addition to the grounds stated in the Court’s Order Denying Intervention (ECF No. 375), 
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the Court notes that intervention is not permitted to allow a party to seek or obtain evidence for 

other litigation as asserted by the proposed Intervenors.  (See ECF No. 408 at 4).   

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24(b)(3) provides that “[i]n exercising its discretion, the 

court must consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the 

original parties’ rights.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b)(3).  In doing so, the Court relied on the length of 

time discovery had been underway when the Motion to Intervene (ECF No. 220) was filed, not the 

length of time between the commencement of discovery and the Court’s ruling on the motion to 

intervene.  (See ECF No. 375 at 5).   

The Intervenors have failed to establish any of the grounds that would justify a 

reconsideration, such as identifying a change in controlling law, new evidence, or clear error.  

See Krstic, 706 F. Supp. 2d at 1281–82. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that the pro se putative Intervenors= 

Motion for Reconsideration and Appeal Order Denying Intervention (ECF No. 408) is DENIED.  

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at West Palm Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida, 

this 3rd day of July, 2019.  

 
KENNETH A. MARRA 

United States District Judge 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN D ISTRICT OF FLORIDA

Case N o. 17-80495-CV-M arra/M at4hewm an

CONSUM ER FINAN CIAL PROTECTION BUREAU,

Plaintiff,

OCW EN FINANCIAL CORPOM TION

OCWEN MORTGAGE SERVICING, lV ., and
OCW EN LOAN SERVICING, LLC,

Defendants.

/

F1 LED by D
.C.

JuN 1 2113

STEVEN M LM IMORE
CLERK u à njsTk cms
.D. oF Fkh- - w.aa.

ORDER DENYING REOUEST TO UNSEAL

THIS CAUSE is before the Court upon the Court's Order Regarding Request to Unseal (DE

891. On May 2, 2018, a member of the public requested that the sealed filings in this case (DE 87,

DE 88q be unsealed, as per the email correspondence contained in Attachment A to DE 89. 'Ihe Court

required Plaintiff Consum er Financial Protection Bureau', Defendants Ocwen Financial Corporation,

Ocwen M ortgage Servicing, lnc., and Ocwen Loan Servicing, LLC; and third-party Altisource

Solutions, Inc., to each publicly file a response stating their positions as to the request to unseal. (DE

891. The parties have filed their responses at DE 93, DE 97, and DE 96, respectively.

Currently, Docket Entries 87 and 88 are sealed based upon a m otion tiled by third-party

Altisource Solutions, Inc. (iiAltisource''), which motion was consented to by the parties in this case.

(DE 801. Neither Defendant nor Plaintiff oppose Altisource's request that DE 87 and 88 remain

sealed. See DE 93, DE 96. Altisource m aintains that any and a11 infonnation which has been produced

to Plaintiff in response to civil investigative demands is contidential and generally protected by

disclosure, and DEs 87 and 88 should rem ain sealed because the docum ents include detailed

information regarding Plaintiff's confidential investigation of Altisolzrce. See DE 96,. 12 C.F.R. jj

1 080. l4, 1070.2(9 & (h), 1070.41.
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The Court has carefully reviewed the parties' responses to the Court's Order Regarding

Request to Unseal, and finds that the sealing of DEs 87 and 88 is proper and the docum ents shall

remain sealed. Altisolzrce's Consent M otion for a Protective Order and Incorporated M emorandum of

Law (DE 87J and Protective Order for Third-party Altisource Solutions, Inc. gDE 88J are directly

related to discovery and therefore the common-law right of access does not apply to the documents at

issue. See Seattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart, 467 20, 33, 104 S.Ct. 2199, 81 L.Ed.2d

(1984),. Chicago Tribune Co. v. Bridgestone/Firestone, Inc., 263 F.3d 1304, 1312 (1 1th Cir. 2001).

Further, if the common-law right of access were to apply, the Court must first balance the

asserted right of access against the party's interest in keeping the information confidential before

determining whether to unseal the docum ents at issue. Chicago Tribune Co., 263 F.3d at 1309.

Altisotlrce is not a party to this lawsuit and there is no governm ent enforcem ent action or other related

litigation pending against Altisource. John W ilen, the member of the public requesting the tmsealing

of the documents, has not demonstrated a substantial need for the requested docum ents other than

asserting that they are tsof great public interest.'' The Court finds that Altisource's interest in keeping

the information at issue confidential would outweigh any right of M r. W ilen to access discovery

information. Therefore, DE 87 and DE 88 shall remain sealed.

DONE AND O RDERED in Chambers this 15th day of June
, 2018 at W est Palm Beach, Palm

Beach County in the Southern District of Florida.

p%-,
W ILLIAM  M ATTHEW M AN
UNITED STATES M AGISTRATE JUDGE
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 1 borrowers' insurance and then, you know, the resulting harm.  As 

 2 the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, our mission is to 

 3 protect consumers.  So critical to the purpose of our complaint 

 4 is providing remediation and restitution to harmed borrowers.  

 5 So for the time period that our complaint covers, it's critical 

 6 for us to, one, identify those borrowers who actually have been 

 7 impacted whose insurance has been erroneously cancelled.  

 8 And so I just want to clarify at the outset, it's not 

 9 necessarily 76,000 or 100,000 borrowers, it's unclear what that 

10 number is.  Those are numbers that were put forth in the 

11 declaration of {Mr. Combs, and those are -- we believe, you 

12 know, that's perhaps a first cut.  But we think that there are 

13 many different ways that whatever that number is, it can be 

14 narrowed.  We have identified several different sources of 

15 potentially responsive information in our briefs.  

16 First of all, borrower complaints.  The borrowers, if 

17 they complained that their insurance was erroneously cancelled, 

18 Defendants already have an independent obligation to review all 

19 borrower complaints, investigate whether they're valid and 

20 respond to the borrower.  So there should already be some 

21 responsive information if Defendants are, as required, you know, 

22 appropriately responding to consumer complaints.  So that work 

23 has been done essentially, Your Honor.  They just need to tally 

24 the results. 

25 Another source.  They had a recent audit that we just 

PROCEEDINGS RECORDED BY DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING

TRANSCRIPT PRODUCED BY MANUAL STENOGRAPHY 

AND COMPUTER-AIDED TRANSCRIPTION
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The Supreme Court of Texas 
 

 

CHIEF JUSTICE 
   NATHAN L. HECHT 
 
JUSTICES 
   PAUL W. GREEN 
   PHIL JOHNSON 
   EVA M. GUZMAN 
   DEBRA H. LEHRMANN 
    JEFFREY S. BOYD 
    JOHN P. DEVINE 
    JEFFREY V. BROWN 
    JAMES D. BLACKLOCK     

 

 
201 West 14th Street     Post Office Box 12248     Austin TX 78711 

Telephone: 512/463-1312          Facsimile: 512/463-1365 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

March 7, 2019 

 

CLERK 
   BLAKE A. HAWTHORNE 
 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
   NINA HESS HSU 
 
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
   NADINE SCHNEIDER 
 
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER 
   OSLER McCARTHY 

 

Sent via email 

 

Mr. and Mrs. Burke         

46 Kingwood Greens Dr. 

Kingwood, TX 77339 

kajongwe@gmail.com 

 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Burke: 

 

 I received your request, dated March 5, 2019, for a certified copy of the Task Force on 

Judicial Foreclosure Rules’s November 7, 2007 meeting transcript.  The Court does not have a 

certification process and is not required to certify records under Rule 12 of the Rules of Judicial 

Administration.  However, I’ve enclosed a copy of the transcript in the form it was received by the 

Court. 

  

 

       Sincerely, 

        

 

       ________________________ 

       Jaclyn Daumerie 

       Rules Attorney  

 

 

Enclosures 
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*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *    

                        MEETING OF THE

           TASK FORCE ON JUDICIAL FORECLOSURE RULES

                       November 7, 2007

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  

               Taken before D'Lois L. Jones, Certified 

Shorthand Reporter in and for the State of Texas, reported 

by machine shorthand method, on the 7th day of November, 

2007, between the hours of 9:36 a.m. and 11:46 a.m., at 

the Winstead, Sechrest & Minick, 401 Congress, Suite 2400, 

Austin, Texas 78701.
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1                *-*-*-*-*.
2                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Why don't we get 
3 started?  We have lunch.  I have no clue whether we're 
4 going to get there or not, and if we don't get there, I 
5 don't care.  If we get there, fine.  It doesn't make any 
6 difference.  We'll do what we need to be doing.  I first 
7 of all want to thank all of you for giving of your time 
8 and talent.  We want both, and the billable hours and the 
9 money you get out of this are zero, so don't worry about 

10 that.  That's not a good start, but we're doing, I think, 
11 good things.  
12                I will tell you that my view of what lawyers 
13 have to do to make the world work better for everybody and 
14 what I hope this task force does is get deals done and 
15 solve problems.  If we'll all bear in mind that's what we 
16 need to be doing, we'll do just fine, and we had this task 
17 force, some of you were in here in '97 and '99, and when 
18 we got started we said we're going to do this together for 
19 the benefit of the State of Texas.  There's no winners or 
20 losers, whatever position you come in here, just 
21 contribute so we can all make an educated decision on 
22 what's the best for Texas.  The only winners or losers are 
23 this group if we all win together, so we're not going to 
24 come in here and argue points and all that.  
25                We're going to figure out how we make it 

Page 3

1 work for everybody, and I don't know whether this is 
2 totally true, but I said it several times and nobody has 
3 disagreed, so I'm going to keep on saying it.  In '97 and 
4 '99 when we got through with the rules and the task force, 
5 we all agreed unanimously on it, and we all got along 
6 great, and we had a good time doing it, went to the 
7 Supreme Court and they approved it unanimously, and a 
8 couple of the judges said, "This never happens like this," 
9 and I said, "Well, good.  I'm glad we're going to do 

10 that."  So we're all going to be winners because we're 
11 going to do that again.  We're going to come out where 
12 everybody agrees, and we're going to take it over there 
13 and they're going to all agree.  So that's our goal in 
14 life.  If we do that, we will all win.  So that's kind of 
15 where we are and what we're going to do.  
16                I think what we're probably going to do this 
17 morning is go around the room.  We want each of you to say 
18 who you are, where you're from, and what you bring to the 
19 table in terms of expertise and experience, and we've 
20 got -- we tried to when putting this committee together to 
21 get all sides of most of the issues so we can know what 
22 all the issues are and deal with them fairly.  That is 
23 what we tried hard to do, and we'll see how successful we 
24 are at the end of it, but we tried to do that.  
25                And then probably we'll go around after 
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1 that, open it up if people have particular issues, and 
2 we'll probably go around again and let you say what they 
3 are, what you think about it, and what we need to be 
4 doing, and then we'll go from there.  Probably after the 
5 meeting, we'll probably appoint some subcommittees that 
6 will be -- after we see what's happening and so forth, 
7 subcommittees that will deal with particular issues to 
8 work between when we do and then report back and see if we 
9 can't do it that way.  Last time Tommy got to do a lot of 

10 drafting.  This time Tommy is going to get to do a lot of 
11 drafting because he did a good job last time, and he did 
12 not get fired, and nobody fussed at him.  
13                MR. BARRETT:  Well, now wait a minute.  
14                MR. BAGGETT:  So that's how --  
15                MR. BASTIAN:  I still carry scars.  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Oh, now, Tommy, give these 
17 people the right impression, not the wrong impression.  
18                MR. TEMPLE:  Mike, I think it's more 
19 accurate to say last time he did all the drafting and the 
20 rest of us did the second-guessing.  
21                MR. BAGGETT:  I think that is probably 
22 accurate, so I probably didn't give him due credit.  Tommy 
23 is the one that came up with the idea, and in the 
24 materials you've got what he did to put this together, and 
25 the Court agreed, so that's how we got here.  Why don't we 
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1 just start going around here, who you are, where you're 
2 from, and what you bring to the table.
3                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  I'm Phil Johnson, 
4 and I'm the Supreme Court liaison to the committee.  
5 I'm --
6                MR. BAGGETT:  Hold on, we've got some new 
7 folks coming.  Are you-all on the committee?  Okay.  You 
8 should have nametags somewhere.  
9                MS. HOBBS:  Right there.  

10                MR. BAGGETT:  Just get one and get a seat.  
11 I know Manny.  
12                MR. NEWBURGER:  Sorry about that.  I flew in 
13 late last night.  
14                MR. BAGGETT:  I'm sorry.  You-all missed a 
15 great introduction, but you better ask them if it was any 
16 good or not.  So we're just getting started, going around 
17 the room, who you are and kind of what your experience is 
18 in these areas and then we'll open it up for issues later 
19 on.  Judge, I apologize.  
20                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  That's all right.  
21 I've been on the Court a couple of years.  I was on the 
22 Court of Appeals in Amarillo before that, and before that 
23 I tried lawsuits, and all I looked forward to was someone 
24 messing up the foreclosure, so I'm here to bring the 
25 Court's imprimatur to this and to encourage everybody.  
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1                MR. BAGGETT:  Thank you for participating.  
2 Lisa.
3                MS. HOBBS:  My name is Lisa Hobbs.  I'm the 
4 general counsel for the Supreme Court, and I'm here to be 
5 of staff assistance as I can be.  I have no expertise in 
6 this area, and Jody Hughes is our rules attorney, and he 
7 will probably have a hand in this as well, but he is on 
8 his honeymoon right now, so he couldn't make this meeting, 
9 but you will probably be working with him as well.  

10                MR. McRAE:  I'm Tock McRae.  I'm from San 
11 Antonio.  I am in-house with C. H. Guenther & Son, which 
12 is a privately held food manufacturer in San Antonio, and, 
13 no, we don't do any foreclosures there, but in my former 
14 life -- I've only been in-house about four years.  In my 
15 former life I was a banking lending lawyer and was pretty 
16 involved in foreclosures, depending on the economic 
17 cycles.  
18                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  
19                MR. REDDING:  I'm Tim Redding.  I'm with 
20 First American in Houston.  I was in the mortgage business 
21 before I got in the title business, and I've been in the 
22 title business 30 years, so that tells you something.  I 
23 was in the mortgage business going to law school in 
24 Houston, and obviously I'm involved in foreclosures being 
25 in the title business.  
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1                MS. HOBBS:  Hi, Judge Davidson, I'm sorry, I 
2 was interrupting someone here, but we have you on the line 
3 and we're doing introductions right now.
4                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  I apologize I was 
5 late.
6                MR. BAGGETT:  No problem.  Thank you, Judge.  
7 And I should have said something that I forgot to say in 
8 my elaborate opening remarks, and that is that one of the 
9 things that we do need to be careful here is we've got 

10 about 200 years of title law, so whatever we do, we 
11 probably don't need to mess it up.  So we do need to think 
12 about titles and how we deal with those, and one of the 
13 things I guess about titles is certainty probably helps 
14 the title business.  Would you agree with that?  
15                MR. REDDING:  I'm sorry?  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Certainty.  
17                MR. REDDING:  Certainty, absolutely.  I 
18 mean, that's our biggest problem with fighting bills every 
19 session that try to hide information, be it from public 
20 officials or things like that.  We're always, you know, 
21 looking for the information.  
22                MR. BAGGETT:  And since foreclosures are a 
23 part of the title we need to be careful about that, so 
24 anyway.  
25                MR. FUCHS:  Fred Fuchs with Texas Rio 
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1 Grande Legal Aid.  We represent the homeowners who are 
2 facing foreclosures in these kind of suits, and so I'll 
3 bring that perspective to the table I hope.
4                MR. BAGGETT:  Fred was on the committee 
5 before, and what did I lie about in the opening, Fred?  
6 Was it okay?  
7                MR. FUCHS:  I thought you were right on.  
8                MS. RODGERS:  I'm Kelly Rodgers.  I'm an 
9 attorney and a lobbyist here in Austin, and I worked on 

10 Senate Bill 1520 and the companion regulatory bill during 
11 the last session representing the interest of mortgage 
12 lenders.  
13                MR. TEMPLE:  I'm Larry Temple.  I'm an 
14 Austin lawyer, and I have for more than 35 years 
15 represented the Texas Mortgage Bankers Association, the 
16 association of mortgage companies in the state, and they 
17 obviously have an interest in this.  
18                MR. CULBRETH:  Ken Culbreth.  I'm not on the 
19 force.  I'm just kind of here auditing, was involved with 
20 the legislation before, and my client had hired Kelly 
21 Rodgers to help us with this, and represent mortgage 
22 lenders and taxpayers and seen a lot of this in the courts 
23 and the litigation and just continue to be interested.  
24                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Manny.  
25                MR. NEWBURGER:  I'm Manny Newburger with 
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1 Barron, Newburger, Sinsley & Weir here in Austin.  In my 
2 former life I represented consumers suing banks and 
3 mortgage servicers and such.  These days I represent a 
4 large portion of the collection industry.  I represent 
5 lawyers, debt buyers.  My law firm represents I think four 
6 trade groups that deal with the collection industry, and I 
7 still teach consumer law at UT and periodically still 
8 advocate for consumers.  
9                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  My name is Bruce 

10 Priddy, and I'm a district judge in Dallas in the 116th.  
11 I've only been on the bench for about ten months now.  
12 I've heard about -- probably about a hundred 736 
13 applications in the short time I've been there and have a 
14 strong interest in this area of the law.  Before I was 
15 elected to the bench I was a consumer lawyer and had some 
16 experience in home equity litigation, representing 
17 consumers exclusively, mostly pro bono, some intentional, 
18 some nonintentional, but home equity lending is something 
19 that interests me a great deal.
20                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Thank you.  
21                MS. DOGGETT:  I'm Mary Doggett.  I'm an 
22 attorney in San Antonio.  I represent the Texas Property 
23 Tax Lenders Association and several companies that do 
24 property tax lending.  My background is that I worked for 
25 eleven years with Linebarger, Goggan, Blair & Sampson 
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1 collecting delinquent taxes for various taxing units in 
2 Bexar County.
3                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  
4                HON. AMALIA RODRIGUEZ-MENDOZA:  Good 
5 morning.  I'm Amalia Rodriguez-Mendoza.  I'm the district 
6 clerk here in Travis County, and I guess the reason I'm on 
7 this committee is to sort of give you the clerk's 
8 perspective, but in Travis County on February 28th Judge 
9 Dietz signed an order mandating that certain cases be 

10 e-filed, and one of the type of cases that is e-filed is 
11 home equity and foreclosures, and we receive a lot of 
12 e-filing foreclosures, and I don't know if you're doing 
13 that e-filing, but I guess that's one of the perspectives 
14 that I bring.
15                MR. BAGGETT:  It is.  It is.  It's a very 
16 important perspective, so speak up and let us know what 
17 we're doing good and bad because that's important.  We 
18 need to make sure we do that right.  Okay.  Thank you.  
19 All right, Linda.
20                MS. KELLUM:  I'm Linda Kellum.  I'm the 
21 court coordinator for the 88th Judicial District Court, 
22 which is composed of Hardin and Tyler County.  I'm also a 
23 certified legal assistant.  I've been in the legal 
24 profession for probably about 28 years now.  I just went 
25 off of the board of directors for the Texas Association of 
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1 Court Administration.  I also am a faculty member for the 
2 Texas Center of the Judiciary with their PDP program, and 
3 like Mr. Redding there, I have spent some time in a -- in 
4 the title business before as well.  My perspective, I 
5 suppose, is going to be how the courts deal with it.
6                MR. BAGGETT:  You have a very important 
7 perspective, what are we doing good and what are we doing 
8 bad from the real life everyday stuff, and that's very 
9 important.  So both of you, if we get off into esoteric 

10 stuff and we're not paying attention to reality, you let 
11 us know.  Karen.  
12                MS. NEELEY:  Karen Neeley.  I'm general 
13 counsel for Independent Bankers Association of Texas and 
14 of counsel with Cox Smith Matthews, and I followed and 
15 worked on this 1520 companion regulatory bills as it was 
16 going through session.  
17                MR. BARRETT:  Hi, I'm Mike Barrett.  I'm 
18 chairman at Barrett Burke Wilson Castle Daffin & Frappier.  
19 I'm Manny's client and Tommy's boss, so I'm just here to 
20 make sure they're doing a good job.
21                MR. BAGGETT:  Tommy says he's the boss.  
22                All right, Tommy.  
23                MR. BASTIAN:  I'm Tommy Bastian, and I'm the 
24 peon at Barrett Burke Wilson Castle Daffin & Frappier.
25                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Now that everybody 
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1 knows who everybody is, and we have done all that -- yes.  
2                MR. REDDING:  On the phone.
3                MR. BAGGETT:  Oh, Judge?  Judge?
4                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Yeah, I'm here.  
5                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.
6                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  My name is Mark 
7 Davidson.  I'm judge of the 11th District Court in 
8 Houston.  I'm also the administrative judge in Harris 
9 County.  I have been a judge for 18 years, and I have been 

10 doing these since the rule and the constitutional 
11 amendment went into effect a long time ago.  
12                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Well, thank you very 
13 much, and we clearly need the skills of the administrative 
14 judge in Harris County.  And whatever you see that's 
15 reality we need to know for sure, because we've got to 
16 deal with it at every level, so thank you very much for 
17 joining us, and what we'll probably do now is we have two 
18 major areas that we probably need to think about and deal 
19 with.  One is the tax lien information and the other is 
20 what's working and isn't working in those two rules that 
21 we need to deal with, 735 and 736.  
22                I will say this, that when we had the task 
23 force before and we didn't have a rule, we started from 
24 scratch, and a little bit of the history -- and I stand 
25 for rebuttal from any of you who are in here if you think 
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1 I slipped in what I say here, that's fine, because we have 
2 several that have been on all the task forces, and but 
3 what we were assigned to do because we got home equity for 
4 the first time in a constitutional amendment that said 
5 there has to be an order from a court in order to go 
6 forward with a foreclosure.  So these two rules were to 
7 try to address that requirement that there be an order 
8 from the court in this area of foreclosures, and first in 
9 I guess '97 was home equity, and we talked about where do 

10 we go and what do we do, and we were starting from 
11 scratch.  
12                And I will say this, although it wasn't 
13 popular to say this in the meeting, we borrowed from 
14 Colorado, because Colorado had a process somewhat like 
15 what we ended up with, and the big concerns were if 
16 there's a lot of this we don't want to clog up all the 
17 dockets and make the administrative part of it very 
18 difficult and if, in fact, they are uncontested, proceed 
19 with it on a basis that the rule deals with, but if 
20 anybody wants to contest it in any way, they can bring 
21 another lawsuit, what I would call a full regular lawsuit 
22 in another court, file a notice of it where the 
23 application is filed, and it's automatically dismissed 
24 without prejudice, and you flip over to full litigation, 
25 and that was our thought process about how we do it.  
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1                So it's a balance between full litigation if 
2 and when you need it, and if it's not disputed, so we 
3 don't clog up the courts and so forth, go forward with 
4 this process that we came up with in 735 and 736, and I 
5 think it's different than what we've had before, so 
6 administratively it caused some problems.  Judges weren't 
7 familiar with it, which is very understandable, because it 
8 was different than anything we've ever done, but I think 
9 everybody tried and it worked out pretty well, and then 

10 when we got reverse mortgages two years later we just 
11 added reverse mortgages to those two rules, and now I 
12 guess the thing that probably triggers this more than 
13 anything else is we've got the tax lien issues that say 
14 you've got to comply with 736.  
15                So we -- again, we need to put into these 
16 two rules how we deal with the tax lien situation.  That 
17 probably is the starting point for most of this, because 
18 we've got to deal with that issue.  Now, while we're at 
19 it, if there are other issues that have arisen, as much 
20 from the administrative judge and the coordinators and the 
21 clerks, mechanically on how we can improve it or if there 
22 are problems with it then we would like to hear any of 
23 that if we can.  
24                I will say our goal in life is not to 
25 reinvent the Constitution.  No, no, no.  We need to deal 
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1 with things as efficiently and as precisely as possible.  
2 We are not the Supreme Court.  We are not the Legislature, 
3 and we all haven't been voted into office, so our task, we 
4 need to bear in mind, we are not kings and queens, we're 
5 just folks trying to figure out how to make this work and 
6 do it in an efficient, easy way as opposed to rewriting 
7 the Constitution.  We don't need to do that, I don't 
8 think.  So I'm not sure that little talk helped you very 
9 much, but that's where we are.  

10                Why don't we talk first, because our primary 
11 goal is to deal with how we adapt this rule to tax liens, 
12 and I will also say this:  This morning throw out 
13 everything that anybody has an issue with and we ought to 
14 talk about it as much as you want to.  What we'll probably 
15 do after this, after we see what the different issues are 
16 and so forth, we'll probably get some subcommittees that 
17 will work between these meetings to come up with some 
18 proposed drafts.  As Larry said, we did that to Tommy, and 
19 he did the work, and we came in and said, "Tommy did a 
20 pretty good job, that's good."  So maybe that will happen 
21 again.  That will be fine with me if we do that.  
22                But we'll probably do that, so y'all will 
23 probably be hearing after this sometime that you might be 
24 on a committee and what we would be looking at.  But what 
25 we say today as far as issues and how we approach it will 
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1 impact what committees we have and who's on them.  Having 
2 said that, Tommy, do you want to talk about tax liens and 
3 Karen and I guess Kelly?  Yeah, go ahead.  
4                MR. TEMPLE:  Can I suggest something?  
5                MR. BAGGETT:  Sure.
6                MR. TEMPLE:  I don't want to trump what you 
7 just said, but it would be instructive to me if before we 
8 got into what additions we are going to make if the people 
9 that are dealing with this on a regular basis could tell 

10 me what problems there are with the present rule to which 
11 it's applicable anyway.  
12                MR. BAGGETT:  Sure.  
13                MR. TEMPLE:  I know there is an issue about 
14 lines of credit and there is an issue about reverse 
15 mortgages and certainly going to be an issue about the 
16 property tax liens, and we'll need to make some additions 
17 or changes probably, but without regard to that just a 
18 minute, what it was intended to work for, I would be 
19 interested in knowing are there issues, are there problems 
20 in the way it has been working over the last decade in the 
21 areas to which it was originally applicable.
22                MR. BAGGETT:  I was going to go to that 
23 next, but that's fine.  Let's start on that now.  I don't 
24 have any problem with that.  That's fine.  So why don't we 
25 do that?  Anybody that's dealing with it everyday or has 
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1 issues with it or things that we can improve on the rules 
2 and how they work right now, you know, the floor is open 
3 and don't hold back, because we need it.
4                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Okay.  Well, not 
5 one to hold back, can I get my first little shot?  
6                MR. BAGGETT:  You bet.  
7                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  There appears to 
8 be a dispute between attorneys that represent the lenders 
9 and some -- no, and most, but not all, judges as to 

10 whether or not the papers that are filed with the Court 
11 that establish the existence of the debt and the lien must 
12 show that the movant, that is the current holder and owner 
13 of the note, is the party entitled to foreclose.  In other 
14 words, whether you have to attach the assignment 
15 documents.  If I get an application that shows a note paid 
16 to the ABC Lending Company and it's the XYZ Bank Company 
17 that is seeking to foreclose, some judges say that the 
18 motion should be denied, the application should be denied, 
19 because the -- unless the assignment from ABC to XYZ is 
20 contained in the file.  
21                Other judges maintain that as long as it is 
22 pled under oath that the applicant is the holder and owner 
23 of the note, that the purpose and effect of the statute 
24 has been complied with.  
25                MR. BAGGETT:  Gotcha.  That is a good start, 
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1 because that's an issue we have around the state with 
2 different judges, and I think we ought to do it.  Let me 
3 tell you what I think about it generally, then I want to 
4 go to Tommy who does it more.  But I need to tell you, 
5 too, we do commercial litigation when it's probably big 
6 issues and big problems.  We do not do volume foreclosures 
7 and so forth, so to the extent that people deal with it on 
8 a daily basis, that's not me, so you need to know that, so 
9 I'm giving you a disclaimer before I start.  

10                But I think what the issue is that I've 
11 heard some is who's the owner and holder and how do you 
12 establish that and you have to establish that in order to 
13 proceed with the process.  This is not -- this is just 
14 some general comments.  When you have a debt you have 
15 several sources of repayment, and I'm going beyond the 
16 rules here.  This is more of my foreclosure general stuff 
17 than it is the rules.  You could have a source of 
18 repayment for -- from the maker of the note, or it could 
19 be nonrecourse.  You could have a source or a payment from 
20 real property collateral, you could have a source or 
21 payment from personal property collateral, you could have 
22 guarantors.  
23                So owner and holder of the note, the lien 
24 goes with the debt, no question about that, but does not 
25 necessarily mean who had -- what's the primary source of 
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1 repayment.  So, basically, owner and holder deals with the 
2 UCC provisions that have to do with enforcing a note.  
3 They don't necessarily deal with real estate foreclosures, 
4 personal property foreclosures.  There are other sources 
5 of repayment on an obligation.  So there is a -- I think 
6 that's an issue in Florida and some other places, so we've 
7 got to pay attention to the -- how this affects the 
8 overall body of foreclosure law, but we've got to also be 
9 realistic.  

10                The original, I think, intent of those rules 
11 was that you file an application, you have to swear to 
12 that there is a debt and that it's in default.  Nothing 
13 else is required to be certified, and it's really there 
14 for a situation where you have an uncontested issues to a 
15 great extent.  If there's ever an issue about who's the 
16 owner and holder or anything like that, a lawsuit, I think 
17 we contemplated, could be filed in district court, notice 
18 of that filed in the application, and the application 
19 dismissed.  This is not necessarily supposed to be a 
20 mini-trial in any way.  It's supposed to be dealing with 
21 situations that are uncontested, because if there is a 
22 problem with it, file a regular lawsuit, do full 
23 discovery, and do whatever you want to with it.  
24                Now, that's a -- that's probably not fair to 
25 a judge sitting there listening to this and having ten of 
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1 those, and he doesn't want to hear all that kind of stuff, 
2 and I do understand that.  I think we probably ought to 
3 talk about the practicalities of it some; and I think 
4 Tommy probably knows that more and a lot of you do, so I 
5 particularly want to hear from the court personnel about 
6 that; but I think originally when we did those two rules 
7 the application was to be verified with respect to debt 
8 and ownership of it and default; and that was what was 
9 supposed to be verified; and if there was an issue with 

10 that in any way then you would file a regular lawsuit and 
11 get into it, and you get into all these issues because now 
12 obviously you have pooling of all these mortgages, you've 
13 got entranches, you've got it sold with different levels 
14 of assets and collectability; and the one commonality of 
15 the marketplace is you have a, quote, mortgage servicer, 
16 which was added to the statute; and that's the party to 
17 whom the payments are being made.  
18                And the old concept of owner and holder sort 
19 of works in the sense that if you went into Frost Bank and 
20 you got a mortgage and you paid it back to Frost Bank, 
21 then you know who the owner and holder is.  Now, what 
22 happens now is you have -- this is not necessarily in just 
23 a single family.  It's in the commercial, it's in all of 
24 it.  All these loans are generated.  They're put into a 
25 pool that satisfies these tax issues and trust issues, and 
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1 then layers of that pool are sold to different investors, 
2 and they're rated by the rating agency, and you've got 
3 triple A and double A and A and all this stuff.  
4                So what happens is these loans get into a 
5 pool, which now the market's having trouble with subprime 
6 pool, so I don't know what's going to happen to all that, 
7 but when they get into a pool they are in a group of a lot 
8 of assets in that pool that go into a trust and then 
9 layers of that are sold out to investors.  So the only 

10 common denominator of that which would be even close to an 
11 owner and holder is the mortgage servicer, because the 
12 mortgage servicer is the one that knows where all this 
13 goes.  They know where the waterfall payments go, they 
14 know where the defaults are, and none of these investors 
15 ever anticipated they're going to do anything with it, 
16 because the services are going to do it, and MERS has all 
17 this recording and all that in D.C. about where all these 
18 tranches are, and so when you get into owner and holder 
19 from our old traditional concept of it, the way the 
20 market's working on pooling these mortgages, it really 
21 doesn't apply, and that's why this is a huge issue about 
22 how you deal with it.  That's why I think the statute was 
23 changed two sessions ago, so you now have the mortgage 
24 servicer, who's the one that gives the notices and deals 
25 with everything, and that's the person to who the payments 
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1 -- the entity to who the payments are made.
2                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  That is who is 
3 making the application to foreclose.  
4                MR. BAGGETT:  That's right, and that's the 
5 closest thing you're going to have to who the owner and 
6 holder of the debt is.  
7                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Okay.  So need the 
8 application filed with the court have a copy of the 
9 assignment or whatever the agreement is that authorizes 

10 that entity to do that?  
11                MR. BAGGETT:  Well --
12                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Or can a naked 
13 stranger to the original transaction come in and seek 
14 foreclosure of the lien without proof that they have 
15 standing to do so?  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  And that's a good 
17 question.  Manny, you want to --  
18                MR. NEWBURGER:  I'm just curious, if I could 
19 ask a question, isn't lack of standing an affirmative 
20 defense that's waived if it's not pled, and if the rules 
21 simply have Rules 93 and 94 applicable to this proceeding, 
22 doesn't that answer the question?  
23                MR. BAGGETT:  Did you hear that, Judge?
24                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  I did.  
25                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  Let me say, I'm not 
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1 sure, when you say standing, standing generally goes to 
2 jurisdiction and goes to whether something is void or not, 
3 so when you say standing you need to be a little more 
4 discriminating.  
5                MR. BAGGETT:  Judge, let me butt in.  What 
6 we're -- the rules are very important.  I don't have any 
7 question about that, but the problem here, let's think 
8 about who would be the owner and holder in a situation 
9 where it's a mortgage that's one of 5,000 mortgages in a 

10 pool and that pool has been put together where you have 
11 triple A investors, double A investors, B, double B 
12 investors, and the only commonality of dealing with that 
13 pool of debt is the mortgage servicer to whom the payments 
14 are made, and the rule, 92 -- well, I mean, our regular 
15 rule was amended to put that in there for that reason.  
16                Now, this doesn't necessarily become a big 
17 issue if you just have a traditional situation where 
18 you've got the party who originated the loan as the holder 
19 of the debt.  That's not too difficult, but when you 
20 get -- I don't know how you get proof of all that.  I 
21 mean, you would have to go through all those layers of 
22 here's the trust, here's the parties who have the 
23 different layers, here's the mortgage servicer.  
24                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  What they've been 
25 doing in Houston for the judges that require it is coming 
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1 up with a one piece -- a single piece of paper that the, 
2 you know, ABC Mortgage Company does hereby assign the 
3 rights to collect and foreclose on any lien to the XYZ 
4 Bank, and that the XYZ Bank that is seeking the relief and 
5 that is what we require, but there are -- the rule is 
6 silent as to whether this is required, but generally --
7                MR. BAGGETT:  That's true.  
8                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  -- it takes one 
9 piece of paper.  

10                MR. BASTIAN:  There might be an easy 
11 solution to all of this because just about every 
12 foreclosure referral that comes from a mortgage servicer 
13 always says "The investor is," and the investor is the 
14 person that that servicer ultimately is going to be 
15 sending the principal and interest to.  So it would be a 
16 very simple thing to just say "The investor is," blank, 
17 "the mortgage servicer is," blank, because that's who the 
18 borrower is making their payments to, so you kind of have 
19 the fail-safe that the borrower knows, well, this is who 
20 I've been making the payments to.  Plus if it's a 
21 Federally insured mortgage, that borrower has to know, and 
22 I think it's included in your materials the definitions of 
23 servicer and what the servicer does.  
24                So if you had that "the investor is," and 
25 that kind of takes care of -- it's kind of a fail-safe in 
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1 itself in that five years from now somebody comes in and 
2 says, "Okay, I paid or I think I paid that and somebody 
3 else is suing me," you go back and say, "Well, who was the 
4 investor," and then you have the mortgage servicer who is 
5 the money maid, and that's real simple for people to 
6 provide because that's what your lender's going to be 
7 sending to you when you do a foreclosure and initiate the 
8 foreclosure, and it basically just has transparency and it 
9 has full disclosure on the parties and the roles that they 

10 play.  The big thing that's kind of the fly in the 
11 ointment of all of this is MERS because MERS is going to 
12 be the mortgagee of record, and that kind of changes 
13 things.
14                MR. BAGGETT:  Explain to people what MERS 
15 is.  
16                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, MERS is going to be the 
17 mortgagee of record.  In about 60 percent of all loans 
18 MERS is going to be the mortgagee of record, but all MERS 
19 is is a registration system.  That's all it is.  It really 
20 is a piggyback on what happened in the securities market 
21 back in the early Seventies when Wall Street was 
22 exploding, and back in those days whenever you bought and 
23 sold stocks or bonds you had to have a paper certificate.  
24 Well, the back rooms couldn't keep up with it, and Wall 
25 Street almost cratered, and they came up with a book entry 
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1 system that everybody is familiar with today where loans 
2 are bought and sold, and that's basically what MERS is.  
3 It's just a listing of who has all the beneficial 
4 ownership interest in a mortgage, and that's going to be 
5 the investor, it's going to be the mortgage servicer, it's 
6 going to be the subservicers.  It gives you four or five, 
7 six pieces of corroborating information about the borrower 
8 and that particular loan.  I mean, it has the detail on 
9 their status sheet that says, "This is when the loan was 

10 made, here is the borrower, and here's the amount of the 
11 loan."  I mean, all that information is right there so 
12 that if the loan is registered on MERS it's real easy to 
13 determine all the different parties in the transaction, 
14 and that's the way the world's going, so maybe that's kind 
15 of the place we need to be going.  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  But MERS is in D.C. and it's 
17 national and --  
18                MR. BASTIAN:  Yeah.  It is the book entry 
19 that's referenced in 51.001 as the book -- the book entry 
20 system.  That's what MERS is.
21                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Well, all I'm 
22 saying is I don't -- I see reasons for the rule to be one 
23 way or the other, but I think the rule should be clearer 
24 as to whether capacity, standing, ability, power, call it 
25 what you will, has to be affirmatively proven within the 
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1 four corners of the papers filed with the court or whether 
2 the verified application without any paperwork being 
3 attached is enough to require a judge to sign the request 
4 for relief.  
5                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  That's fair.  
6                MR. BARRETT:  Judge, I think that's a very 
7 good point.  This is Mike Barrett, and I know we've had 
8 this difficulty.  There really isn't such a document, and 
9 maybe, Larry, you might explain mortgage servicing rights 

10 because the servicer usually acquired their position in 
11 the file through the purchase of MSRs.  There is an 
12 organized market in MSRs that really makes up maybe as 
13 much as 40 to 50 percent of any mortgage company's assets, 
14 and they acquired this -- their status of being a servicer 
15 through the purchase of an MSR most of the time, or they 
16 did it themselves, they created their own loan.  So 
17 finding a document that says, "I am the owner and holder, 
18 and I hereby grant to the servicer the right to foreclose 
19 in my name" is an impossibility in 90 percent of the 
20 cases.  So we're going to have to deal with that 
21 particular issue, and an understanding of who the servicer 
22 is and what an MSR is may be important to the transaction.  
23                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Judge.  
24                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Yeah, in Dallas 
25 we've wrestled with this issue, and I think most of the 
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1 courts in Dallas require some sort of assignment of the 
2 note to the applicant so the applicant is actually the 
3 person or the entity that has the rights under the --
4                MR. BAGGETT:  Judge Davidson, can you hear 
5 that?  
6                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Most of it.
7                MR. BAGGETT:  Speak up.  
8                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  And what the -- 
9 happens is they just execute a document like Mr. Barrett 

10 says doesn't exist.  They just create one for the most 
11 part sometimes, and the servicer signs it themselves 
12 saying that it's been transferred to whatever entity they 
13 name as the applicant.  I think we can avoid a lot of 
14 problems if we specifically allow the servicer standing 
15 under Rule 736, because I think it's -- we don't 
16 specifically allow the servicer to proceed, and I think if 
17 we tie in with the Property Code provision that the 
18 servicer can proceed with foreclosure if certain 
19 circumstances are met, if we tie into that in the rule I 
20 think we'll avoid a lot of these problems.
21                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, I think you might be 
22 right because whatever vehicles we have, you do have a 
23 servicer if there's multiple parties, and that is the most 
24 logical entity to go forward.  We just need -- if we're 
25 going to do that, we need to figure out how we do it 
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1 cleanly so that everybody understands it.  
2                Manny, did you have a comment you want to 
3 make?  Larry, you want to talk?  
4                MR. TEMPLE:  Mike suggested I do that and 
5 then he did it so well there's nothing for me to add.  
6 That really tells you what the servicers do, and I just 
7 wonder if you added into Rule 736 in what has to be pled 
8 just a statement that the person, the movant, is either 
9 the owner or is the servicer with the power from the owner 

10 to --
11                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
12                MR. TEMPLE:  -- therefore proceed.
13                MR. BAGGETT:  And swear to that as part of 
14 the application process.  Judge, would that do it?  
15                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Perhaps.  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  
17                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  One of the other 
18 concerns I have is that most of the applications, the rule 
19 says it can be on information -- it can be on personal 
20 knowledge or information and belief, if they state the 
21 basis for information and belief.  Nearly all of the 
22 applications I see are on personal knowledge, and you can 
23 tell that there's no way that one person can have personal 
24 knowledge of everything that's in there.
25                MR. BAGGETT:  That's true.  
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1                MR. BARRETT:  Exactly.  
2                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  It's just -- to me, 
3 I think we need to massage it a little bit and not 
4 encourage folks who do this, because it really kind of 
5 devalues the idea of personal knowledge in my court 
6 because of what they're saying they have personal 
7 knowledge to they can't possibly have personal knowledge 
8 to.
9                MR. BAGGETT:  That's probably right.  

10                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  And so I would like 
11 to have some tweaks of that.
12                MR. BAGGETT:  And we shouldn't write the 
13 rule in a way that they can't possibly comply with it.  
14 That's not very smart.
15                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Right.  But they 
16 can do it if they do it on information and belief and just 
17 say that it's based on their records, but no one does 
18 that.  They just say they have personal knowledge, and you 
19 can't have personal knowledge that a loan occurred in 
20 1978.  
21                MR. BARRETT:  That is exactly right.  Some 
22 of these companies are servicing six million mortgages.  
23 The records with those mortgages are spread out in cities 
24 across America.  The clerk who is preparing the document 
25 the judge refers to is usually an employee for less than a 
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1 year or two, and there's no way they know, so you're 
2 absolutely right, Judge.  
3                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, but we also -- we've 
4 also got to write it in a way that they take enough time 
5 and effort to make sure that it really is the right 
6 servicer doing it.  I don't want to go so far on the other 
7 side that they just say "slap it on them" once they get in 
8 the door, and that's all you've got to do.  They ought to 
9 take -- it's a foreclosure.  They ought to take time to 

10 make sure it's the servicer that's doing it.  Whatever 
11 that means.  Okay.  Other comments?  
12                MR. REDDINGS:  Mike?  
13                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
14                MR. REDDING:  Mike, I was just looking at 
15 736.  You know, there is no definition of "applicant" in 
16 it.  
17                MR. BAGGETT:  Well, I don't remember what it 
18 says.  
19                MR. BASTIAN:  That's exactly right.  
20                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, that's true.  Maybe we 
21 just define "applicant," and the applicant really would be 
22 the mortgage servicer.  
23                MR. BASTIAN:  Yeah.
24                MR. REDDING:  Or the mortgagee.
25                MR. BAGGETT:  Or owner and holder or 
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1 mortgage servicer.
2                MR. BASTIAN:  And the definitions to 51.002 
3 were done after Rule 735 and 736 were drafted, and that's 
4 one of the things that we asked the Supreme Court to look 
5 to, is to marry those two ideas and make 735 and 736 now a 
6 master definition in the foreclosure statute.
7                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, that's right.
8                MR. BASTIAN:  And what we're talking about 
9 would probably be taken care of.  I mean, it needs to be 

10 more specific, but --
11                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, because the mortgage 
12 servicer definition that y'all dealt with is in the 
13 probate -- I mean, in the real property law, not in the 
14 rules.  So we clearly need to make the rules reflect 
15 what's in the foreclosure law, and maybe that's a way to 
16 do it.  What do you say, chief?  
17                MR. BASTIAN:  No, I agree.  Because that's 
18 who the borrower is making their payments to, that's who 
19 they assume is the mortgage servicer.  I mean, I've 
20 tried a bunch -- or had a bunch of these hearings before 
21 judges, and they think the person that they're making 
22 their own home loan payment to is the owner and holder of 
23 the note.  It's always the mortgage servicer.  I mean, 
24 they don't even know that, so and that's kind of the 
25 fail-safe because that's who the borrower expects to be 
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1 enforcing this note, not some, you know, Bank of New York 
2 as trustee for series XYZ home equity loan --  
3                MR. BAGGETT:  Pool No. 216.
4                MR. BASTIAN:  That just creates problems.  
5                MR. REDDING:  Well, the other problem -- 
6 Judge, this is Tim Redding.  The other problem that I see 
7 -- and, Tommy, you and I talk about it regularly -- that 
8 we have a bunch of servicers that are corporations or 
9 trusts attempting to foreclose on behalf of other trusts 

10 using a power of attorney, and I don't think that's really 
11 proper.  I mean, we all kind of turn a blind eye to it, 
12 but I think that's an issue that's out there that somebody 
13 could use to potentially attack a foreclosure.  
14                MR. NEWBURGER:  That's what basically 
15 happened in Florida where MERS has been held as being 
16 unauthorized practice of law by a few judges when they 
17 filed foreclosures.
18                MR. BAGGETT:  Speak up.  Speak up, Manny, so 
19 the judge can hear you.  
20                MR. NEWBURGER:  That's what's happened in 
21 Florida where some judges have decided that MERS' attempt 
22 to conduct a foreclosure as the applicant was an 
23 unauthorizerd practice of law.  Now, they've got some 
24 really good arguments for why they think that's wrong, but 
25 that's been a major battleground over in that state.
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1                MR. BAGGETT:  But all MERS is is a recording 
2 vehicle, right?  
3                MR. NEWBURGER:  Well, but they've been 
4 filing foreclosures in the name of MERS.  I don't think 
5 anyone is doing it anymore since judges decided that that 
6 constituted an unauthorized practice of law, but --  
7                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, part of that in Florida, 
8 their foreclosure statute says only the owner and holder 
9 of the note can bring the foreclosure, and MERS wasn't the 

10 owner and holder of the note, and yet everybody was 
11 pleading them as the owner and holder of note.  All they 
12 were was the mortgagee of record in the land title 
13 records, and it got everybody confused, and like anything 
14 new, it just created problems.  
15                MR. BARRETT:  Well, MERS was at great -- 
16 greatly at fault for creating all of those impressions.  
17 They may be supposed to be merely a registrant, but they 
18 haven't acted as a registrant.  They have acted as a 
19 for-profit business, and they have gone out and tried to 
20 get into the default servicing business.  At one point in 
21 time they considered themselves a huge competitor for 
22 doing foreclosure business, and they actually went out and 
23 marketed their services to bring foreclosures.  
24                MR. BAGGETT:  They've quit doing all that, 
25 right?  
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1                MR. BARRETT:  Well, I don't know whether 
2 they have or not.  
3                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  
4                MR. BARRETT:  It's a big company.  You might 
5 ask one and they say "We quit," and you ask three others, 
6 they say, "Oh, no, we still like your business."  They're 
7 competitors, Mike.  
8                MR. BAGGETT:  All right.  Other comments on 
9 this, because this is the issue I hear about mostly from 

10 judges, which is a fair issue?  
11                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  Could I ask a 
12 question?  
13                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.
14                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  Is this a private 
15 corporation, corporate entity?  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Tell him the history of it.  
17                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, basically it is a 
18 utility of the mortgage banking industry to register 
19 loans, so that they can debunk -- so it's just like the 
20 Depository Trust Corporation for stocks and bonds.  When 
21 you buy and sell stock, that's where it's registered so 
22 you can figure out who is the owner and holder of that 
23 stock when you buy and sell it.  
24                MR. McRAE:  Is it cooperatively owned, I 
25 guess?  
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1                MR. BARRETT:  Yes.  
2                MR. BAGGETT:  It was started by Fannie Mae 
3 or Freddie Mac.  
4                MR. REDDING:  Consortium.  
5                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, yeah, there's 270 -- I 
6 mean, 2,700 members.  It's Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac, VA, 
7 HUD, Texas Mortgage Bankers, American Land Title, I mean, 
8 all the people that are involved in the mortgage banking 
9 industry, has three classes of stock, and it's basically a 

10 utility for the mortgage banking industry simply to track 
11 all the beneficial interests in loans that are registered 
12 on the system.
13                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  But it's an entity 
14 that is owned by stock, stockholders?  
15                MR. BASTIAN:  Yes.  It's a stockholding 
16 entity just like the Depository Trust Corp. for Wall 
17 Street.  
18                MR. BAGGETT:  Owned by investors primarily.  
19                MR. BASTIAN:  Yeah, the investors, the 
20 mortgage -- the people that are involved in the mortgage 
21 banking industry.  It has about 80 employees.  That's it.  
22 All of its work is done through the mortgage servicers.  
23                MR. BAGGETT:  There's going to be a chapter 
24 in the foreclosure book added by him on MERS, what MERS 
25 is.  
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1                MR. BASTIAN:  I'm sure that will solve all 
2 of the world's problems.  
3                MS. NEELEY:  Mike?  
4                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
5                MS. NEELEY:  Just sort of an observation, 
6 here's what I'm hearing, that in order to resolve these 
7 issues a couple of things need to happen, define 
8 "applicant" to include mortgage servicer, regularize the 
9 rules with the Property Code, which have been carefully 

10 thought out to deal with this issue that's developed over 
11 time, and also clarify in the rules what we mean by a 
12 verified application so that it's clearer that it can be 
13 on information and belief.  That's actually in another 
14 part.  
15                MS. HOBBS:  Yeah, it's pretty clear.  
16                MS. NEELEY:  But it's not as clear as it 
17 could be in the first part, so we don't get people just, 
18 you know, lying in the affidavits, but they actually have 
19 a basis for the verified affidavit.  
20                MR. BAGGETT:  I think you're right.  
21                MS. NEELEY:  Does that make sense?  
22                MR. BAGGETT:  We struggled with the issue of 
23 what needed to be sworn to in '97 and '99, and we really 
24 did not say that the applicant needed to be identified for 
25 (1) or (2) because we didn't know that was going to be an 
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1 issue.  I think what you said is probably right, if we can 
2 figure out how to deal with those three things it probably 
3 would help significantly, and we didn't really -- all we 
4 did -- you-all tell me when I mess this up.  All we did 
5 was swear that there was a debt and it's in default.  The 
6 rest of it didn't need to be sworn to, and the concept 
7 was, is that has to be served and everybody knows about 
8 it, but when you get it, go to a lawyer, and a lawyer 
9 says, "No, you're not -- there's something wrong with 

10 that," they file the lawsuit and this just gets dismissed.  
11                MS. NEELEY:  And I don't think people 
12 realized that these were going to get packaged as much as 
13 they are.
14                MR. BAGGETT:  The secondary market has 
15 obviously increased, and it's going to keep increasing, 
16 and how do you deal with that because we did not attempt 
17 to deal with that in '97 and '99.  We did not know it was 
18 a big issue, and so that's very appropriate to talk about 
19 now, but I also want -- I want you guys who are on the 
20 consumer side to make sure that what we're doing is fair 
21 to the consumers, too.  
22                MS. NEELEY:  I was going to make an 
23 observation.  Under RESPA you have to be a federally 
24 related lender, and some of these tax lien financiers are 
25 below the one million threshold, and so they are not 
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1 necessarily subject to RESPA, and under RESPA you've got 
2 to give the disclosure of the transfer of servicing rights 
3 that was added in by Henry B. Gonzalez a number of years 
4 ago, but I don't recall, and I don't know if any of you 
5 guys remember, a record retention requirement as to how 
6 long that servicing right disclosure is actually retained 
7 by the lender such that that document would be available 
8 to -- I don't think it's retained.  
9                MR. BASTIAN:  It's five years.  

10                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.  So you don't have that 
11 necessarily when you're getting ready to foreclose to 
12 establish that as one of the pieces of evidence.  So the 
13 verification process I think works and then the debtor is 
14 going to know, "I wasn't making payments to that servicer.  
15 I'm going to contest this, because that's not really the 
16 right party," I think.  
17                MR. BARRETT:  Good point.  
18                MS. NEELEY:  Fred, does that make sense?  
19                MR. FUCHS:  Well, I was actually thinking of 
20 one other issue that we've seen from the homeowners' 
21 perspective; and if you'll look at the rule, the -- it 
22 doesn't identify or require actually that the notice or 
23 the application state the cause number in the court; and 
24 believe it or not, we see homeowners coming in who have 
25 received the application and the notice, and there is no 
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1 cause number and no court, so they don't know the judicial 
2 district; and the good firms file it and then send it out 
3 with a cause number in a court, but there are some firms 
4 that aren't doing that.  So the homeowner has -- and 
5 doesn't know the cause number in which to file a response 
6 if he or she wishes to file a response.  
7                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  
8                MR. FUCHS:  And, believe it or not, we've 
9 had some problems with law firms then when you call them 

10 up and ask them to provide that information, which as a 
11 courtesy you would do in any kind of litigation it seems 
12 to me, refuse to tell us over the telephone the number 
13 that's been assigned to the pending application.  
14                There's the form here, which is implicit it 
15 seems that you would state the cause number, but the way 
16 the rule is written you simply have to certify as the 
17 attorney filing the application that you served it by 
18 first class mail and certified mail and along with the 
19 notice, but there's no requirement actually in the rule 
20 that the cause number and the court actually be included 
21 in the correspondence to the consumer, and that's one of 
22 the little things that I think need to be tweaked along 
23 with the other three issues that have been discussed here.  
24                MR. BASTIAN:  That's a real simple one to 
25 fix.  I mean, that -- there's a lot of little tiny tweaks 
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1 that need to be taken care of where it ends up being a 
2 loophole that I think can be taken care of.  
3                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Anybody else got any 
4 comments on this?  
5                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  On that last issue 
6 that Mr. Fuchs brought up, there is one particular firm 
7 that persists in doing this, and in my court those 
8 applications get denied, and I wrote a three-page opinion 
9 which I sent off to the law firm telling them don't do it 

10 again.  I likened the notice to a citation, and if the 
11 citation is missing certain information like that then 
12 that would be -- the case would be dismissed or there 
13 would be no way to get a default judgment.  I kind of 
14 analogized to that, and I believe that fair notice 
15 requires them to tell the -- to not send the notice out at 
16 the same time.  What they do if they're in another city, 
17 they send the -- Fed Ex the application to be filed at the 
18 same time they send the notice out, and so actually the 
19 notice is sent out the day before.
20                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  They don't know what 
21 it is.  
22                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  The day before, and 
23 I just don't think that's -- that that's allowed, that you 
24 have to file it and then have the notice so you can give 
25 the borrower the notice of the court and the case number 
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1 so they know where to file the answer and what to put on 
2 the answer, because if you don't have the case number the 
3 answer is going to get lost.  
4                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  I see you shaking your 
5 head yes, and I agree.  
6                MS. KELLUM:  I agree with judge, and that's 
7 -- I don't know if you would call it an issue, but it's 
8 certainly a concern in our court, the service process, 
9 period, because we have a lot of attorneys that we have to 

10 double-check and make sure that service was proper and 
11 everything, because it's -- we just are concerned with due 
12 process.  
13                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Yeah.  And I have 
14 two issues that I was going to -- wanted to bring up, and 
15 that was the one of them, and that's the outsourcing the 
16 citation in the service of process to the applicant's law 
17 firm, and that's what they do, with a notice that is 
18 instead of the citation and then the service where they 
19 have to send it by regular mail and certified mail is -- 
20 stands in for the service of process.  Now, the vast 
21 majority of the applications in our courts are default.  
22 Now, either that means the borrowers don't have any 
23 objection and everything is fine, we can just go forward, 
24 or it means the borrower may not be getting notice --
25                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  
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1                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  -- or may not be 
2 getting sufficient notice that they really understand 
3 what's going on.  I often set a final disposition hearing 
4 on my applications unless the -- unless a default is -- I 
5 can clearly do a default.  If they've proven everything 
6 they need to prove to get the default, I'll grant the 
7 default, but otherwise I will just set a final disposition 
8 hearing, and I send notice directly to the borrower, and 
9 this is a default situation where the borrower has not 

10 answered.  About 30 percent of those the borrower shows 
11 up, and this is in a default situation, so I'm kind of 
12 concerned that the borrowers may not be getting notice.  
13                There is due process concerns, there is the 
14 Jones vs. Flowers case out of the U.S. Supreme Court 
15 involving the Arkansas tax debt that has some implication 
16 here about notice, and I think we need to think about -- I 
17 would like to rethink whether going back to real service 
18 of process.  I think 60 bucks would be a small price to 
19 pay in this to go ahead and get -- it would solve a lot of 
20 my concerns about due process and my concerns about 
21 whether the borrower is really getting notice.  
22                One of the things that I think is the 
23 borrowers get a barrage of letters from these particular 
24 lawyers.  They get all these dunning notices they may have 
25 gotten every month -- you know, every month for the last 
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1 ten months and then they get this notice.  They may not 
2 even open it because it's from the law firm.  They just 
3 think it's another dunning notice, and they may get it, 
4 and they may not even realize it's a court document or 
5 something.  If they can get notice from the court or 
6 notice from personal service or something that really hits 
7 home that there's a court proceeding that they're about to 
8 lose their house, and I just think that it would probably 
9 make sense to have some sort of more official notice than 

10 the notice solely from a law firm, and that's just one 
11 issue that I want to throw out there.  
12                MR. BARRETT:  We may have gotten that one 
13 wrong, Judge.  What we were primarily thinking of in the 
14 old committees and in the past is the size of the cost.  
15 $50 is ten percent of the cost of the whole thing, so 
16 that's a significant charge when you stack it up and 
17 use -- because all of these servicers are losing 40, $50 a 
18 day, they want you to go out and hire an expedited service 
19 processor, and now you're talking about a hundred to 150 
20 bucks.  
21                When you want to reinstate -- and Texas is 
22 the cheapest state in all the country to reinstate 
23 mortgages.  We are thousands of dollars less than 
24 California, so if you lose your job, you get a job, and 
25 you need to go reinstate your mortgage, this is the best 
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1 place on earth to do it, and we did it by scraping fees 
2 out of the process.  Most states use substitute service 
3 providers, and in some states the fee for that goes all 
4 the way to nearly 400 bucks, so it's a significant expense 
5 which is tacked on each and every case, whereas it would 
6 be beneficial only to the few who for some reason had a 
7 justified reason for not getting the letter, and I don't 
8 think not opening your letter is a justified excuse, and 
9 then I'd be interested to know when those 30 percent show 

10 up, do they have meritorious defenses?  Have they, in 
11 fact, made payments that nobody discovered until they 
12 appeared?  
13                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, but I understand your 
14 issue.  You want to make sure they get it, get it in some 
15 way that they know that it's different, and I don't -- the 
16 cost of the process, I -- you know, the market is just 
17 going to have to deal with that issue.  If it costs more 
18 money, the market is going to have to figure out how to 
19 deal with that issue if it's something that we really 
20 need.  
21                MR. BARRETT:  Well, it's a huge imposition 
22 of expense on the debtors.  All of these expenses either 
23 are paid by the debtors when they reinstate -- 
24                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Paid by the 
25 lenders up-front.  
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1                MR. BARRETT:  Paid when they reinstate or 
2 when they pay off or they're paid by investors, and of 
3 course, most of the investors ultimately are insured and 
4 that means the taxpayers pay it.  60 percent of the loans 
5 are HUD loans, and all the loans that don't go back, are 
6 not reinstated, wind up being paid for by Federal funds 
7 out of HUD.  That's plain tax money, so the market you're 
8 describing is us, the voters, the taxpayers, the citizens.  
9                MR. BAGGETT:  Ultimately we've got to pay 

10 for everything, but that doesn't mean we're not going to 
11 do anything.  
12                MR. BASTIAN:  Let me ask the clerks, if 
13 you-all sent the notice, how big an imposition is that on 
14 you-all, to have the independent hand-off that Judge 
15 Priddy is talking about?  
16                HON. AMALIA RODRIGUEZ-MENDOZA:  When we file 
17 the application or the -- and we have to make a copy of it 
18 because it's electronic, so that's an expense that will 
19 be -- have to be charged on the number of copies that we 
20 have to do to file the -- to submit the citation.  So it's 
21 an added work to our employees, but, you know, I think 
22 we'll have to just deal with it.  
23                MR. BASTIAN:  Okay.  That may be kind of a 
24 philosophical thing that we have to deal with.  I mean --
25                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, Manny.  
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1                MR. NEWBURGER:  We've got options elsewhere 
2 in the rules that -- or in the statutes that let us have 
3 alternate ways of service.  For example, on foreign 
4 judgments you can let the clerk give notice or you can let 
5 a party give notice.  What if you simply provide the 
6 option of either the clerk or service and mandate that if 
7 they're going to have the clerk do it, they've got to 
8 deliver the extra copies to the clerk's office so the 
9 clerk's office doesn't have that burden, and I don't want 

10 to step on Amalia here.  It may be the solution is not to 
11 allow e-filing.  I don't know if e-filing is a bad thing 
12 here, but if it's a good thing for you-all --  
13                HON. AMALIA RODRIGUEZ-MENDOZA:  It's a good 
14 thing.  
15                MR. NEWBURGER:  -- they have to deliver the 
16 copies, but certainly we've got a precedent for giving 
17 parties the option of service or a clerk doing a mailing.  
18                HON. AMALIA RODRIGUEZ-MENDOZA:  I think the 
19 way we've solved that is we actually make the copies and 
20 then we charge the attorneys for the copies and then --
21                MR. BASTIAN:  What if the attorney had to 
22 send to you the notice and then you just put it in your 
23 envelope?  I mean, because you already have the Pitney 
24 Bowes machines that just run it through, and it's going to 
25 come through from your court if the attorneys supplied 
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1 that to you.  
2                HON. AMALIA RODRIGUEZ-MENDOZA:  So then 
3 we'll end up with two methods, the e-filing method and the 
4 manual processing, which, I mean, it's workable.  I'm not 
5 saying it's not.  I'm just trying to bring that --
6                MR. BAGGETT:  It's going to cause you an 
7 expense.  
8                HON. AMALIA RODRIGUEZ-MENDOZA:  -- into it.  
9                MR. REDDING:  This is probably a ridiculous 

10 idea, but I always look for the simplest solution.
11                MR. BAGGETT:  Yes.  
12                MR. REDDING:  Could you change up some of 
13 these rules such that when that final notice is sent to 
14 them or the document is -- or the actual order or the 
15 application for the order is sent to them, that you put it 
16 on the outside of the envelope?  
17                MR. NEWBURGER:  Lawyers can't do that.  The 
18 Fair Debt Collection Practices Act forbids any notices on 
19 the outside of an envelope that are sent from a debt 
20 collector, which includes any of the law firms conducting 
21 foreclosures, and the limit is the name of the addressee 
22 and the return address of the sender and their name if it 
23 doesn't reflect that they're in the debt collection 
24 business.  If firms like Mike start putting stuff on the 
25 outside of envelopes, that's a guaranteed class action.  
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1                MR. REDDING:  Good reason not to then.  
2                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, there's probably an 
3 unintended consequence with this whole service thing 
4 because, as most of you-all know, in the rules if nobody 
5 files a response you're entitled to an order, but we have 
6 a matrix of all the courts in the state, and almost ten 
7 percent of them require a hearing, and I think many times 
8 they require a hearing even if it's a default simply 
9 because they're worried about what Judge Priddy is, did 

10 somebody really have notice, and that court wants to be 
11 kind of the arbiter, a fail-safe, or whatever you want to 
12 call it that --
13                MR. BAGGETT:  They're also worried about the 
14 applicant.  
15                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, you know, all of those 
16 kind of things and kind of gets back, and then really what 
17 happens is because of that and having the hearing and even 
18 judges the way they're looking at these things, is that is 
19 the burden of proof to prove up one of these Rule 736s, is 
20 it now the burden of proof for motion for summary judgment 
21 type proof or is it for a default proof?  And those are 
22 two completely different things.  If you had personal 
23 service on somebody, I think every judge would just go on 
24 and sign the order and you would be done, but when you 
25 have the service like we have now then judges are 
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1 requiring hearings that really aren't required in the 
2 rule, and then even if they don't have a hearing, they're 
3 going to go through and look at the verification or your 
4 evidence that you have and they're going to use the motion 
5 for summary judgment standard, which many times means that 
6 you've got three or four months delay to go get all that 
7 stuff because the standard is so much different.  
8                So it has kind of an unintended consequence 
9 when you have judges that are a little bit concerned about 

10 did the borrower really get notice and then they end up 
11 vetting the files to make sure that, you know, everything 
12 is kosher.
13                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Well, let's start 
14 with the -- I hate to back it up, but I wasn't on the 
15 committee at the time.  What is the purpose of judicial 
16 review?  If it is not to make sure that the -- that 
17 everything is copacetic, then why are judges even involved 
18 at all?  
19                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, because that's -- the 
20 Constitution required a court order.  
21                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  But why did the 
22 Constitution require the court order is the question?  
23                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, but there's kind of an 
24 answer back to that, and that was the way this -- the core 
25 principle the way Rule 736 was set up, we had the 
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1 assumption that 50 percent of all the home equity 
2 applications that were going to be filed were going to be 
3 uncontested, and that was -- we figured that would be 
4 maybe a high number.  In truth it's probably very, very -- 
5 I mean, it's very low.  I mean, a whole lot less than that 
6 have ever been challenged, and this whole idea of the rule 
7 was if nobody was going to contest that you basically have 
8 a foreclosure like you do now, and it just goes through 
9 the process.  That was the whole idea that Rule 736 was 

10 set up, so that if somebody didn't contest that you didn't 
11 clog up the courts.  If they did contest, you had all of 
12 these things in place so they could come in and say 
13 there's something wrong with this, the servicing, the 
14 loan, whatever it is.  
15                MR. BAGGETT:  Let me get -- mechanics of how 
16 we get an order are very important, and they've got to do 
17 what we need to protect people, but don't forget what 
18 we're doing here is all we're doing is getting an order 
19 saying you can foreclose.  You've still got to go through 
20 the whole process that you do anyway, so yeah, there is 
21 judicial participation because they've got to make sure 
22 that what we say is done is done, but it does not 
23 immediately take away from all the normal foreclosure 
24 issues.  All you've got is an order and then you go do 
25 whatever you've got to do on top of that.
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1                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  With respect, no 
2 judge wants to have Marvin Zindler in their reception room 
3 when they get to the courthouse in the morning wanting to 
4 know why you threw the Widow Jones out of the house.  We 
5 had a judge who did that on a homeowners association deal 
6 down here a couple of years ago, and the judge essentially 
7 was hounded off the bench, resigned.  
8                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  I had one judge, 
9 one of my colleagues just -- we're civil judges.  Harris 

10 County and Dallas I think are the only -- or I guess 
11 there's a few that are purely just civil.  We just do 
12 civil cases, no criminal cases at all, so we don't sign 
13 death warrants.  We can't do a capital punishment case, 
14 and one judge confessed to me that this is the closest 
15 thing that he has to a death warrant, is that we're 
16 signing an order allowing someone's house to be taken 
17 away, and --
18                MR. BAGGETT:  I'm not disagreeing that there 
19 ought to be a process for that, but we've got to balance 
20 between how much we put back on the courts to do all that 
21 versus what we -- if it's going to be the uncontested, is 
22 it going to just clog up the docket so that half your 
23 cases are these issues.  
24                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Right.  And that's 
25 the next issue that I had, is there's ambiguity on the 
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1 default situation, what Mr. Bastian was pointing out, and 
2 I think we need to clarify that.  In the rule (8)(a) says 
3 that you have to prove the certain elements before you can 
4 grant an order, but then sub (5) talks about default, "You 
5 shall grant if there's no answer and the notice is on file 
6 for ten days" or something like that.  The question there 
7 is do they still have to prove the elements in the 
8 application?  Do they have to prove everything that's -- I 
9 believe it's the elements of (1) --

10                MS. DOGGETT:  (e).  
11                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  -- (e).  Does that 
12 have to be proved in the application or does the fact that 
13 they don't answer -- do you accept all allegations as 
14 true?  I don't think you do that.  The normal default 
15 situation doesn't seem to apply because we have this 
16 obligation to bring forward facts in the initial pleading, 
17 in the application.  So there is to me an ambiguity of 
18 whether before you grant a default you have to make sure 
19 that the -- all the elements of (1)(e) are proven or not.  
20 (8)(a) seems to say that to me.  
21                MS. DOGGETT:  Why do you have to have a 
22 hearing to prove it?  
23                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Oh, you don't have 
24 to prove it, but you have to analyze the application to 
25 see if they've presented evidence.  I believe it's 
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1 evidence as would be admissible at trial, is I believe the 
2 standard in the rule, to see if they established evidence 
3 instead of just an allegation that these necessary 
4 elements are established, and that's -- if we can clarify 
5 that, if you want to say that if there is no answer we 
6 assume all facts as true as in the normal situation, we 
7 should make that explicit, and that will streamline a lot 
8 of -- a lot of things if we make that explicit.  
9                MR. BASTIAN:  Yeah, the rule says "as will 

10 be admissible in evidence" and then that's it.  It doesn't 
11 really say that's the way it is, but you certainly have 
12 this two different standards of proof, motion for summary 
13 judgment proof or just plain default proof, and again, 
14 that's that philosophical difference, and it may go back 
15 to either because you don't have personal service -- I 
16 mean, I don't know all the reasons why, but you'll see 
17 those variations in lots of these courts.
18                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Well, a lot of -- 
19 a number of my colleagues say, "We didn't ask for this 
20 job, but if we have it, then, you know, there must be a 
21 purpose behind us being required to be the gatekeepers to 
22 make sure all procedures have been followed," and there 
23 are other judges that take the position, "These people 
24 borrowed the money, they didn't make their loan payments, 
25 end of the road."  
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1                The rules should be as explicit and clear as 
2 possible as to what has to be there in order for one of 
3 these to be granted and exactly what the procedure should 
4 be, and the current rule is in my view no as clear as it 
5 should be one way or the other.  
6                MS. NEELEY:  Okay, for what it's worth -- 
7 and Larry and Kelly can kick in if I'm getting it wrong, 
8 but I believe if you go back to the legislative history 
9 there was a colloquy on the floor between Mr. Woolins and 

10 Harriet Earhart about the legislative intent of this 
11 particular section in the Constitution, and the concept 
12 here, there's a tension between normal foreclosure, 
13 posting at the courthouse door, no judicial action at all, 
14 judicial foreclosure, something in between, and the 
15 concept that was put in here was that there needed to be 
16 some simple mechanism whereby the debtor would have an 
17 opportunity to say, "Well, wait, there is an irregularity 
18 in this transaction and the lien is invalid," and by 
19 having this sort of intermediate process, there was an 
20 opportunity for the debtor to say, "The loan is irregular, 
21 so I really should be off the hook."  
22                It was not conceptually a judicial 
23 foreclosure or a requirement that you had to go through 
24 all of this additional proof that we wouldn't do in a 
25 courthouse steps foreclosure.  So the whole underlying 
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1 objective was just to create this opportunity for the 
2 debtor to come in and say, "Wait, wait, wait" --
3                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
4                MS. NEELEY:  -- "irregularities," that's it.  
5 And if they didn't have an irregularity then, you know, 
6 they had their opportunity, and that was it.  
7                MR. BAGGETT:  I think you're right.  We're 
8 trying to deal with the balance between these that there's 
9 no problem with and clogging up the courts with those.  

10 However, I agree with the judges that if there's something 
11 that says you've got to do it, they ought to be able to be 
12 comfortable that's what we've got to do.  Now, what that's 
13 probably going to mean is we're going to put more on the 
14 courts, send out notice or this, that, and the other, and 
15 we didn't want to burden the courts, overburden the courts 
16 with this process.  That's the balance we're trying to get 
17 to.  
18                MS. NEELEY:  Well, I think the real balance 
19 is --  
20                MR. BAGGETT:  Judges and the coordinators 
21 and the clerks.  You have to send out extra notices.
22                MR. TEMPLE:  Mike, I agree with Karen.  I 
23 think the original concept of the court order that she 
24 said was somewhere in between the standard and nonjudicial 
25 foreclosure that we have on 99 percent of the cases and 
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1 the provisions that are available for judicial 
2 foreclosure, and while the law doesn't quite say this, the 
3 concept was that if the application is filed and there's 
4 no response to it, what the court is effectively doing is 
5 saying "We have not been provided with any reason why the 
6 lender ought not to be able to proceed with the standard 
7 nonjudicial foreclosure."  That's all that is.  It's not 
8 really giving the court the responsibility of saying, yes, 
9 we think Widow Jones ought to be kicked out of her house.  

10 It's more the negative of we see no reason why, have been 
11 provided no reason why, they ought not to be able to 
12 proceed with a standard form of the foreclosure.  
13                MR. BAGGETT:  I don't disagree with you, but 
14 I think that we've got to make the rule have the basic 
15 elements in there that does what we hope it does, which is 
16 they actually get notice, and it actually is the right 
17 party --  
18                MR. TEMPLE:  Absolutely.  
19                MR. BAGGETT:  -- trying to get it, and 
20 there's a default, and we've got to get to a place to 
21 where we do that without overburdening the judges and the 
22 courts with it.  Now, how you get to that balance, I don't 
23 know.  
24                MR. FUCHS:  Mike?
25                MS. KELLUM:  Can I -- I'm sorry.
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1                MR. FUCHS:  Go ahead.
2                MS. KELLUM:  I was just going to say in the 
3 CYA world that we live in today if you've got a judge like 
4 the judge that I work for, he's not going to sign a leaf 
5 that blows in the window, and he's going to want some 
6 substance behind it.
7                MR. BAGGETT:  I understand that.  
8                MR. FUCHS:  Currently under the rule we 
9 allow for service of -- and showing that service has been 

10 completed just on these certificate of service by the 
11 attorney for the applicant.  One -- and that the judge can 
12 grant the default if there's no response within time and 
13 that certificate of service has been on filed for ten 
14 days.  One additional -- part of the concern is shady 
15 attorneys who are perhaps not complying, and one 
16 possibility would be some extra requirement of proof of 
17 service; i.e., because there's the i.e. that the attorney 
18 who seeks the default would have to show a copy, a copy of 
19 the green card having come back or a -- and show that if 
20 it does -- if the green card didn't come back, a copy of 
21 the envelope that's come back showing it was unclaimed and 
22 a copy of the envelope showing it was mailed by first 
23 class mail.  
24                I mean, you can still play with those, but 
25 it's harder on the certified mail, and that would give 
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1 some at least additional confidence to the judiciary then 
2 that the attorney had indeed complied with the notice 
3 requirement other than taking the attorney's word.  It 
4 doesn't deal completely with Judge Priddy's concern about 
5 the fact that the consumer may ignore the notice because 
6 he or she may have gotten five or six --
7                (Sirens)
8                MR. BAGGETT:  Here's some consumers coming 
9 after us, all the sirens.

10                MR. FUCHS:  -- but sort of in keeping with 
11 the concept that we assure that there's notice yet that 
12 it's a streamlined process.  I just throw that out.  
13                MR. BASTIAN:  I'm going to jump in here on 
14 the green cards because that's a real pain, but now with 
15 the U.S. Post Office you can get a certified number, and 
16 there is just a printout that you ought to be able to 
17 attach that.  I mean, that's coming from the post office 
18 that says, "This was delivered to the post office and 
19 there's the proof" and you attach that, so you don't have 
20 to have the green card, because to get green cards is just 
21 a royal --
22                MR. BARRETT:  Well, there was a client of 
23 ours two years ago that decided they were no longer going 
24 to keep green cards, and the reason they did it is 37,000 
25 square feet was the amount of space that they recovered 
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1 from where they had been storing green cards.  Again, I've 
2 got to tell you that the cost of all of this is 
3 monumental.  Most of these actions are redeemed by 
4 reinstatement, so every time you add cost to the process, 
5 you add cost to the people who are trying to reinstate 
6 their mortgages, and in an era when holding onto your home 
7 is a very difficult process, raising the cost of retention 
8 is probably something that we should be very circumspect 
9 about.  

10                It's costly to do a green card process, 
11 probably as much as 20, 25 bucks a file by the time you 
12 pay for the postage and pay for the storage and pay for 
13 the clerical manipulation of it.  Barrett Burke, for 
14 example, is an entirely paperless outfit.  We don't keep 
15 paper.  If we've got to keep green cards then we're going 
16 to have to go create a place to keep the green cards.  
17                MR. FUCHS:  But do you scan the green cards 
18 after you get them back so that --  
19                MR. BARRETT:  If the rule said that, but 
20 we've got a lot of judges that say, no, I want green 
21 pieces of paper.  
22                MR. BASTIAN:  What I found with judges on 
23 the green card, lots of them have their computer on their 
24 desk and I say, "Judge, here is the number, type it in, 
25 U.S. Post Office, type in the number."  They do it 
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1 themselves and they see it pop up, and that's proof.  
2                MR. FUCHS:  That's good enough.  
3                MR. BASTIAN:  That's good enough.  
4                MR. BARRETT:  Yeah.  
5                MR. BASTIAN:  Because that's the U.S. Post 
6 Office.  You have an independent source that comes in and 
7 says that was actually deposited with the U.S. Post Office 
8 and then you don't have to mess with the green cards 
9 unless somebody wants to mess with them.

10                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay, let's do this.  Let's 
11 try to figure out some way we can do it that is least 
12 obtrusive to you guys and expensive, but judges are more 
13 comfortable that they're getting the durn papers that they 
14 need to get, and we'll work on that and see how we get 
15 into everything, but I don't -- and I don't -- the three 
16 that you said are fine, defining "the applicant" is 
17 important because you've got to have the right party to do 
18 that, regularize it with the Property Code is important, 
19 and verifying the application.
20                MS. NEELEY:  What does that mean.  
21                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
22                MS. NEELEY:  And then if we can enhance the 
23 notification process to give comfort that there is due 
24 process and that the debtor really knows that they have 
25 this opportunity, then I think maybe, Judge, some of the 
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1 concerns can be allayed, the person didn't respond because 
2 they didn't have anything to say, but they really knew 
3 they had an opportunity.  That's key.  
4                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  It would be almost 
5 like in terms of a show cause order, tell us a reason why 
6 I shouldn't let the lender foreclose, come up with a 
7 reason if you don't -- with the standard being if you 
8 don't come up with reasons the court's going to grant it.  
9                MR. BASTIAN:  And that could be put in the 

10 rule.  I mean, I think that could very easily, because 
11 that's your standard that you're looking for.  
12                MR. TEMPLE:  That was the concept 
13 originally.  
14                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.  
15                MR. BASTIAN:  Say this is the standard you 
16 use, because right now you have some judges saying the 
17 default standard and some judges saying a motion for 
18 summary judgment standard.  
19                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Right, and that's 
20 something we need to clarify because I think (8)(a) to me 
21 seems to indicate that if there's no answer you still have 
22 to use, as Tommy said, the summary judgment standard, and 
23 I don't know if that was intended in a default situation.  
24 If it wasn't, that needs to be clarified that that -- that 
25 in a default situation the lender does not have to prove 
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1 all the elements of (1)(a).  
2                MR. BASTIAN:  To me that's just drafting.  I 
3 think we can come up with the words for that.  I mean, we 
4 have two judges that are very -- and Fred that's very 
5 interested in that language about what is the standard, 
6 and we ought to be able to come up with the standard 
7 that's easy to enforce.  
8                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.
9                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  I agree.  

10                MR. BAGGETT:  I think those are the fair 
11 issues.  Yes.   
12                MS. HOBBS:  We need to give the court 
13 reporter a break.
14                MR. BAGGETT:  Need a break?  We don't have 
15 coffee or anything?  Okay.  We're going to take about a 
16 ten-minute break.
17                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  Okay.  And I have 
18 to get on an airplane to San Diego, which is why I 
19 couldn't be there today.
20                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.
21                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  I'm speaking at a 
22 nationwide conference, and I'm sorry, but when they give 
23 me free first class airplane tickets to San Diego I go, 
24 "Yes, I'll be there."
25                MR. BAGGETT:  We understand that, and you're 
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1 fine.  Thank you, Judge.  
2                HONORABLE MARK DAVIDSON:  I promise I'll be 
3 there live at the next meeting.
4                MR. BAGGETT:  No problem.
5                (Recess from 10:58 a.m. to 11:09 a.m.)
6                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Why don't we do this, 
7 we will put that in a committee form and try to come up 
8 with something that is not swinging one way or another, 
9 kind of comes down the middle and the court people don't 

10 get killed in it and that's okay with you-all I assume, 
11 and the judges feel okay that they've done what they need 
12 to do to make sure everybody got notice and a shot and 
13 that's all fair.  I don't have a problem with any of that.  
14 And then we've got to balance the cost, I understand, so 
15 we're going to figure how to do that.  
16                HON. AMALIA RODRIGUEZ-MENDOZA:  All in one.
17                MR. BAGGETT:  Easy, easy.  Okay.  Now, why 
18 don't we do tax liens since we solved this other problem 
19 so easily, and who wants to talk about tax liens?  Because 
20 I know what tax liens are.  I need to pay them or I'm in 
21 trouble.  That's about the beginning and ending of what I 
22 know about it.  
23                MR. BASTIAN:  We need to talk about 
24 hearings.  
25                MR. BAGGETT:  Hearings?  What do you want to 
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1 talk about on hearing?  
2                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, under the rule you don't 
3 have to have a hearing if there's no response and you've 
4 got --
5                MR. BAGGETT:  On this?  All right.  Sorry.  
6                MR. BASTIAN:  That's another one of those 
7 philosophical things we've got to kind of wrestle with. 
8                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  All right.  Bring up 
9 your issue.  Now, we've got to get to tax liens because 

10 that really is the reason why we're here.  We do need to 
11 coordinate everything, but we've got to get to tax liens.  
12 Okay.
13                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, and again, this may be 
14 one of the philosophical things we've got to deal with, 
15 and that is lots of judges are requiring hearings even if 
16 there's no response, and part of this may be tied up with 
17 the service again.  But the way the rule is written, that 
18 if there is no response filed and the judge is supposed to 
19 sign the order and you go do the rest of the things that 
20 you have to do to foreclose, and I don't know if anybody 
21 has a problem with that or rewriting the rule or something 
22 to make sure that you don't have to go have a hearing if 
23 there's no response filed, or whether we want a hearing.  
24                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  One of the things, 
25 to clarify, one of the reasons I think some judges have 
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1 hearings is there's really only two ways to get documents 
2 that they can consider.  One is the application in the 
3 materials and the affidavit is attached to that, and then 
4 there's also the -- I think rule (6) says at the hearing 
5 you can consider affidavits on file.  To the extent that 
6 supplementation is required, if stuff is not in the 
7 application and then they file, like, as Judge Davidson 
8 pointed out a lot of times courts will require you file 
9 the assignment, wasn't in the original application, they 

10 file it later.  Can a court consider that?  It wasn't 
11 attached to the application.  Or does the court have to 
12 have a hearing and then consider it at the hearing?  
13                To the extent that applicants try to offer 
14 documents that weren't in the original application, there 
15 is some confusion or some disagreement among the courts of 
16 whether they can consider that or whether they have to 
17 have a hearing to consider that, and that's one reason why 
18 I think you have some hearings.  
19                MR. BASTIAN:  I think that can be drafted, 
20 too.
21                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  No, we can draft 
22 around it.  We just need to be clear on what we want.
23                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  So what are we going to 
24 draft?  What are we going to say about the hearings?  
25                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, I think what we do is 
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1 come up with some suggestions in the group and look at it 
2 after you see something work in the real world.
3                MR. BAGGETT:  If on the face of the 
4 documents it doesn't appear to comply --  
5                MR. BASTIAN:  Yeah, if it's proved up and 
6 you don't have a response, then no hearing.  But maybe 
7 like you're saying, give the judge the discretion if he 
8 wants -- well, see, that's the catch 22.  A lot of judges 
9 are doing -- you don't know why they do it.  Because I've 

10 had a lot of judges just do it, as soon as you show up, 
11 nobody shows up, they give you the order.  I mean, it's 
12 kind of like an exercise in futility, but I mean, if it's 
13 like you're saying, okay, here is the particular reason 
14 why you have to have a hearing and that is you haven't 
15 supplied it to the judge's satisfaction, then the judge 
16 has a hearing and that kind of also gives the enforcement 
17 that, Mr. Attorney, if you don't do it right, then we're 
18 going to make you suffer and have a hearing on this thing.  
19 But if you do it right then there's no need for a hearing.  
20                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Right, but --
21                MR. BASTIAN:  That would be kind of the 
22 discipline that makes sure that the attorneys do it right 
23 when they file the application and all the proof then.  
24 Maybe we can do it that way.  
25                MR. BAGGETT:  Well, I guess that gets to the 
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1 point, well, you need to read it and make sure they did 
2 what they did, and if they didn't or you have a question 
3 about it, then have a hearing.  That's going to put it on 
4 the judge to do all that.  
5                MR. BASTIAN:  Well --
6                MR. BAGGETT:  All right.  We'll work on 
7 hearing, too.  All right.  And we've got as much time as 
8 we need.  We're going to have lunch and all that stuff, so 
9 I'm not hurrying through it.  I want to make sure we cover 

10 tax liens.  Who wants to talk about it first?  Which one 
11 of you were most active?  Kelly?  
12                MS. RODGERS:  Me.  
13                MS. NEELEY:  Kelly.  
14                MR. BAGGETT:  You're up, Kelly.  
15                MS. RODGERS:  When we came into the last 
16 legislative session this issue on tax lien transfers and 
17 liens and foreclosures had been addressed in some prior -- 
18 prior legislative sessions, but for whatever reason the 
19 mortgage lenders were just beginning to see some of these 
20 tax lien foreclosures come through, because there's a 
21 super priority lien with the tax lien that transfers from 
22 the taxing authority to whoever pays off the taxes, and it 
23 trumps the first lien purchase money mortgage that's out 
24 there.  So sort of the impetus for all of this was that 
25 some of the mortgage companies and mortgage lenders were 
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1 getting notices that a foreclosure was about to take 
2 place, you know, four days before the foreclosure was 
3 about to take place, and they were obviously interested in 
4 going in and paying off the -- paying off the tax lien 
5 transfer loan.  
6                As far as the -- do you want me to go 
7 through some of the more detail?  Essentially the tax lien 
8 lenders were not regulated by any state agency of any 
9 sort, which was the only -- you know, the only lender in 

10 the state of Texas that wasn't regulated.  So one of the 
11 things we did was pass House Bill 2138, which put them 
12 under the regulation of the Office of Consumer Credit 
13 Commissioner who is currently in the process of 
14 promulgating rules dealing with how those folks are 
15 licensed and what kind of fees and expenses they can 
16 charge.
17                MR. BAGGETT:  Who has to be licensed?  
18                MS. RODGERS:  The tax lien lenders have to 
19 be licensed by the Consumer Credit Commissioner's office 
20 now, and so we've got the regulatory side of it and then 
21 we've got Senate Bill 1520.
22                MR. BAGGETT:  Put a mark in your mind, and 
23 I'm going to go back to you, but let me tell you my 
24 reaction to this, having never ever seen anybody buy one 
25 or sell one or whatever.  From a foreclosure standpoint I 
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1 never worried about ad valorem taxes being a priority 
2 because they had to be judicially foreclosed.  
3                MR. REDDING:  That's right.
4                MR. BAGGETT:  So it didn't bother me, and 
5 then I found out all the sudden they don't have to be 
6 judicially foreclosed and they have a priority and you 
7 don't give notice to the first lienholder.  I said, "How 
8 in the hell did we get there?"  I'll just be honest with 
9 you.  That was my reaction to it.  

10                MR. REDDING:  Well --
11                MS. RODGERS:  That was the reaction of a lot 
12 of the industry.  
13                MR. REDDING:  Yeah.  Mike, if I can 
14 interpose, because this was an issue obviously for the 
15 title industry because --
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
17                MR. REDDING:   -- what you have is you have 
18 the tax lien lender claiming priority under the tax code 
19 and yet trying to avail themselves of the nonjudicial 
20 provisions --
21                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  
22                MR. REDDING:  -- you know, in 51.002 for 
23 foreclosure.
24                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  
25                MR. REDDING:  And I don't think you can -- 
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1 Tommy and I talked about this.  We all talked about it, 
2 because it was how do you marry those two together without 
3 giving notice?  Tax code says you give notice to everybody 
4 that has an interest in the property.  
5                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  
6                MR. REDDINGS:  And yet the foreclosure --
7                MR. BAGGETT:  And you got it judicially 
8 foreclosed.
9                MR. REDDING:  Yeah, and the nonjudicial 

10 foreclosure provisions say you only have to give notice to 
11 that person that is obligated on the note.
12                MR. BAGGETT:  Correct.  
13                MR. REDDING:  So how do you marry those two 
14 and still protect them?  
15                MR. BAGGETT:  We've been giving speeches 
16 like that for 20 years.  
17                MR. REDDING:  That's right.  That's right.
18                MS. DOGGETT:  Can I add something here?  
19                MS. RODGERS:  Absolutely.  
20                MS. DOGGETT:  This is Mary Doggett.  Oh, 
21 he's off the line.  In the 2005 legislative session, I 
22 represented a small tax lien lender that had been giving 
23 notice.  I had always advised them that if you don't give 
24 notice to the lienholder you're not extinguishing their 
25 interest in the property so you need to give them notice, 
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1 but not all the tax lien lenders and in particular one 
2 very large company was not doing so, and so they went to 
3 one of the representatives and said, "We would like to 
4 have some amendment to make sure that everybody is doing 
5 what we're doing."  They kind of wanted a level playing 
6 field.  
7                So Representative Puente filed I think it 
8 was House Bill 2491, which started off as a very short 
9 one-page bill that basically said if you foreclose 

10 pursuant to your transferred tax lien and you use the 
11 Property Code nonjudicial procedures then you have to go 
12 through and make sure everybody gets notice.  That turned 
13 into -- House Bill 2220 was amended into it and it turned 
14 out to be like a 40-page bill or something.  We had very 
15 long coattails that session, and that resolved that 
16 problem.  It didn't resolve the -- a lot of the other 
17 issues and that's why we came back this session.  
18                But one of the things that I think, just 
19 personal opinion as to address your statement, Tim, is 
20 that I think there is a way to marry those two or the idea 
21 that you got a nonjudicial proceeding with a lien that 
22 could only be foreclosed judicially if it was held by a 
23 government unit is because of who's holding the lien and 
24 because of the fact -- you know, coming from a background 
25 where I filed 5,000 suits a year to foreclose property tax 
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1 liens, governments can handle that.  Governments have, you 
2 know, their revenue stream set up based on those taxes, 
3 and they can predict what's going to happen, but nobody, 
4 when I started doing -- representing taxing units, nobody 
5 was doing property tax liens transfers because -- unless 
6 you had a rich uncle because there was no way to recover 
7 other than doing a judicial foreclosure, and you could 
8 only get ten percent interest.  
9                I don't know if anybody remembers Oliver 

10 Heard, but he was my boss at the time, and he, you know, 
11 saw a way to make some money and got the code amended in 
12 '95 so that you could get 18 percent interest and do 
13 nonjudicial foreclosures and all of the sudden there's 
14 this new industry, but the theory was that, you know, if 
15 you've got a lien and you're a private entity you should 
16 be able to foreclose that pursuant to the most efficient 
17 process as opposed to a governmental unit.  Now, the tax 
18 code has been amended, and there are some nonjudicial 
19 foreclosures of tax liens permitted nowadays by government 
20 units as well, but the vast majority I think -- Mike, as 
21 you said when we talked on the phone, the vast majority 
22 are still foreclosed judicially.  Okay.  That's my speech, 
23 Kelly.  
24                MS. RODGERS:  We essentially sat down with 
25 the tax lien lender representatives, including Mary.  We, 
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1 being the mortgage lender folks, and came up with what 
2 ended up being an agreed bill, which is 1520, and some of 
3 the uncertainties or language in it that may look very odd 
4 to anybody else made perfect sense to us when we were 
5 doing it.
6                MR. BAGGETT:  Or at least at midnight that's 
7 what came out, right, is this?  
8                MS. RODGERS:  That's exactly right, and 
9 that's what leg. counsel left alone, so --  

10                MS. DOGGETT:  You know what this means and I 
11 know what this means, so it's okay.
12                MS. RODGERS:  Everybody else can figure it 
13 out.
14                MR. BAGGETT:  Kind of like our great rules.  
15 We can improve them.  We know that we can.  
16                MS. RODGERS:  That's right.  That's right.  
17 But for our purposes, though, you know, we had a model 
18 with the home equity loans and the reverse mortgages of 
19 putting the foreclosure of tax lien loans, you know, 
20 somewhere, as Karen said, between nonjudicial and judicial 
21 foreclosure, just to make sure that all the I's were 
22 dotted and the T's were crossed and that everybody --
23                MR. BAGGETT:  Everybody got notice.  
24                MS. RODGERS:  -- who needed to get notice, 
25 and so that was the purpose of this, and because we had 
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1 the model with the rules there, it was very easy for us to 
2 punt to a task force instead of trying to figure it out 
3 ourselves at the last minute.  So that's pretty much the 
4 history.
5                MR. BAGGETT:  That's fair, and I think if 
6 you do give notice to everybody that's affected and it's 
7 effective notice and it's not too expensive, that probably 
8 does solve the problems.  
9                MS. RODGERS:  Well, and --

10                MR. BAGGETT:  I would assume unless the 
11 title companies have got a different issue that I don't 
12 know about.  
13                MS. RODGERS:  Right.  Right.  
14                MR. BAGGETT:  You get the notices?  
15                MR. REDDING:  Yeah, that was our biggest -- 
16 that was our big issue was making sure everybody got 
17 the --
18                MR. BAGGETT:  Then you've got to write to 
19 reinstate.  
20                MS. RODGERS:  And the title industry was at 
21 the table, too.  I mean, they were very active in this 
22 discussion during session.  
23                MR. REDDING:  Yeah.  No, we were all in 
24 favor of these changes.  
25                MS. RODGERS:  Right, but everybody -- all 
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1 the issues we've discussed this morning, the notice issues 
2 and those sorts of things --
3                MR. BAGGETT:  All apply.
4                MS. RODGERS:  -- are all applicable.  You 
5 know, once we fix that for home equity and reverse 
6 mortgages it's going to --
7                MR. BAGGETT:  It will fit for everybody.  
8 Okay.  
9                MS. RODGERS:  -- be the same for tax lien.

10                MR. BARRETT:  What form of notice would you 
11 recommend be required?  
12                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  
13                MS. RODGERS:  In the sense of what the 
14 delivery mechanism is?  
15                MR. BARRETT:  Yeah.  If you were a tax lien 
16 lender and you wanted to foreclose the interest of Bank of 
17 America, there are 1,191 addresses for Bank of America.  
18                MS. RODGERS:  That's right.  
19                MS. NEELEY:  Well, that's --
20                MR. BARRETT:  What form of a notice would 
21 you have the tax lien lender give to Bank of America that 
22 would have any -- we've heard some claims here for due 
23 process.  
24                MS. RODGERS:  Right, I know.  
25                MR. BARRETT:  What form of notice would 
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1 cover due process when there are 1,190 addresses for one 
2 client?  
3                MS. NEELEY:  That's why we need to address 
4 that.  
5                MS. RODGERS:  Well, and this was a 
6 discussion.  This has been a big issue for the tax lien 
7 lenders on how they give effective notice even under 
8 the --
9                MS. DOGGETT:  And to whom, yeah.  

10                MS. RODGERS:  And to whom, and the --
11                MR. BARRETT:  So the process is hard for 
12 them.  They get served, and it's still hard to get the 
13 right piece of paper --
14                MS. RODGERS:  To the right person.  
15                MR. BARRETT:  -- in the hands of someone who 
16 knows what to do and how to do it.
17                MS. RODGERS:  That's right.
18                MR. BAGGETT:  I'll give you another example, 
19 and I don't think it solves the problem, but this does -- 
20 25 days notice to the internal revenue, and I say this in 
21 speeches all the time.  I've never ever seen a foreclosure 
22 where they woke up in 25 days to do anything about it.  
23                MR. BARRETT:  That's exactly right.  
24                MR. BAGGETT:  Never.  Never.
25                MR. BARRETT:  Exactly right.  
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1                MS. DOGGETT:  What most of the tax lien 
2 lenders that I represent have done is establish personal 
3 relationships with the mortgage servicers, and they try to 
4 pick up the phone, to tell you the truth.  As the industry 
5 grows it's not going to be possible.  
6                MR. BAGGETT:  That's great, but we can't 
7 rely on that.  
8                MS. DOGGETT:  Right.  One of the things that 
9 we realized when we were -- one of the things we talked 

10 about when we were working on this bill was at the time 
11 that a property tax transfer is closed you're 
12 communicating with the property owner and you can get the 
13 name of the mortgage servicer, but three years down the 
14 road when the guy is no longer to be found and you have no 
15 communication, that mortgage servicer might have changed 
16 three times, and so the best you can do is contact the 
17 holder of the note, and so it was written that way so that 
18 if a foreclosure occurs you contact whoever you can 
19 basically, and the holder of the notice is sufficient at 
20 that point.  
21                But then again you've got that trickle down 
22 effect.  You know, if you send something to the holder of 
23 the note are they going to get it, and so we extended the 
24 notice from 38 days to 60 days.  Is that even going to be 
25 sufficient?  
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1                MS. RODGERS:  Right.  
2                MR. FUCHS:  The statute simply says the 
3 application must be served.  I'm curious, was there a 
4 legislative discussion on whether that had to be personal 
5 service, certified mail, first class mail?  
6                MS. DOGGETT:  There was, and --
7                MR. FUCHS:  And?  
8                MS. DOGGETT:  The overriding sentiment was 
9 that because everybody who was -- had an interest in the 

10 property was going to be bearing the expense of personal 
11 service, that it was decided that 21a was sufficient.  
12                MR. CULBRETH:  Which is consistent with 736, 
13 the certified mail.
14                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, just certified mail.  
15                MS. DOGGETT:  Uh-huh.
16                MR. BAGGETT:  The way we have it now, I 
17 guess.  
18                MS. DOGGETT:  Right.  
19                MS. RODGERS:  Well, and the issue of, you 
20 know, to whom you send the notice, I mean, there was talk 
21 with Tommy, about, you know, a registry where you -- you 
22 know, financial institutions registered with whoever 
23 service of process was.  There was talk about, you know, 
24 some of the institutions in the state now are required to 
25 appoint the secretary of state as their agent for service 
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1 of process, and -- but there's not -- there's not a simple 
2 way to go about it.  There's no way to maintain a registry 
3 of addresses and who the mortgage servicers are and the 
4 lenders are and --
5                MR. BARRETT:  What if we limited the tax 
6 lien lenders recovery to their financial position and 
7 required that any additional funds be returned to Fred's 
8 people?  In other words, if you bought a tax lien for 
9 $500 --

10                MR. BAGGETT:  Wait, wait, wait.  We're 
11 legislating now.  We're not a legislature, we're not a 
12 court.  
13                MR. BARRETT:  It's just a question, Mike.  
14                MR. BAGGETT:  We've got rules people can 
15 live by.  I understand your issues are -- where you're 
16 coming from, but I don't think we have the power to do 
17 that.  
18                MR. BARRETT:  I think that's coming, though.
19                MR. BAGGETT:  Well, that's fine.  Get these 
20 two ladies to go talk for you in the next session.  Okay.  
21 So your issue is, part of it is, how do we get service on 
22 the lienholders that works --  
23                MS. RODGERS:  Right.  
24                MR. BAGGETT:  -- and same kind of issue we 
25 have with --  
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1                MS. RODGERS:  Same issues.  
2                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
3                MS. RODGERS:  And I assume what would work 
4 on the home equity loans would probably work with us.  
5                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Well, judges that don't 
6 want Marvin Zindler -- although, I understand he's now 
7 dead, so you-all are safe.  
8                MR. BARRETT:  I've had Marvin.  That's no 
9 fun.  

10                MR. BAGGETT:  Marvin or his successors, you 
11 know, how are we going to deal with this one, too.  Really 
12 it's the same issue, is it not?  
13                MR. BASTIAN:  It is the same issue.  
14                MR. BARRETT:  Yeah.  
15                MR. TEMPLE:  It really is.  
16                MR. BARRETT:  I'm certainly sympathetic with 
17 the position it puts them in, because obviously facts 
18 don't sell newspapers, and these reporters are rarely 
19 interested in the --
20                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
21                MR. BARRETT:  -- eccentricities of the 
22 statute and truly understand the judge's role, so there is 
23 no question that the judge is being put in a bad spot.
24                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  
25                MR. BARRETT:  The Legislature did that and 
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1 then flicked this thing on the Court here, and we're kind 
2 of the instrument of that infliction, but it's sure a bad 
3 spot for the judge.
4                MR. BAGGETT:  So whatever we come up with 
5 that's applicable to both of these issues is what we're 
6 going to get to live with, I guess, right?  
7                MS. RODGERS:  Mary, do you see any 
8 difference between -- you know, from the standpoint of 
9 whether the notice on tax lien foreclosures and those 

10 sorts of things, any reason why it should be different 
11 from what we're dealing with with regard to notice on the 
12 home equity?  
13                MS. DOGGETT:  I haven't yet.  
14                MS. RODGERS:  Yeah.  
15                MS. DOGGETT:  So, no.  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  Is there anything else 
17 that we need to be doing with respect to tax liens that 
18 would be unique other than --
19                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.  There's some unique 
20 requirements in the statute as to what goes into them, the 
21 notice, the application, et cetera, so it spells it out in 
22 some fairly significant detail.
23                MR. BAGGETT:  So we're going to have a new 
24 part of 736.  
25                MR. BASTIAN:  Make it 736a, but it's laid 
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1 out one, two, three, four.  
2                MS. NEELEY:  It's specified.  
3                MR. BASTIAN:  It's pretty clear.  
4                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  All right.  We'll just 
5 make that (a).  Yeah, we can just make it a whole new tax 
6 lien deal.  
7                MR. TEMPLE:  Mike, I think all that's going 
8 to be easier than maybe what it jumps out at some of you 
9 initially primarily because Kelly and Mary and Tommy and 

10 others negotiated a lot of this during the session.  
11                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  
12                MR. TEMPLE:  As Tommy says, it's set out 
13 pretty well in Senate Bill 1520, and to kind of pick it up 
14 and put it in a rule isn't going to be as difficult as you 
15 might initially think.  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  
17                MS. DOGGETT:  I'm going to go out on a limb 
18 here and go even further than that.  I don't think that 
19 the rule needs to be amended to reflect any of the changes 
20 that are contained in Senate Bill 1520, because I spoke 
21 with the legislative assistants for -- or the general 
22 counsel for Wentworth and the former chief of staff for 
23 Paxton when the committee -- when this task force was 
24 formed and I said, you know, "I don't understand what 
25 we're doing here," and that's why I called you, Mike, and 
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1 Tommy.
2                MR. BAGGETT:  And I clearly didn't know.  
3 Don't worry about that.  
4                MS. DOGGETT:  And you didn't know any more 
5 than I did, so -- no.  It says that the liens shall be 
6 foreclosed in this manner.  It doesn't say that they shall 
7 be foreclosed "pursuant to."  It says -- it was crafted 
8 very carefully so that it gives you the tax code provision 
9 32.06(c)(2) says you shall foreclose in this manner, 

10 except in -- as modified by these few different 
11 parameters, notice shall be longer.  I've got a whole list 
12 of them right here.  I'm trying to paraphrase, but I don't 
13 see the need -- and maybe somebody else could explain to 
14 me what it is in 736 and 32.06 that conflict and why we 
15 need to make a change to that.  
16                MS. NEELEY:  Well, the content is totally 
17 different in terms of the application.
18                MS. DOGGETT:  But do you see what I'm 
19 saying, Karen?  It doesn't say -- 
20                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.
21                MS. DOGGETT:  -- "shall foreclose pursuant 
22 to."  It says "this is manner that's already set up in the 
23 law."  You follow that.  
24                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.  (c)(1) says what the 
25 application has to say.  
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1                MS. DOGGETT:  Right.  
2                MS. NEELEY:  And the application in 736 has 
3 a different content.  It's easy to do.  
4                MR. BASTIAN:  Yeah, it's easy to do.  
5                MR. BAGGETT:  I think you just put that all 
6 into 736.
7                MS. NEELEY:  It's easy.  You just do a cut 
8 and paste of (c)(1) into 736 as the content of the 
9 application, boom, it's done.  

10                MS. DOGGETT:  As you said, a separate 
11 provision in 736 -- 
12                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.
13                MS. DOGGETT:  -- as opposed to applying 
14 32.06 to law.  
15                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah, because otherwise you've 
16 got the wrong content in your application.  
17                MR. BASTIAN:  And I have a practical comment 
18 to that, because you see it in the home equity line of 
19 credit that's not in the Constitution.  If you don't put 
20 it in that rule, you would be amazed how many people don't 
21 even know what you're talking about.  You need to put it 
22 in the rule, because right now a lot of people will go 
23 foreclose a home equity line of credit.  Because they 
24 didn't see the word "home equity line of credit" in 736 
25 they don't even think they have to go get a court order.  
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1                So it's just a practical thing, just put it 
2 there so everybody sees it because all you're going to do 
3 is just have a bunch of wrongful foreclosures on your 
4 hands because somebody didn't bother to go look at the new 
5 provision in 36.05 or 36.065.  It's too easy it seems to 
6 me.  Just put it there so it's there and then you don't 
7 have to --
8                MR. BAGGETT:  Take what you've agreed to, 
9 move it in there, and move on.  

10                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah, it's a cut and paste.  
11                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  I mean, actually, I 
12 mean, the rule does give the option, "in the manner 
13 provided by" --
14                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.  
15                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  -- "law for 
16 foreclosure of tax liens or in the manner" -- "or under 
17 Rule 736."  We can just -- if we don't amend the rule they 
18 can't do a 736 for a tax lien, and we can just cut that 
19 out, but I think we have to amend the rule to get tax lien 
20 foreclosures under 736.
21                MR. BAGGETT:  Right, so we just use the 
22 substance that they already have and put it in there.
23                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  If I might just say 
24 something, there may be a concern about taking a statutory 
25 provision and putting it into the rule because next time 
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1 they meet over there, they change the statute, and then 
2 we've got the rule, and that's the worst of all worlds.  
3 You know, they're changing, and we've got to come back, 
4 but we talk about bad foreclosures.
5                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.
6                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  That's going to be 
7 a concern that I can see instead of simply referencing in 
8 the rule, referencing whatever it is that they do over at 
9 the leg., because you just -- somebody may take a one-page 

10 bill, just a cleanup item, and all of the sudden now we've 
11 got people following the rules that won't go read the 
12 statute, so I think that may well be a concern that we 
13 ought to think about.  
14                MS. NEELEY:  That's a good point, but the 
15 problem is (c)(1) says that your application for this 
16 order must allege the lien as an ad valorem tax lien, 
17 state that they don't want a home equity foreclosure, 
18 state that they provided notice, et cetera, et cetera, and 
19 confirm that the property owner has not requested deferral 
20 of taxes.  So there's four elements, and they're totally 
21 different from the elements in the application, so it 
22 either needs to be --
23                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, take one of them.  
24                MS. NEELEY:  -- something that says -- to 
25 me, I think Tommy is right.  And you're both right, if you 
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1 don't put it in the rule somebody is going to leave out an 
2 element.  If you cross-reference the statute and the 
3 statute changes, you've taken care of the elements.  It's 
4 just going to be a matter of monitoring to make sure it's 
5 fixed.
6                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  You know, we do 
7 have in the Rule of Civil Procedures, you know, an 
8 affidavit for introducing records, this will suffice, you 
9 know, and we don't have a rule.  We just say if it's 

10 so-and-so, well, this is going to be good enough.  Instead 
11 of saying it's got to be this way, it says if you do it 
12 this way it will be good enough, so maybe somehow, 
13 somehow.  I guess I'm just a little jumpy --  
14                MR. BASTIAN:  Some language that says --  
15                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  Exactly.  I'm just 
16 a little jumpy about having a rule and then having the 
17 Legislature change it on us.  
18                MS. NEELEY:  They would never do that.  
19                MR. BAGGETT:  But when they go to change it, 
20 I mean, part of it they've got to look at the rule.  They 
21 can direct us again to modify the rule, because what 
22 they've done is they've told us to do it under 736.  
23                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  A clause, "except 
24 as otherwise provided by law" might --
25                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.  
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1                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  -- solve that.  
2                MR. BAGGETT:  I understand your point, but 
3 they shouldn't have told us to put it in the rule to begin 
4 with if that's the case.  We've got to figure out what to 
5 do.
6                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  It's just a 
7 concern.  
8                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, that's fair.  
9                MR. REDDING:  Well, could you just reference 

10 it and then say "or as may be amended from time to time" 
11 and said -- you know, "said procedure be done in 
12 accordance with then current law" or something like that, 
13 just add on a phrase to the back end of it?  
14                MR. BAGGETT:  Okay.  We can take a stab at 
15 that one.  That one shouldn't be too hard to at least 
16 start the stab.  
17                Here's what I want you-all to do, too, those 
18 of you who are particularly interested in an area, I think 
19 you've got e-mails on there, let me know which -- we're 
20 going to have at least two subcommittees.  One is going to 
21 be the cleanup of 735 and 736, and the second one will be 
22 the tax lien deal, which probably they'll kind of overlap 
23 some, but that's fine.  And let me know which ones you 
24 want to be on if you want to be on one.  We've got to get 
25 this done by December 31, so subcommittees, if you want to 
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1 be on one, you've got to -- you've got to be flexible with 
2 time and get it done, because we've got to get it done and 
3 then have another meeting to make sure everybody is okay 
4 with it.
5                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  Let me say this, 
6 the Court wanted it December 31st because, as we 
7 understood, this needs to be done, and it needs to be done 
8 for the industry, and that's our concern, but we want to 
9 make sure it's done right.

10                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah, because right now what 
11 do they do if we don't have the rule, and they've got to 
12 file a lawsuit, I guess, and do it judicially in the 
13 interim, but anyway, we'll see.  Okay.  Other issues that 
14 we may or may not have?  Anybody got?  Tommy, you got any 
15 other issues?  
16                MR. BASTIAN:  Huh-uh.
17                MR. BAGGETT:  You've got to be kidding me.  
18 We're all love and affection.  Manny.
19                MR. NEWBURGER:  I'm going to raise one, but 
20 I'm not sure we can or should deal with this, but my 
21 client base is lawyers all over the country are under 
22 attack, and one of the biggest forms of attack is upon the 
23 litigation privilege.  The lawyers who follow the rules 
24 ought to get to follow the rules and not get sued for 
25 doing it.  Is there any way we can put something in here 
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1 to make it clear that the litigation privilege under Texas 
2 common law is intended to apply to proceedings under these 
3 rules?  
4                MR. BAGGETT:  I think your first statement 
5 was right.  We're probably beyond what we can do with 
6 that.  
7                MR. NEWBURGER:  I had to ask, because in 
8 Florida it's foreclosure firms, and it had to go all the 
9 way to the Florida Supreme Court.  There's a case, Cole 

10 vs. Echevarria, just decided earlier this year that had to 
11 go all the way up there at a cost of hundreds of thousands 
12 of dollars to get the state Supreme Court to decide 
13 whether litigation privilege applied to their proceedings 
14 to foreclose mortgages, and I would really hate to see 
15 that process clog up the Texas courts if there were a way 
16 to put it in the rule.  
17                MR. BAGGETT:  Makes sense.  I think that's a 
18 probably bigger issue for the overall rules committee 
19 whenever they're doing rules.  If they want to get into 
20 that, they can do that.  That's when Marvin is going to 
21 come in and say, "This is lawyers writing rules to protect 
22 lawyers.  This is ridiculous."
23                HONORABLE PHIL JOHNSON:  Let me talk to you 
24 about that, Manny.  We're working through some 
25 disciplinary rules stuff right now, so why don't you visit 
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1 with me after this?
2                MR. NEWBURGER:  Thank you.  
3                MR. BAGGETT:  Did you have something, Mike?  
4                MR. BARRETT:  Well, I wasn't sure whether 
5 you were saying "forever hold your peace."
6                MR. BAGGETT:  No, no.  
7                MR. BARRETT:  Tommy, do you want to hold 
8 forth on the judges that are ruling that the provisions in 
9 the deed of trust -- why don't you explain that?  You're 

10 much more scholarly than I.  
11                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, as you know, in our Rule 
12 736 proceeding it's not appealable, but there are judges 
13 that just kind of -- just like there are lawyers, just 
14 like there is borrowers that go out, you know, kind of way 
15 out there, and I think we need to put something in the 
16 rule that you have the ability to do a mandamus on these, 
17 and that would be kind of the check and balance on some 
18 judges.  I mean, I've got some orders here where judges 
19 are actually reading the deed of trust and having their 
20 own interpretations and then going and denying the order, 
21 and you know, that's way out there, that I think there 
22 needs to be some -- I don't know how you -- and there's no 
23 check and balance on that.  They can just --  
24                MR. BARRETT:  Don't we have one judge in 
25 Houston that has declared the rules unconstitutional, 
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1 these rules?  The way I read this.  
2                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, you could --
3                MR. BARRETT:  She's inviting a declaratory 
4 judgment action to determine whether or not she's right, 
5 but she thinks that the internal language of the Fannie 
6 Mae deed of trust and the rules are self-cancelling and 
7 that the rules themselves impose unconstitutional 
8 obligations, so --
9                MR. BAGGETT:  The rules aren't 

10 constitutional?  
11                MR. BARRETT:  Yeah.
12                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  Under a Federal 
13 like due process or under 750?  
14                MR. BARRETT:  Yeah, they're due process.  
15 She says the deed of trust creates -- or the statute -- or 
16 the Constitution that provided nonrecourse status for home 
17 equity loans prevailed and that there are provisions about 
18 the rules that in her mind apply recourse and, therefore, 
19 are unconstitutional.  
20                MR. BASTIAN:  The best we can figure out, 
21 what she's saying is that, as you know, a substitute 
22 trustee's deed, the warranties of title come from the 
23 borrower and because the borrower has to give warranty of 
24 titles in that substitute trustee's deed then that's a 
25 violation of the Texas Constitution that says you can't 
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1 ask of anything from the borrower other than the property.  
2 I mean, that's the best we can figure out her order, what 
3 she's saying, but right now you can't do anything about 
4 it.  You have a choice.  You can either -- 
5                MR. BARRETT:  We've got 70 orders stacked up 
6 in her court that she won't sign because the rules are 
7 unconstitutional, so I think we should probably try to do 
8 something about clarifying whether the fact that the rules 
9 conflict with recourse provisions in the Constitution.  

10                MR. BAGGETT:  I don't think we can do that 
11 in the rules.  "This is a real rule, and you better live 
12 by it."  
13                MS. NEELEY:  And we mean it.  
14                MR. BARRETT:  You said raise the issue.
15                MR. BAGGETT:  I understand.  
16                MR. BARRETT:  I'm raising the issue.  
17                MR. BAGGETT:  I'm glad you raised it.  That 
18 would be my suggestion, mandamus.
19                MR. BASTIAN:  But see, mandamus, these are 
20 unappealable, so I mean, we've gone around and around, and 
21 what we ended up doing, we just did judicial foreclosures, 
22 but now we have a record, so that then we can go do -- 
23 but, you know, that's almost, wait a minute, that's a 
24 whole lot to have to go through.  
25                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  I don't think there 
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1 is anything that would prevent a -- Doggett and I were 
2 talking.  I don't think there is anything that would 
3 prevent a mandamus.  You ought to do it.  You ought to do 
4 it and see, because I've always assumed that you can 
5 mandamus these.
6                MR. BARRETT:  I agree.  I don't think we 
7 need to change the rule to create --  
8                HONORABLE BRUCE PRIDDY:  But if you mandamus 
9 and the court of appeals says you can't mandamus because 

10 of the nonappealability provision then we can change the 
11 rule, but let's get a court of appeals --
12                MR. BARRETT:  Yeah.  All right.
13                MR. BAGGETT:  Any other issues we've got, 
14 other than lunch?  
15                MS. RODGERS:  I have a question.  Where did 
16 the nonappealability come from?  It's not in the 
17 Constitution.  
18                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah.
19                MR. BAGGETT:  No, it's not.  
20                MS. RODGERS:  Where did you-all come up with 
21 that?  
22                MR. BAGGETT:  How did we do it?  How did we 
23 do it?
24                MR. BASTIAN:  Well, because it was either up 
25 or down.  
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1                MS. RODGERS:  Okay.  
2                MR. BASTIAN:  And we've tried to preserve 
3 the law like it's always been, that if you had a 
4 complaint, well, then you go file your lawsuit and then 
5 that abated it.  
6                MS. RODGERS:  Okay.  
7                MR. BAGGETT:  See, with the rules that we 
8 have you don't have normal discovery and all that stuff, 
9 so what we did is we said here's another way that you can 

10 do everything.  So you don't want to be appealing 
11 something that just gives you an order while you should be 
12 litigating it over in a court, and you have a right to do 
13 that that stops all this.  I mean, you don't want them 
14 going on simultaneously.
15                MS. RODGERS:  Right.  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  And you have a right to stop 
17 all that stuff and tee it up in a regular case.  
18                MR. BASTIAN:  Rule 736 was designed for 
19 those cases where nobody filed a response or didn't care 
20 so it wouldn't clog up the system.  
21                MS. RODGERS:  Right.  
22                MR. BASTIAN:  That's its purpose.  
23                MS. NEELEY:  Yeah, exactly.
24                MR. BAGGETT:  And we really were thinking 
25 about the courts and what kind of burden it would be, and 
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1 if we got a whole bunch of these, if half their docket 
2 were these cases, that would not be good, so how do we 
3 balance all of that to make it work.  
4                MR. BASTIAN:  What a lot of people forget is 
5 most of the pundits were saying you had to go do a 
6 judicial foreclosure on these things.  Man, lordy mercy.  
7                MR. NEWBURGER:  This was actually a very 
8 important trade-off because without this rule you would 
9 have to go out, as I always used to have to do, and get a 

10 restraining order to stop a foreclosure.  
11                MR. BAGGETT:  Right.  
12                MR. NEWBURGER:  And what this did was this 
13 gave any consumer who wanted to raise a dispute the 
14 ability to stop it merely by filing a lawsuit.  So this 
15 was a win-win deal.  
16                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  
17                MR. NEWBURGER:  Folks in Mike's business, 
18 unopposed, uncontested foreclosures were streamlined and 
19 didn't clog the courts.  It was a win for consumers 
20 because we went from a cumbersome process of seeking a 
21 restraining order and a temporary injunction to simply 
22 having to file a suit and be able to accomplish the same 
23 thing.  
24                MR. BAGGETT:  Yeah.  Our biggest issue is we 
25 patterned it after Colorado law, and we figured that 
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1 somebody in Texas would say, "We don't follow anything in 
2 Colorado, we do our own thing."  So anyway.  
3 Okay, I'm glad there are no other issues.  I 
4 need to go get lunch for you guys and see where the heck 
5 it is, and I want to thank all of you for coming, and 
6 we'll get two committees, and let me know which one you 
7 want to be on, and we'll go down the road.  
8 (Meeting adjourned.)
9
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